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Information Reports 

2019-INFO-29 Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development – re: Durham 
Tourism Discovery Guide 

2019-INFO-30 Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development – re: Toronto 
Global Quarterly Update 

2019-INFO-31 Commissioner and Medical Officer of Health – re: 2017-18 Immunization 
Coverage Report for School Pupils in Ontario 

2019-INFO-32 Commissioner and Medical Officer of Health – re: Evaluation of Primary 
Care Outreach Pilot 

2019-INFO-33 Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development – re: 
Commissioner’s Delegated Planning Approval Authority, and Summary 
of Planning Activity in First Quarter of 2019 

Early Release Reports 

There are no Early Release Reports 

Staff Correspondence 

There is no Staff Correspondence 

Durham Municipalities Correspondence 

1. Township of Brock – Resolution passed at their Public Works Committee meeting held 
on May 13, 2019, endorsing Durham Region Vision Zero – A Strategic Road Safety 
Action Plan for the Regional Municipality of Durham 

2. Township of Uxbridge – Resolution passed at their Council meeting held on May 13, 
2019, supporting the Region of Durham’s recommendation to postpone “come into 
force” date of the Construction Act 

3. Township of Uxbridge – Resolution passed at their Council meeting held on May 13, 
2019, regarding Safer Slower Streets: 30 KM/H Residential Street Pilot 
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4. City of Oshawa – re: Resolution passed at their Council meeting held on March 21, 
2019 regarding City Comments on the Region of Durham’s Agriculture & Rural 
System Discussion Paper as part of Envision Durham 

Other Municipalities Correspondence/Resolutions 

1. Township of Pickle Lake – re: Resolution passed at their Council meeting held on May 
14, 2019, supporting Ontario municipalities in their petition of the Provincial 
Government regarding a review of the Ontario Municipal Partnership Fund (OMPF) 
being done in an expeditious manner 

2. Town of Aurora – re: Resolution passed at their Council meeting held on May 14, 
2019, regarding a response to Bill 108, the More Homes, More Choice Act 

Miscellaneous Correspondence 

1. Kyle Larmour, Planner/Urban Designer, Malone Given Parsons – re: E-mail to the 
Regional Chair and members of Regional Council, dated May 15, 2019, regarding 
MGP’s submission to the Province requesting that the Durham Live lands be removed 
from being identified as a Provincially Significant Employment Zone (PSEZ) in the 
Growth Plan 

2. Minister Steve Clark, Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing – re: E-mail to 
Regional Chair, John Henry, Dated May 15, 2019, regarding an Update on Provincially 
Significant Employment Zones 

3. Minister Steve Clark, Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing – re: Email to Ralph 
Walton, Regional Clerk / Director of Legislative Services, regarding A Place to Grow: 
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 2019 

4. Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority (LSRCA) – E-mailing the Lake Simcoe 
Conservation Authority Board Meeting Agenda for Friday, May 24, 2019  

5. Guy Giorno, Integrity Commissioner for Regional Municipality of Durham, Township of 
Brock, Municipality of Clarington, City of Oshawa, City of Pickering, Township of 
Scugog, Township of Uxbridge, Town of Whitby – re: Integrity Commissioner Annual 
Report 2018 

6. Central Lake Ontario Conservation Authority (CLOCA) – re: Resolution passed at their 
meeting held on May 14, 2019, regarding Central Lake Ontario Conservation Authority 
Comments for Modernizing Conservation Authority Operations Environmental Registry 
of Ontario Notice Number 013-5018 

Advisory Committee Minutes 

There are no Advisory Committee Minutes 
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Members of Council – Please advise the Regional Clerk at clerks@durham.ca, if you wish 
to pull an item from this CIP and include on the next regular agenda of the appropriate 
Standing Committee. Items will be added to the agenda if the Regional Clerk is advised by 
Wednesday noon the week prior to the meeting, otherwise the item will be included on the 
agenda for the next regularly scheduled meeting of the applicable Committee. 

Notice regarding collection, use and disclosure of personal information: 
Written information (either paper or electronic) that you send to Durham Regional Council 
or Committees, including home address, phone numbers and email addresses, will become 
part of the public record.  If you have any questions about the collection of information, 
please contact the Regional Clerk/Director of Legislative Services. 



If this information is required in an accessible format, please contact 1-800-372-1102 ext. 2564 

From: 
Report: 
Date: 

Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development 
#2019-INFO-29 
May 24, 2019 

Subject: 

Durham Tourism Discovery Guide 

Recommendation: 

Receive for information 

Report: 

1. Purpose

1.1 The Durham Tourism Discovery Guide is an annual publication produced by the 
Economic Development and Tourism Division. The Durham Tourism Discovery 
Guide is created to raise awareness of Durham Region as a tourist destination 
while offering an effective promotional vehicle for the tourism industry. This guide 
provides the reader with an overview of some of the key tourist products that are 
available in Durham Region for both residents and visitors. 

2. Background

2.1 In previous years, Durham Tourism was responsible for selling advertisement and 
listing space in the guide to local tourism stakeholders and area municipalities. 

2.2 This year the guide was created as a ‘story-telling’ lure brochure and did not include 
any paid advertising or business listings. Content was curated over the course of 
2018 by travel experts, bloggers and writers from across Durham Region and the 
GTA. 

2.3 Articles such as “How to spend 48 hours in Durham Region”, “Outdoor Activities for 
your Bucket List”, “Cultivating passion for agri-tourism in Durham”, are just a few of 

https://icreate7.esolutionsgroup.ca/11111068_DurhamRegion/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/CIP-Reports/CIP-Reports-2019/5.-May/2019-INFO-29.pdf
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the inspirational stories that will appeal to both a day-tripper and a seasoned 
traveller. 

2.4 The choice to discontinue selling advertisement space and move toward curated 
content is in response to a rapidly evolving Tourism marketing industry. Content 
which is clearly ‘advertising’ is far less effective with key audiences; the most 
effective way to reach key audiences is evolving to be through real, experience-
focused content in a ‘story-telling’ style. Authenticity is of critical importance in 
converting key audiences, and this new format will ensure the Discovery Guide is 
effective and relevant. 

2.5 Durham Tourism worked in partnership with each area municipality on the creation 
of municipal feature sections, which provide the reader with a collaboratively-
developed overview of the diverse tourism offerings that each area municipality is 
proud to offer. 

2.6 The guide also contains an “Exciting Celebrations” feature page that is designed to 
drive traffic to the Durham Tourism online calendar of events, in order to ensure 
that the reader receives a current and relevant listing of local festivals. 

3. Distribution 

3.1 40,000 copies of the guide were printed. 

3.2 10,000 copies of the guide are being distributed through CTM Media Group to 
Toronto Pearson Airport, Union Station, Ontario OnRoute Service Centres, 
Durham/Kawartha Region Hotels, and in the Ontario Travel Information Centres. 

3.3 The remaining guides will be distributed to area municipalities, visitor centres, 
businesses, online/telephone visitor requests, trade shows, local community events, 
and Chambers of Commerce / Boards of Trade across Ontario. 

3.4 The guide has also been distributed via e-newsletters and through social media. 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 The Durham Tourism Discovery Guide can be viewed online as an accessible 
document at https://www.durham.ca/en/tourism/resources/Durham-Region-
Tourism-Guide-2019-accessible.pdf as well as ordered online at 
https://tourismforms.durham.ca/durham-tourism-travel-guides. 

https://www.durham.ca/en/tourism/resources/Durham-Region-Tourism-Guide-2019-accessible.pdf
https://www.durham.ca/en/tourism/resources/Durham-Region-Tourism-Guide-2019-accessible.pdf
https://www.durham.ca/en/tourism/resources/Durham-Region-Tourism-Guide-2019-accessible.pdf
https://tourismforms.durham.ca/durham-tourism-travel-guides
https://tourismforms.durham.ca/durham-tourism-travel-guides
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Respectfully submitted, 

Original signed by 

Brian Bridgeman, MCIP, RPP 
Commissioner of Planning and 
Economic Development 



If this information is required in an accessible format, please contact 1-800-372-1102 ext. 2564 

From: 
Report: 
Date: 

Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development 
#2019-INFO-30 
May 24, 2019 

Subject: 

Toronto Global Quarterly Update 

Recommendation: 

Receive for information 

Report: 

1. Purpose

1.1 During the 2019 budget discussions, Economic Development and Tourism staff 
were requested to provide Council with quarterly updates on the progress of the 
Region’s partnership with Toronto Global toward securing investment in Durham 
and on recent activities to improve collaboration.  This report responds to that 
Council request. 

2. Background

2.1 Through the 2019 Regional budget, Council approved an expenditure of $206,397 
to continue the economic development partnership with Toronto Global for the 
coming year.  Council also signalled its willingness to continue the partnership with 
Toronto Global for a five-year term subject to conditions, and on the understanding 
that its funding contribution is only approved on an annual basis. 

2.2 At present, a renewed funding agreement is still being negotiated between Toronto 
Global, the Provincial Government, the Federal Government, and the Municipal 
funding members Halton, Mississauga, Brampton, Toronto, York, and Durham. 

https://icreate7.esolutionsgroup.ca/11111068_DurhamRegion/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/CIP-Reports/CIP-Reports-2019/5.-May/2019-INFO-30.pdf
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2.3 Toronto Global’s mandate is to attract foreign direct investment (“FDI”) to the 
Toronto Region through three key activities: i) internationally marketing the Toronto 
Regional value proposition and competitiveness; ii) conducting research and 
analytics to set effective strategy; and iii) providing business services to prospective 
investors to assist them in establishing a physical presence and creating jobs. 

2.4 Durham Region has a “made-in-Durham” strategy which is being actively 
implemented for Economic Development and for FDI. The Economic Development 
& Tourism Division is implementing the 2017-2021 Economic Development Strategy 
and Action Plan as well as an Investment Attraction strategy that are both yielding 
results. Participation in Toronto Global is an important and valuable component of 
Durham’s Economic Development Strategy and Action Plan. 

3. Engagement and Collaboration 

3.1 Beginning in December 2017, Economic Development & Tourism Division staff 
began to actively engage with the entire Toronto Global team to provide a deeper 
and more clear understanding of the Region’s competitiveness, assets, value 
proposition, and key priority sectors for FDI. Toronto Global reciprocated with 
enthusiasm and strong engagement and collaboration. This activity included: a 
detailed presentation to the Investment Attraction (“IA”) section by Durham 
Economic Development staff, showcasing our priority sectors and value proposition, 
a full-day familiarization (FAM) tour of Durham Region for the Toronto Global team, 
and invitation to various Regional Economic Development events. 

3.2 Durham Economic Development staff continues to attend every EDO management 
committee meeting and provides direction and recommendations intended to 
improve the geographic distribution of investment projects. Primarily, this direction 
is to refocus lead generation efforts toward sectors that were better aligned with 
Durham Region’s priority sectors, so that prospective investors would have a 
stronger propensity toward landing in Durham. As a direct result of these efforts, the 
2019 Toronto Global Draft Business Plan has been amended to include the 
following objectives: 

 

a. Leverage highly-targeted lead generation contracts focused on investments 
and leads that have a strong potential to locate outside of the City of Toronto 
(“905” Leads’); 

b. Provide increased transparency with regard to leads through the pipeline, 
including sharing business cases with our municipal partners and committing 
to regular follow up on active files; 
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c. Conduct “tombstone” exercises on both won and lost investments to explore 
ways in which to improve collective service offering to prospective investors or 
expand on successful initiatives; 

d. Continue to develop and implement sector strategies geared toward 
increasing our strategic pipeline in the 905; 

e. Produce more sector focused social media campaigns; 
f. Upgrade and enhance our regional web content; 
g. Advance our SEO/SEM strategy; 
h. Ensure that 50 per cent of our blog posts depict events, assets, industry 

profiles or investments in the 905; and 
i. Develop a new format for our sector profiles that visually depicts the sector 

clusters across the region in a mapping tool in both print and digital formats to 
illustrate the wide range of assets across the region. 

3.3 Since January of 2019, Toronto Global has involved Durham in supporting five 
additional prospective investments, all of which are still active. In total since 
December 2017, Toronto Global has involved Durham in supporting 19 prospective 
investments, 15 of which remain active projects. A list of Toronto Global leads 
where Toronto Global has engaged Durham to collaborate are attached as 
Appendix 1. Toronto Global leads supported through Q1 2019 have further 
progressed in the sales funnel. 

3.4 Durham continues to advance two pilot projects with Toronto Global to work 
collaboratively in two specific areas to attract investment to Durham, namely: 

a) The German/Dutch IA group at Toronto Global has been and will continue to 
work with Durham Region on specific targeting in Durham’s priority market of 
southern Germany and Netherlands. The teams meet regularly to identify 
target companies for pursuit exclusively for Durham, and to collaboratively 
develop value propositions for target companies, including active project 
involvement and support; and 

b) Leveraging Durham’s strong cannabis primary production industry cluster to 
capture new investment in the upcoming ‘Green Rush’, via co-targeting 20 to 
30 major US manufacturers of edibles and drinkables, collaboratively 
developing a value proposition, and Toronto Global will market and 
showcase specifically Durham’s cluster and value proposition to attract these 
companies. 
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3.5 To date in 2019, Toronto Global continues to be active and engaged in Durham.  
For example: 

• The IA team attended Pickering’s ‘Toronto East Aerotropolis’ event in April 
2019; 

• The IA team attended Durham Research Day at Durham College in April 
2019; 

• CEO Toby Lennox attended Oshawa’s Annual Economic Outlook Breakfast 
in May 2019; and 

• The IA team presented to the Durham Economic Development Partnership 
(DEDP) to provide an overall summary of the work of Toronto Global and 
discuss further ways for collaboration. 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 Durham Region’s engagement with Toronto Global has been enthusiastically 
reciprocated by the entire Toronto Global team. Toronto Global frequently visits the 
Region to participate in events and tours and continues to proactively learn about 
Durham’s priority sectors for FDI, value proposition, innovation-support assets, and 
industry leaders. 

4.2 Toronto Global has engaged Durham to collaborate and support on attracting 
investment from 19 foreign investors and continues to advance other leads with 
specific interest in Durham Region. Toronto Global leads supported by Durham 
throughout Q1 2019 have been at more advanced stages of the sales funnel. 

4.3 Toronto Global has recently amended its 2019 Draft Business Plan to incorporate 
feedback from Durham and other ‘905’ municipal funding members to ensure that 
lead generation and lead advancement is better designed for investments to land in 
the 905 regions, including Durham. 

4.4 Durham’s membership in Toronto Global is a valuable component of the Region’s 
Economic Development Strategy, and the return on Durham’s investment is 
expected to increase further once successful investments begin to be realized. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Original signed by 

Brian Bridgeman, MCIP, RPP 
Commissioner of Planning and 
Economic Development 
 
 
Appendix 1: Toronto Global Leads in Collaboration with Durham Region 
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Investment Project Projected Jobs Status 
Company markets high-value proteins 
sourced from plants Not Disclosed Closed/Lost – Investment 

made elsewhere 
Aquaculture R&D lab, consisting of 6 
ponds of water that can produce up to 
1800 pounds of fish year 

Not Disclosed Closed/Lost 

Virtual digital lab Not Disclosed Closed/Lost – Investment 
made elsewhere 

Advanced bio-medical production facility 150 Closed/Lost – Investment 
made elsewhere 

Innovative food production technology  50+ Active 
EV part manufacturer 100 Active 
Industrial product assembly facility 10-25 Active 
Life science R&D centre 100 Active 
Logistics / advanced manufacturing Not Disclosed Active 
Energy storage solutions company Not Disclosed Active 
Advanced food ingredient product R&D 
and production facility 10-20 Active 

Cannabis R&D lab Not Disclosed Active 
Cannabis quality assurance/quality 
control lab Not Disclosed Active 

Cannabis product sales/distribution 
office Not Disclosed Active 

Asian food facility 10-20 Active 
Automotive component manufacturer 
facility Not Disclosed Active 

After-sales service office 15-30 Active 
Aggregates distribution centre and 
Canadian headquarters Not Disclosed Active 

Shaved ice equipment 
manufacturing/assembly facility 10-15 Active 
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From: 
Report: 
Date: 

Commissioner & Medical Officer of Health 
#2019-INFO-31 
May 24, 2019 

Subject: 

2017-18 Immunization Coverage Report for School Pupils in Ontario 

Recommendation: 

Receive for information. 

Report: 

1. Purpose

1.1 To provide an update on the release of the Immunization Coverage Report for 
School Pupils in Ontario for the 2017-18 School Year. 

2. Background

2.1 Public Health Ontario (PHO) leads the provincial surveillance of immunization 
coverage, including the annual coverage assessment of school pupils for Ontario’s 
publicly-funded immunization programs. 

2.2 In accordance with the Immunization of School Pupils Act (ISPA), every medical 
officer of health is required to maintain a record of immunization of each pupil 
attending school in his/her jurisdiction. 

2.3 Students may be suspended if they do not have up to date immunizations against 
ISPA-designated diseases according to the Publicly Funded Immunization 
Schedule for Ontario or if documentation of a medical exemption or statement of 
conscience or religious belief is not provided. 

2.4 The ISPA-designated diseases are: measles, mumps, rubella, diphtheria, polio, 
tetanus, pertussis, meningococcal and varicella. 

2.5 Public health units also deliver vaccines for hepatitis B, quadrivalent 
meningococcal conjugate (MCV4) and human papillomavirus (HPV) through 

https://www.publichealthontario.ca/-/media/documents/immunization-coverage-2017-18.pdf?la=en&hash=9F36CC1967CE6BE75D2FB9DB0AB473FA65D015B7
https://www.publichealthontario.ca/-/media/documents/immunization-coverage-2017-18.pdf?la=en&hash=9F36CC1967CE6BE75D2FB9DB0AB473FA65D015B7
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90i01
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/immunization/docs/immunization_schedule.pdf
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/immunization/docs/immunization_schedule.pdf
https://icreate7.esolutionsgroup.ca/11111068_DurhamRegion/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/CIP-Reports/CIP-Reports-2019/5.-May/2019-INFO-31.pdf
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school-based immunization programs. 

3. Current Status 

3.1 On May 7, 2019, PHO released the results from the annual assessment of 
immunization coverage for school pupils in the 2017-18 school year in Ontario. 

3.2 The Immunization Coverage Report for School Pupils in Ontario presents and 
compares immunization coverage across the province and can help support 
immunization program planning. 

3.3 National immunization coverage goals have been identified from the National 
Immunization Strategy objectives for 2016-2021, where available. 

3.4 Durham Region student immunization coverage rates for the 2017-18 school year 
for all ISPA-designated diseases as well as school-based immunization programs 
were higher than the Ontario rates for each antigen. 

3.5 Durham Region has met National immunization coverage goals for: 

a. 7 year old students for measles, mumps, rubella, diphtheria, tetanus, 
pertussis, polio and meningococcal 

b. 17 year old students for measles, mumps, rubella and polio 
c. MCV4 as part of school-based immunization programs 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 The Durham Region Health Department monitors local immunization coverage 
rates and trends to identify community needs and inform program planning. 

4.2 PHO’s Immunization Coverage Report for School Pupils in Ontario provides 
additional information from a provincial perspective to support ongoing program 
monitoring. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Original signed by 

R.J. Kyle, BSc, MD, MHSc, CCFP, FRCPC, FACPM 
Commissioner & Medical Officer of Health 
 

https://www.publichealthontario.ca/-/media/documents/immunization-coverage-2017-18.pdf?la=en&hash=9F36CC1967CE6BE75D2FB9DB0AB473FA65D015B7
https://www.publichealthontario.ca/-/media/documents/immunization-coverage-2017-18.pdf?la=en&hash=9F36CC1967CE6BE75D2FB9DB0AB473FA65D015B7
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From: 
Report: 
Date: 

Commissioner & Medical Officer of Health 
#2019-INFO-32 
May 24, 2019 

Subject: 

Evaluation of the Primary Care Outreach Pilot (PCOP) 

Recommendation: 

Receive for information. 

Report: 

1. Purpose

1.1 To provide the evaluation results of the Primary Care Outreach Pilot (PCOP) which 
offers primary care and social services to at-risk priority populations. 

2. Background

2.1 On June 13, 2018, Regional Council carried a motion to implement the first eight 
(8) months of a PCOP ending on February 28, 2019.

2.2 Regional Council directed that the 2018 cost of $161,250 of this pilot be funded 
from within the approved 2018 Health Department Business Plans and Budget and 
$57,000 be funded within the Social Services Department Business Plans and 
Budget or any other surplus funds as determined by the Acting Commissioner of 
Finance. 

2.3 Regional Council directed that the continuation of the PCOP beyond February 28, 
2019 be subject to 2019 Health Department and Social Services Department 
Budget deliberations and be informed by an evaluation of the first eight (8) months 
of the pilot. 

2.4 Evaluation results for the first five (5) months of operation of the PCOP were 
provided to Regional Council via an Information Report on February 1, 2019, prior 
to budget deliberations. 

2.5 The PCOP began operation on July 23, 2018 and consists of an Advanced Care 

https://icreate7.esolutionsgroup.ca/11111068_DurhamRegion/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/CIP-Reports/CIP-Reports-2019/5.-May/2019-INFO-32.pdf
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Paramedic (ACP) and Social Worker providing outreach services and service 
navigation/connection to vulnerable priority populations including those who are 
homeless/underhoused or have mental health and addiction challenges in 
Oshawa. 

2.6 The ACP provides assessments, triage and interventions including: blood glucose 
tests for diabetic clients; medical counselling; referrals to medical facilities or the 
on-site physician at Cornerstone; service navigation by referring clients with 
addictions and mental and/or physical health issues to appropriate agencies and 
supports, and; wound care. 

2.7 The Social Worker provides: engagement; assessment/triage; counselling (for 
crises, depression, substance abuse, suicidality, trauma, and other mental health 
issues), and; service navigation by referring clients to appropriate agencies and 
supports for addictions, food, housing, and mental and/or physical health issues. 

2.8 The PCOP team uses a rapid response vehicle to commute to various priority 
neighbourhoods within Oshawa and provides primary care and social work 
services, Mondays to Fridays from 8 am to 4 pm.  

3. Current Status 

3.1 Regional Council approved ongoing funding for the PCOP as part of the 2019 
Business Plans and Budgets. 

3.2 The attached Evaluation of the Primary Care Outreach Program (PCOP) Pilot 
presents results for clients served and services provided during the eight (8) month 
pilot period from July 23, 2018 to February 28, 2019. 

3.3 Highlights from the evaluation include: 

a. Support was provided to 244 clients with a total of 1,070 client encounters 
b. Almost half of the clients (48 per cent) were homeless 
c. A total of 224 referrals were given to clients, with the most common type of 

referral being for access to housing services 
d. Of clients that used substances, an estimated 28 per cent used opioids 
e. Most of the time spent by the ACP and Social Worker was on client 

engagement 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 The evaluation results demonstrate that benefits of the PCOP include access to 
service navigation and counselling for clients as well as the opportunity for the 
Health Department and Social Services Department to build and strengthen 
relationships with community partners. 
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5. Attachment 

Attachment #1: Evaluation of the Primary Care Outreach Program (PCOP) 
Pilot 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Original signed by 
 

R.J. Kyle, BSc, MD, MHSc, CCFP, FRCPC, FACPM  
Commissioner & Medical Officer of Health 
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Background 
In November 2017, Durham Region Health Department was tasked by Regional Council 
to determine the cost-effectiveness and feasibility of operating a mobile health service 
for at-risk populations. An evidence-informed review was presented to Regional Council 
in February 2018. Regional Council directed staff to determine the cost of operating a 
mobile health unit staffed with outreach, addictions counselling, medical and health 
professionals to provide support and care for at-risk populations, including people who 
use opioids. In June 2018, Regional Council carried a motion to pilot a Primary Care 
Outreach Program (PCOP) for 8 months, from July 23, 2018 to February 28, 2019. 
Continuation of the pilot past the 8-month pilot period would be informed by an 
evaluation of the pilot program. Interim evaluation results until December 13, 2018 were 
presented to Regional Council in February 2019. In March 2019, Regional Council 
approved funding for ongoing operation of the PCOP in 2019. This report will present 
information collected during the PCOP pilot and provide recommendations for the future 
of the program. The purpose of the evaluation is to: 

i. Determine whether the primary care outreach pilot program improved 
access to health care and social services among priority populations.  

ii. Examine the need for the PCOP on an ongoing basis. 

Program Description 
The PCOP pilot consisted of an Advanced Care Paramedic (ACP) and a Social Worker 
who provided outreach services and service navigation to at-risk populations in 
Oshawa, including those who were homeless/underhoused or had mental health and 
addiction challenges. A Rapid Response Vehicle (RRV) was used to transport the 
PCOP team to areas in Durham Region where at-risk populations could be reached. 

The ACP provided assessments, triage and interventions including: blood glucose tests 
for diabetic clients; medical counselling; referrals to medical facilities or the on-site 
physician at Cornerstone Community Association; service navigation by referring clients 
with addictions and mental and/or physical health issues to appropriate agencies and 
supports; and wound care. 

The Social Worker provided: engagement; assessment/triage; counselling (for crises, 
depression, substance abuse, suicidality, trauma, and other mental health issues); and 
service navigation by referring clients to appropriate agencies and supports for 
addictions, food, housing, and mental and/or physical health issues. 

A plan to contract a part-time nurse practitioner to deliver primary care services was put 
on hold due to funding constraints and to provide an opportunity to determine the 
demand and need for services. 
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Methods 
PCOP Daily Log 
A data collection form was created in MS Excel to collect sociodemographic information 
of clients, as well as details about the services provided to clients. This form was 
completed by the Social Worker for each interaction with a PCOP client. When possible, 
client ID, client name, estimated age, gender, whether the client used substances, 
immigration issues, and housing status were documented on the form. It is important to 
note that sociodemographic information was not always available for each client and 
depended on the willingness of the client to share this information.  

Data cleaning was conducted to ensure that each unique client was assigned a client ID 
for analysis purposes. For the purposes of data analysis, “homeless” was defined as a 
client who was living either on the street, in a vehicle, tent, or at a shelter. Housing 
status was reported based on the client’s initial encounter with the PCOP team. If a 
client was suspected to have issues with substance use, it was not always known which 
substance(s) they were using. 

Referrals to services such as housing, counselling, addictions counselling, medical 
referrals, personal hygiene, Ontario Works, Ontario Disability Support Program and 
employment services were documented in the PCOP form. Referral uptake was 
measured through follow-up with clients, which was not always feasible. Therefore, 
referral uptake may have been higher than what is captured in this report.   

The type of service provided by the PCOP pilot, as well as how long the PCOP team 
interacted with the client, were also recorded in the data collection form. 

Ambulance Call Report System 
If a client required extensive care by the Advanced Care Paramedic, the encounter was 
recorded in the Region of Durham Paramedic Services (RDPS) Ambulance Call Report 
System, in which paramedics enter detailed patient and care information for all patients 
treated by RDPS. Information such as patient details, medical history, medical 
intervention provided, and whether the patient was transported to hospital was captured 
within this system. Patients could not be transported in an RRV (the PCOP vehicle), so 
an ambulance needed to be called if transport to hospital was necessary. Data was 
extracted from the Ambulance Call Report System in March 2019 for patients treated by 
the ACP.  

Staff Interviews 
The two epidemiologists leading the evaluation interviewed the Social Worker and ACP, 
who were the primary PCOP team members, on November 30, 2018. The PCOP team 
members were interviewed separately and asked about the services they provided, the 
benefits/rewards of the program, challenges and needs, substance use among clients, 
and the type of feedback they received from clients and service providers about the 
program. The epidemiologists reviewed the interview transcripts and grouped the 
findings into common themes.   
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Results 
Sociodemographic Information 
The PCOP pilot provided support to 244 clients between July 23, 2018 and February 
28, 2019. Some of these clients were seen more than once. In total, there were 1,070 
encounters with clients. An encounter represented each time PCOP staff recorded an 
interaction with a client. The majority of clients were male (66 per cent), with 30 per cent 
of clients female, and 5 per cent of unknown gender. In terms of age, 43 per cent of 
clients were estimated to be 30-49 years old. Almost half of the clients (48 per cent) 
were homeless. Out of clients who were homeless, the majority (56 per cent) lived on 
the street, and the remaining reported living in tents (17 per cent), vehicles (14 per 
cent), shelters (8 per cent), or a combination of these categories (5 per cent). Overall 27 
per cent of clients reported that they were housed at the time of initial contact with the 
PCOP team and 24 per cent had unknown housing status. When monitoring change in 
housing status, 15 clients were reported as housed during the program or had a future 
housing date.  

Table 1: Gender of PCOP clients 
Gender Number of 

Clients 
Percentage of Clients (%) 

Female 72 30 
Male 160 66 
Unknown 12 5 

Table 2: Age range of PCOP clients 
Age Range Number of 

Clients 
Percentage of Clients (%) 

0-17 years 0 0 
18-29 years 64 26 
30-49 years 106 43 
50+ years 62 25 
Unknown 12 5 
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Table 3: Housing status of PCOP clients 
Housing 
Status 

Number 
of Clients 

Percentage of Clients (%) 

Homeless* 118 48 
Housed 66 27 
Other 1 0 
Unknown 59 24 

*Homeless includes clients living on the street, in a tent, vehicle or shelter. 

Substance Use  
An estimated 111 clients (45 per cent) reported using substances, 14 clients (6 per 
cent) did not use substances, and substance use was unknown for 119 clients (49 per 
cent). The most commonly used drug was crystal meth, which represented 35 per cent 
of clients who used substances. Of clients who used substances, an estimated 30 per 
cent used alcohol and 28 per cent used opioids. The substance was unknown for 28 per 
cent of clients who reported using substances. It is important to note that some clients 
were reported to be using more than one substance. 

Table 4: Types of substances used by clients who reported substance use 
Substance Number of 

Clients 
Percentage of Clients (%) 

Crystal Meth 39 35 
Alcohol 33 30 
Opioids 31 28 
Cannabis 12 11 
Cocaine/Crack 11 10 
Prescription Drugs 1 1 
Unknown Drug 31 28 
Total Number of Clients 111 -- 
Who Used Substances* 

*Clients could use more than one substance. 
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Referrals Provided to Clients 
A total of 224 referrals were given to clients throughout the PCOP pilot. The most 
common type of referral was for access to housing services, which made up 29 per cent 
of referrals given. Of the 224 referrals given, the PCOP team reported that 51 referrals 
(23%) were completed, meaning that the client accessed the referred service. Other 
referrals included access to outreach services, support workers, bus tickets, and 
disability support. 

Table 5: Referrals given to clients 
Type of Referral Number of 

Referrals 
Percentage of Referrals (%) 

Housing 66 29 
Counselling 42 19 
Addictions Counselling 37 17 
Medical (incl. mental 
health services) 

24 11 

Personal Hygiene (e.g. 
showers, laundry) 

13 6 

Ontario Works (OW) 8 4 
Employment Support 
Services 

5 2 

Ontario Disability 
Support Program 
(ODSP) 

3 1 

Legal Support 3 
Other 23 10 
Total Number of 224 -- 
Referrals* 

*There could be multiple referrals given to one client.
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Length of Services Provided  
The table below identifies the time spent on services by the Social Worker and ACP. 
Most of their time was spent on client engagement, followed by assessment and triage. 
Due to the specialized skills of each service provider, only the Social Worker provided 
crisis counselling and only the ACP provided paramedic services. Less time was spent 
on counselling and direct primary care/paramedic services. 

Table 6: Time spent on PCOP services by service provider 
Service Social Social ACP – Time ACP –  Per 

Worker – 
Time Spent 
(hrs, min) 

Worker – 
Per cent of 
Time (%) 

Spent (hrs, 
min) 

cent of Time 
(%) 

Engagement 363 hrs, 
min 

0 46 367 hrs, 
min 

50 46 

Assessment/Triage 305 hrs, 
min 

32 39 305 hrs, 
min 

22 38 

Service Navigation 74 hrs, 53 
min 

10 76 hrs, 53 
min 

10 

Counselling 36 hrs, 33 
min 

5 35 hrs, 18 
min 

4 

Paramedic Services 
(only provided by 
ACP) 

-- -- 15 hrs, 31 
min 

2 

Crisis Counselling 
(only provided by 
Social Worker) 

7 hrs, 53 min 1 -- -- 

Total 787 hrs, 
min 

51 100 800 hrs, 
min 

54 100 
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Figure 1. Time spent on PCOP services by service provider 

*Certain services are only provided by the Advanced Care Paramedic or Social Worker. 

Paramedic Services Rendered 
There were 11 encounters with clients in which extensive paramedic services were 
performed and recorded in the Ambulance Call Report System. We were unable to 
determine whether these encounters were for 11 unique clients due to data availability. 
The most common intervention provided by the ACP was checking vital signs (10 
clients), followed by performing blood glucose tests for four clients, dressing and 
treating wounds for four clients, and administering an IV to one client. Most clients 
received more than one medical intervention. Two clients needed to be transported to a 
hospital by ambulance.  

Services for Clients Who Used Opioids 
As mentioned earlier, there were 31 clients who reported using opioids, which 
represented 28 per cent of clients who reported using substances and 13 per cent of all 
clients. Out of clients who reported using opioids, seven clients received a referral to 
addictions counselling and two clients accessed this service.  

PCOP Team Interviews 
The following are the results from interviews with the Social Worker and ACP who were 
the primary staff members for the PCOP.  
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Benefits/Rewards 
The PCOP team mentioned that it was a rewarding experience to see their clients 
benefit from accessing services and seeing improvements in their condition over time. It 
has been especially rewarding for them to witness clients being housed during the 
duration of the PCOP program. Another reported benefit of the program was the 
opportunity to build and strengthen relationships with community partners such as the 
Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA) and Durham Mental Health Services 
(DMHS). It was also felt that the program provided an opportunity for collaboration 
between Social Services and the Durham Region Health Department.  

Challenges and Needs 
The PCOP team identified that a major challenge at the start of the program was 
establishing trust and building good relationships with clients so they would be willing to 
accept services from the PCOP. An influencing factor of this trust was the uniform of the 
Advanced Care Paramedic, which was viewed by clients as intimidating at first. Over 
time, the PCOP team reported that clients were more willing to approach them. A lack of 
trust also stemmed from the influence of some members of the homeless community, 
who discouraged clients from associating with the PCOP team.  

Transportation was a key issue that was identified by the PCOP team. Most clients 
requested transportation to access services after they received a referral. The PCOP 
team was not permitted to transport clients, and they mentioned that having a way to 
help transport clients, such as being able to provide transportation or transit tickets to 
clients, would be helpful in increasing referral uptake. 

Beyond the strong need for housing and the ability to stay housed, clients often 
requested supplies that could be distributed by the PCOP team, such as bottled water, 
granola bars, sleeping bags, toilet paper, blankets and clothes.  

The PCOP team expressed the need for expanding the reach of the program into other 
areas of Durham Region that may also have large numbers of transient individuals, 
such as Pickering, Ajax and Whitby. They also identified an interest in expanding the 
program to communities with a high volume of repeat low priority calls for Paramedic 
Services.  

Substance Use 
The PCOP team members thought the most common substance used among clients 
was crystal meth. Other drugs they felt clients commonly reported using included 
alcohol, cannabis and opioids. Staff also noted an increase in crack cocaine use in the 
few weeks prior to the interviews. The PCOP team had not yet encountered a client who 
was unresponsive or needed to be transported to hospital due to an overdose.  

Feedback from Clients and Service Providers 
Due to time restrictions and the client population, a systematic approach to collect client 
feedback could not be undertaken. Instead, the PCOP team was asked about the 
feedback they received from clients. They reported receiving positive feedback from 
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clients who they helped. Some acknowledged the good work that the program provides 
and attributed the PCOP program to having “saved their lives”. Positive feedback was 
also received from community partners such as CMHA and the Back Door Mission. 

The PCOP team received feedback about the hours that the program currently 
operates. Some clients would prefer an afternoon or evening shift to access services, 
especially for finding shelter at night. 

Recommendations and Next Steps 
The PCOP has seen many successes and overcome challenges during the length of 
the pilot. Reflecting on the information collected from the evaluation, the Durham 
Region Health Department and Social Services Department are making the following 
recommendations to ensure the program is meeting the needs of its clients: 

1. Explore options to improve referral uptake by making transportation more 
accessible to clients. Transportation was identified as one barrier to accessing 
services. Exploring the feasibility of distributing transit passes, for example, may 
help to connect clients with services. 

2. Strengthen collaboration with community partners. Building upon existing 
relationships with community partners will allow for better integration for clients 
accessing services and to help facilitate client follow-up.  

3. Improve data collection and data quality. Consider integrating the PCOP data 
collection form into the existing data management system used by Social 
Services to allow for more efficient data collection and timely reporting of the 
PCOP information. Create tools such as a data dictionary to improve data quality. 

4. Explore ways to raise awareness of the PCOP in the community and reduce 
stigma towards the homeless population by public education. 

If you require this information in an accessible format, contact 905-666-6241 or 1-800-
841-2729 



If this information is required in an accessible format, please contact 1-800-372-1102 ext. 2900 

From: 
Report: 
Date: 

Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development 
#2019-INFO-33 
May 24, 2019 

Subject: 

Commissioner’s Delegated Planning Approval Authority, and Summary of Planning 
Activity in First Quarter of 2019. File:  1.2.7.19 

Recommendation: 

Receive for information 

Report: 

1. Purpose

1.1 The Region’s Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development has been 
delegated the authority to approve certain Area Municipal Official Plan amendments 
in all area municipalities, as well as subdivisions, condominiums, and part lot 
control exemption by-laws in the Townships of Brock, Scugog, and Uxbridge. The 
delegation By-law requires the Commissioner to report to Council quarterly 
concerning actions taken under this delegated authority. 

1.2 The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of how this delegated authority 
was used in the first quarter of 2019 (January 1, 2019 - March 31, 2019), and to 
provide information on the type and volume of other planning-related activity over 
the quarter. 

2. Commissioner’s Approval of Area Municipal Plan Amendments

2.1 Prior to the adoption of an area municipal official plan amendment by a local 
Council, a draft is forwarded to the Region for review and a determination as to 
whether it affects a matter of Regional interest, including conformity with Provincial 

https://icreate7.esolutionsgroup.ca/11111068_DurhamRegion/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/CIP-Reports/CIP-Reports-2019/5.-May/2019-INFO-33.pdf
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Plans. If it is felt the draft amendment deals with matters of Regional significance, it 
is subject to approval by the Commissioner of Planning and Economic 
Development.  If the area municipal official plan amendment does not trigger a 
matter of Regional interest, then the amendment’s approval rests with the area 
municipality. 

2.2 In the first quarter of 2019, the Planning Division received five official plan 
amendments from the area municipalities. One amendment was deemed to be of 
Regional significance, three amendments were deemed not to be of Regional 
significance, and one amendment is still under review. 

• Application OPA-O-2019-01, to permit 24 townhouse dwellings at the east 
side of Harmony Road North, north of Rossland Road East, and southeast of 
Beatrice Road East, in City of Oshawa was deemed to be of Regional 
significance. 

• Application OPA 2018-W/06, to permit a four-storey, 59 residential apartment 
building north of Rossland Road East, west of William Davidson St, and east 
of Garrard Road in the Town of Whitby was deemed not of Regional 
significance. 

• Application OPA 2019-W/01, to permit a six-storey mixed use building and 
ten, two-storey townhouses at the southeast corner of Colbourne Street West 
and Brock Street South in the Town of Whitby was deemed not of Regional 
significance. 

• Application B-3200-1310, to amend the Oshawa OPA and ZBA for the 
Northwood Business Park was deemed not of Regional significance. 

• Application OPA 19-A1, to permit 88, three-storey stacked townhouses and 
eight three-storey townhouse units at the southwest corner of Taunton Road 
East and Audley Road North in the Town of Ajax is still under review. 

3. Commissioner’s Approval of Subdivisions and Condominiums 

3.1 The Region is the approval authority for plans of subdivision and condominium in 
the three northern townships. In the first quarter of 2019, the Commissioner of 
Planning and Economic Development issued draft approval for two plans of 
subdivision, both of which are in the Township of Uxbridge, namely: 
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• Application 18T-87011, to permit 13 privately serviced lots in the Hamlet of 
Sanford; at the northeast corner of Concession 4 and Sandford Road. 
 

• Application S-U-2017-03, to permit 94 condominium townhouses, a mixed-
use block for five apartment dwellings, a future development block, an 
open space block, and public and private roads. The site is located 
approximately 700 metres east of Brock Street East and Main Street North. 

3.2 In the first quarter of 2019, the Commissioner of Economic Planning and 
Development did not grant final approval for any plans of subdivision or 
condominium. 

4. Region’s Review of Planning Applications 

4.1 Regional staff review planning applications from the area municipalities to ensure 
conformity with the Regional Official Plan (ROP), other Regional policies, and 
Provincial plans and policies. The Planning Division coordinates comments from 
other Regional Departments and provides a coordinated response to the area 
municipalities on the following planning matters: 

• Area Municipal Official Plan amendment applications; 

• Delegated plans of subdivision and condominium, and part-lot control 
exemption by-laws; 

• Zoning By-law amendment applications; 

• Select minor variance applications; and 

• Comments to the Regional Land Division Committee on consent 
applications. 

4.2 Attachment 1 provides a numeric summary of Regional staff’s review of planning 
applications across the Region. 

5. Regional Council’s Approval of Applications to Amend the Durham Region 
Official Plan 

5.1 Regional Council is the approval authority for applications to amend the Durham 
Region Official Plan. In the first quarter of 2019, two new Regional Official Plan 
Amendment (ROPA) applications were submitted: 
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• ROPA 2019-001, by the Region of Durham, to consider requests for 
service connections for properties adjacent to municipal services outside of 
its Urban Areas. 

• ROPA 2019-002, by the Beverley Turf Farms Limited, to permit the 
severance of a dwelling rendered surplus as a result of the consolidation of 
two non-abutting farms. 

5.2 As of January 1, 2019, there were a total of 10 Regional Official Plan Amendment 
Applications under consideration, (refer to Attachment 2 which includes a chart and 
maps). 

6. Appeals to the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal1 

6.1 The first quarter of 2019 also saw the following Local Planning Appeal Tribunal 
(LPAT) activity: 

• On March 7, 2019 application LD 009/2019 for 99 Christena Crescent, in 
the Town of Ajax was appealed. A hearing date has not yet been 
scheduled. 

6.2 Four non-exempt Area Municipal Official Plan amendment applications and two 
consent applications are currently before the LPAT (refer to Attachments 3A and 
3B). 

7. Reserved Street Names 

7.1 The Planning Division coordinates street naming in the Region. Street names are 
reviewed by the Region in consultation with Durham Regional Police Services in 
order to avoid the use of similar sounding street names.  Approved street names 
are included in a street name reserve list for each area municipality. A total of 7 
new street names were included on the Regional reserve street name list the first 
quarter of 2019. (Refer to Attachment #4). 

8. Attachments 

Attachment #1: Summary of Regional Review of Planning Applications 

                                            
1. The Ontario Municipal Board was replaced by the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (LPAT) on April 6, 
2018. All land use planning appeals will now be heard by the LPAT. 
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Attachment #2: Summary and Maps of Regional Official Plan Amendment 
Applications Currently Being Processed or Before the Local 
Planning Appeal Tribunal 

Attachment #3: Regional Planning Approvals Before to the Local Planning Appeal 
Tribunal 

Attachment #4: Summary of Reserved Street Names 

Respectfully submitted, 

Original signed by 

Brian Bridgeman, MCIP, RPP 
Commissioner of Planning and 
Economic Development 
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Regional Review of Planning Applications - Summary 

January 1 to March 31, 2019 

Application Type Status Commenting 
Activity 

Area Municipal Official 
Plan Amendments 

Received  5 

Commented 11 

Delegated Subdivisions & 
Condominiums 

(Lakeshore Area 
Municipalities)  

Received 9 

Provided Comments & 
Conditions of Draft Approval 15 

Cleared Conditions of Draft 
Approval 11 

Non-Delegated 
Subdivisions & 
Condominiums 

(Northern Area 
Municipalities) 

Received 0 

Commissioner’s Issuance of 
Draft Approval 2 

Commissioner’s Issuance of 
Final Approval 0 

Zoning By-law 
Amendments 

Received 17 

Commented 25 

Non-Delegated Part Lot 
Control 

Received 0 

Approved 1 

Consents 
Received 28 

Commented 30 
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Regional Official Plan Amendment applications currently being processed or before the 

Local Planning Appeal Tribunal (As of March 31, 2019) 

OPA 
FILE 

COUNCIL/ 
STANDING 
COMMITTE
E  CORR. 

APPLICANT/ 
LOCATION 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

1997-013 97-352 1204538 Ontario Inc. 
Lot 11, Conc. 6 
(Thorah) 
Township of Brock 
(West of Hwy. 12 & 
48, North of Main St.) 

To permit a rural employment area in th 
General Agricultural Area designation 
Status: On hold. Applicant to advise of next 
steps. 

2000-003 2000-273 Town of Ajax 
(South of Bayly St., 
East of Church St.) 

To delete a Type C Arterial Road 
(Deferral #3 to the Town of Ajax Official 
Plan) 
Status: Regional TMP approved by Council 
on December 13, 2017, recommending that 
the Clements Rd. connection be protected 
(i.e. Deferral #3) for in the ROP. Connection 
remains in ROP as a result of Amendment 
#171.  
 

2005-009 SC-2005-66 Loblaw Properties 
Ltd. 
Lots 3 & 4, Conc. 1 
Town of Ajax 
(South of Achilles 
Rd., East of Salem 
Rd.) 

To delete a Type C Arterial Road 
St. Status: Regional TMP approved by 
Council on December 13, 2017, 
recommending that Shoal Point Rd. 
extension, North of Bayly connection be 
protected for in the ROP.  Connection 
remains in ROP as a result of Amendment 
#171. 
 

2005-011 SC-2005-68 Brooklin Golf Club 
Limited 
Lots 21 to 25, Conc. 8 
Town of Whitby 
(South of Myrtle Rd., 
West of Baldwin St.) 

To permit two 18-hole golf courses and 
resort /conference centre in the 
Permanent Agricultural Reserve 
designation 
Status: Awaiting further technical studies 
from the applicant. 
 

2014-006  Magnum Opus 
Developments 
Part of Lot 4, Conc. 3 
Town of Ajax 
(Shoal Point Rd./ 
Realignment from 
Bayly St. to Ashbury 
Blvd.)  
 

To delete the Type ‘C’ Arterial Road 
classification (Bayly Street south to 
Ashbury Boulevard) from the ROP. 
Status: OMB decision issued July 18, 2017. 
Final order withheld until development 
agreements are finalized by applicant. 
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OPA 
FILE 

COUNCIL/ 
STANDING 
COMMITTE
E  CORR. 

APPLICANT/ 
LOCATION 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

2014-008  Vicdom Sand & 
Gravel (Ontario) Ltd. 
Part of Lot 15, Conc. 
7 & 8 
Township of 
Uxbridge 
(North of Goodwood 
Rd., West of 
Lakeridge Rd.) 

To add a new aggregate resource area 
(18.9 ha. in size) in Uxbridge. 
Status: Public meeting held on January 6, 
2015. Decision meeting to be scheduled. 

2016-003  Clara and Nick 
Conforti – Optilinx 
Systems 
 Lot 21, Conc. 4 
Town of Whitby 
(Thickson Rd. in 
between Taunton Rd. 
East and Conlin Rd.) 

To permit the continuation and 
expansion of a contractor’s yard and 
office in the Major Open Space 
designation 
Status: Public meeting held on December 7, 
2016. Decision meeting to be scheduled. 
 

2018-003 ZBA 2019-
01 

Mike Kennedy 
Lot 16, Concession 
6Township of 
Uxbridge (11129 
Concession Road 6, 
Uxbridge) 

To permit the severance of a farm 
dwelling rendered surplus as a result of 
the consolidation of non-abutting farm 
parcels 
Status: Decision meeting held January 8, 
2019. Amendment #173 was adopted by 
Council and is now in full force and effect.  

2019-001  Region of Durham 
Initiated 

To consider requests for rural water and 
sanitary sewer service connections to 
properties that abut existing municipal 
services within a public right-of-way or 
easement outside of its Urban Areas. 
Status: Public Meeting held on May 7, 2019. 
 

2019-002  Beverley Turf Farms 
Ltd. Lot 8, 
Concession 11, 
Township of 
Brock.(B1625 
Regional Road 50 

To permit the severance of a non-
abutting surplus farm dwelling. 
Status: Application is currently being 
circulated. Public meeting held on May 7, 
2019. 
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             ATTACHMENT 3A 
 
 

Non-Exempt Area Municipal Planning Applications Under Appeal Before the Local 
Planning Appeal Tribunal (As of March 31, 2019) 

 
 

 
REGIONAL 
FILE NO. / 

OMB CASE NO. 

 
APPLICANT 

 
MUNICIPALITY 

 
PURPOSE 

 
STATUS 

 

COPA-2016-
001/ 

PL170817 & 
PL171459 

Municipality 
of Clarington 

Municipality of 
Clarington 

Municipality of Clarington’s 
conformity exercise with 
provincial plans, and the 
Regional Official Plan. It 
also included transportation 
and environmental policies. 
(Official Plan Amendment 
107) 

First pre-hearing held on 
November 16, 2017. 

Second pre-hearing held on 
March 19, 2018. 

Third pre-hearing held on 
September 25, 2018. 

Fourth pre-hearing 
scheduled for June 2019. 

COPA 2012-
006 / 
PL140177 

 

 

Municipality 
of Clarington 

Municipality of 
Clarington 

To provide a Secondary 
Plan for the “Courtice Main 
Street and Town Centre” in 
order to facilitate the 
development of a mixed-
use corridor along Durham 
Highway 2. (Official Plan 
Amendment 89) 

OMB decision issued 
November 28, 2014. 

OPA 89 still has 1 
outstanding appeal. 
Adjourned sine die. 

B3100-0368 

PL170051 
and 
PL170052 

City of 
Oshawa 

City of Oshawa City of Oshawa’s Greenbelt 
Plan and Growth Plan 
conformity Amendment 
(Official Plan Amendment 
179) 

OMB hearing held February 
13, 2018. 

OMB decision issued 
February 27, 2018. 

OPA in full force and effect 
save and except for 
outstanding deferrals 
related to the Columbus 
Urban Area and the future 
Thornton Corners GO 
Station.   
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REGIONAL 
FILE NO. / 

OMB CASE NO. 

 
APPLICANT 

 
MUNICIPALITY 

 
PURPOSE 

 
STATUS 

 

D-13-22-01 

PL180720 

Davies Howe 
on behalf of 
North Whitby 
Holdings Inc. 
and North 
Brooklin 
Holdings Inc. 

Town of Whitby To update the Secondary 
Plan for the existing 
Brooklin urban area and 
introduce urban land use 
designations for the urban 
expansion areas north and 
west of the existing 
community as well as the 
employment areas to the 
south. (Official Plan 
Amendment 108) 

LPAT deemed this appeal 
invalid on September 21, 
2018. Applicant has 
challenged this ruling. First 
Motion Hearing held 
February 6, 2019. Motion 
Hearing scheduled on May 
1, 2019. Awaiting LPAT 
Decision.  

 



             ATTACHMENT 3B 
               

Regional Land Division Committee Applications Currently Before the Local 
Planning Appeal Tribunal (As of March 31, 2019) 

 
 

 
REGIONAL 
FILE NO. / 

OMB CASE NO. 

 
APPLICANT 

 
MUNICIPALITY 

 
PURPOSE 

 
STATUS 

 

LD 056/2017 
PL 171024 

Curtis De 
Souza Town of Ajax 

 
Consent to sever a vacant 
322.4 square metre 
residential lot, retaining a 
571.2 square metre 
residential lot with an 
existing dwelling to remain. 
 

Hearing date held 
November 8, 2018. 
Awaiting LPAT review of 
the Minutes of Settlement 
and Decision.  

LD 009/2019 
PL 180789 

Paul Jones & 
Benita Jones Town of Ajax 

 
Consent to sever a vacant 
514.6 square metre 
residential parcel of land, 
retaining a 514.7 square 
metre residential parcel of 
land with an existing 
dwelling to be demolished. 
 

Decision appealed March 
7, 2019. Awaiting LPAT 
Hearing and Decision.  



            ATTACHMENT 4 

 
Summary of Reserved Street Names (January 1, 2019 – March 31, 2019) 

 

Municipality 

Number of New 
Street Names Added 
in Fourth Quarter of 

2018 

 
New Street Names 

Added* 

Total Number of 
Street Names 

Reserved 

Ajax 1 • Pegler 310 
Brock 0  32 

Clarington 
2 • Tom Cowan 

• Hildreth 
624 

Oshawa 0  431 
Pickering  0  647 
Scugog 0  158 

Uxbridge 0  89 
Whitby 4 • Doctor Grant 

• Doug Allingham 
• Crouch 
• Brady 

335 

Total  7  2,626 
 
* At this point in time not all suffixes have been assigned. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 The Greater Golden Horseshoe 
The Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) is one of the most dynamic and 
fastgrowing regions in North America. It is the destination of choice for many 
people and businesses relocating from other parts of Canada and around the 
world. They settle here because of the high quality of life and the economic 
opportunities. This is a place of prosperity where, through their skills and talents, 
people are building a greater future for themselves. 

The GGH has one of the world’s most vibrant and diverse economies – generating 
upwards of 25 per cent of Canada’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP)1, it is the 
economic engine of Ontario. While the GGH’s competitive advantage has 
historically been its location in the heart of the Great Lakes region with close 
proximity to major United States markets, today the region is widely recognized 
for its highly-educated workforce and uniquely multicultural population, whose 
social and economic diversity are critical factors for success in a knowledgebased 
economy. 

The GGH contains many of Ontario’s most significant ecological and hydrologic 
natural environments and scenic landscapes, including the Oak Ridges Moraine, 
the Niagara Escarpment and the other natural areas in the Greenbelt Area and 
beyond. These natural areas support biodiversity, provide drinking water for the 
region’s inhabitants, sustain its many resource-based industries, support 
recreational activities that benefit public health and overall quality of life, and 
help moderate the impacts of climate change. 

The region also has some of Canada’s most important and productive farmland. 
Its fertile soil, moderate climate, abundant water resources, and proximity to 
markets support agricultural production that cannot be duplicated elsewhere in the 
country. 

The First Nations and Métis communities within the Great Lakes region have a 
unique relationship with the land and its resources, which continues to shape the 
history and economy of the area today. Ontario, including the area covered by A 
Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, is largely covered 
by a number of Treaties that provide for treaty rights. In addition, Aboriginal 
communities may have Aboriginal rights within the Plan area. Ontario recognizes 
the unique role that Indigenous peoples have had and will continue to have in the 
growth and development of this region. 

1 Calculated from Statistics Canada (Metropolitan Gross Domestic Product, 2014) and Conference Board of Canada 
(Metropolitan Outlook 1 & 2, 2014) 
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Introduction 

As the GGH grows and changes, we must continue to value what makes this 
region unique to ensure the sustained prosperity of Ontario, its people, and future 
generations. While growth is an important part of vibrant, diversified urban and 
rural communities and economies, the magnitude of growth that is expected over 
the coming decades for the GGH presents several challenges: 

• Increased demand for major infrastructure investments driven by 
population growth, the need to renew aging infrastructure and continuing 
infrastructure deficits associated with unmanaged growth, combined with 
relatively scarce financial resources, means an ever greater imperative to 
plan to optimize existing assets and make the best use of limited resources 
by considering full life cycle costs. 

• Increased traffic congestion, and the resulting delays in the movement of 
people and goods in the GGH, is costing billions of dollars in lost GDP 
every year. 

• Unmanaged growth can degrade the region’s air quality; water resources; 
natural heritage resources, such as rivers, lakes, woodlands, and wetlands; 
and cultural heritage resources. 

• The impacts of globalization are transforming the regional economy at a 
rapid pace, which makes long-term planning for employment more 
uncertain. 

• Rates of obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular illnesses are on the rise in 
the region, in part due to growing rates of inactivity linked to low-density 
and automobile dependent development patterns.2 

• People over the age of 60 are expected to comprise over 25% of the 
population by 20413, which will result in the need for more age-friendly 
development that can address their unique needs and circumstances. This 
will include a more appropriate range and mix of housing options, easier 
access to health care and other amenities, walkable built environments, 
and an age-friendly approach to community design that will meet the 
needs of people of all ages. 

• The finite supply of quality agricultural lands that feed the region and 
beyond must be protected to ensure a vibrant rural and productive 
agricultural economy and a secure food supply for future generations. 

• The impacts of climate change are already being felt. Communities and 
infrastructure must be adapted to be more resilient, greenhouse gas 

2 “Improving Health by Design in the Greater Toronto-Hamilton Area. A Report of Medical Officers of Health in the 
GTHA”, Mowat, D. et al., 2014 

3 “Greater Golden Horseshoe Growth Forecasts to 2041: Technical Report (November 2012) Addendum”, Hemson 
Consulting Ltd., 2013 
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Introduction 

emissions across all sectors of the economy need to be reduced, and 
valuable water resources and natural areas need to be protected. 

To address these challenges and ensure the protection and effective use of finite 
resources, A Place to Grow Plan, together with the Greenbelt Plan, Oak Ridges 
Moraine Conservation Plan, and the Niagara Escarpment Plan, builds on the 
Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) to establish a unique land use planning 
framework for the GGH that supports the achievement of complete communities, 
a thriving economy, a clean and healthy environment, and social equity. 

In implementing these provincial plans, the Province recognizes the importance of 
consulting with First Nations and Métis communities on planning matters that 
may affect their rights and interests. Provincial plans must be implemented in a 
manner that is consistent with the recognition and affirmation of existing 
Aboriginal and treaty rights under section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 

1.2 A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for 
the Greater Golden Horseshoe 

A Place to Grow is the Ontario government's initiative to plan for growth and 
development in a way that supports economic prosperity, protects the 
environment, and helps communities achieve a high quality of life. The Places to 
Grow Act, 2005 enables the development of regional growth plans that guide 
government investments and land use planning policies. 

The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2006 (Growth Plan, 2006) 
was the first growth plan to provide a framework for implementing Ontario's 
vision for building stronger, prosperous communities by better managing growth 
in this region. It established the long-term framework for where and how the 
region will grow, while recognizing the realities facing our cities and smaller 
communities and acknowledging what governments can and cannot influence. It 
also demonstrated leadership for improving the ways in which our cities, suburbs, 
towns, and villages will grow over the long-term. 

A Place to Grow 
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Vision for the GGH  
More than anything, the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) will continue to be a 
great place to live, work and play. Its communities will be supported by a strong 
economy and an approach that puts people first. This approach protects the 
Greenbelt and will ensure a cleaner environment is passed on to future 
generations. A Place to Grow will support the achievement of complete 
communities with access to transit networks, protected employment zones and an 
increase in the amount and variety of housing available. 

The GGH will have sufficient housing supply that reflects market demand and 
what is needed in local communities. Thriving, livable, vibrant, and productive 
urban and rural areas will foster community health and individual well-being. The 
region will be supported by modern, well-maintained, sustainable, and resilient 
infrastructure built in accordance with a broad plan for managing growth. 
Residents will have easy access to food, shelter, education, health care, arts and 
recreation, and information technology. Public services will be colocated in 
community hubs that are broadly accessible. 

Getting around will be easy. An integrated transportation network will allow 
people choices for easy travel both within and between urban centres throughout 
the region. Public transit will be fast, convenient, and affordable. Automobiles 
will be only one of a variety of effective and well-used choices for transportation. 
Transit and active transportation will be practical elements of our urban 
transportation systems. 

A healthy natural environment with clean air, land, and water will characterize the 
GGH. The Greenbelt, including significant natural features, such as the Oak 
Ridges Moraine and the Niagara Escarpment, will continue to be enhanced and 
protected in perpetuity. The GGH's rivers and streams, forests and natural areas 
will be accessible for residents to enjoy their beauty. Our cultural heritage 
resources and open spaces in our cities, towns, and countryside will provide 
people with a sense of place. 

Natural areas and agricultural lands will provide a significant contribution to the 
region’s resilience and our ability to adapt to a changing climate. Unique and high 
quality agricultural lands will be protected for the provision of healthy, local food 
for future generations. Farming will be productive, diverse, and sustainable. 

Urban centres will be vibrant and characterized by more compact development 
patterns that support climate change mitigation and adaptation, and provide a 
diversity of opportunities for living, working, and enjoying culture. 

The evolving regional economy of the GGH will continue to mature into an 
economic powerhouse of global significance. It will function as Canada's principal 
international gateway. 
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Introduction 

The Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA) will be a thriving metropolis 
with an extraordinary waterfront. The urban areas of the region, including 
Toronto, will be celebrated centres of influence for commerce, culture, and 
innovation. 

All of this will translate into a place where residents enjoy a high standard of 
living and an exceptional quality of life. 

The implementation of A Place to Grow is supported by Metrolinx (an agency of 
the Government of Ontario created to improve coordination and integration of all 
modes of transportation in the GTHA) and The Big Move (the GTHA’s first 
regional transportation plan). The Province has made significant investments in 
transit projects in the GTHA and beyond, and continues to invest in rapid transit 
projects to support the regional transit network.  

Since the introduction of the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe in 
2006, the region has seen a shift to more compact development patterns, a greater 
variety of housing options, more mixed-use development in urban growth centres 
and other strategic growth areas, and greater integration of transit and land use 
planning. 

Despite these early successes, there is still more work to do. Now is the time to 
build on the progress that has been made towards the achievement of complete 
communities that are compact, transit-supportive, and make effective use of 
investments in infrastructure and public service facilities. At the same time, A 
Place to Grow will continue to ensure protection of our agricultural and natural 
areas and support climate change mitigation and adaptation as Ontario moves 
towards the goal of environmentally sustainable communities. 

A Place to Grow (“this Plan”), builds upon the success of the initial Growth Plan, 
2006 and responds to the key challenges that the region continues to face over the 
coming decades with enhanced policy directions. 

1.2.1 Guiding Principles 
The successful realization of this vision for the GGH centres on effective 
collaboration amongst the Province, other levels of government, First Nations and 
Métis communities, residents, private and non-profit sectors across all industries, 
and other stakeholders. The policies of this Plan regarding how land is developed, 
resources are managed and protected, and public dollars are invested are based on 
the following principles: 

• Support the achievement of complete communities that are designed to 
support healthy and active living and meet people’s needs for daily living 
throughout an entire lifetime. 
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Introduction 

• Prioritize intensification and higher densities in strategic growth areas to 
make efficient use of land and infrastructure and support transit viability. 

• Provide flexibility to capitalize on new economic and employment 
opportunities as they emerge, while providing certainty for traditional 
industries, including resource-based sectors. 

• Support a range and mix of housing options, including second units and 
affordable housing, to serve all sizes, incomes, and ages of households. 

• Improve the integration of land use planning with planning and 
investment in infrastructure and public service facilities, including 
integrated service delivery through community hubs, by all levels of 
government. 

• Provide for different approaches to manage growth that recognize the 
diversity of communities in the GGH. 

• Protect and enhance natural heritage, hydrologic, and landform systems, 
features, and functions. 

• Support and enhance the long-term viability and productivity of 
agriculture by protecting prime agricultural areas and the agri-food 
network. 

• Conserve and promote cultural heritage resources to support the social, 
economic, and cultural well-being of all communities, including First 
Nations and Métis communities. 

• Integrate climate change considerations into planning and managing 
growth such as planning for more resilient communities and infrastructure 
– that are adaptive to the impacts of a changing climate – and moving 
towards environmentally sustainable communities by incorporating 
approaches to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

1.2.2 Legislative Authority 
This Plan is issued under the authority of section 7 of the Places to Grow Act, 
2005. It was approved through an Order in Council under that Act to come into 
effect on May 16, 2019. This Plan replaces the Growth Plan for the Greater 
Golden Horseshoe, 2017 that took effect on July 1, 2017. 

This Plan applies to the area designated by Ontario Regulation 416/05 as the 
Greater Golden Horseshoe growth plan area. All decisions made on or after May 
16, 2019 in respect of the exercise of any authority that affects a planning matter 
will conform with this Plan, subject to any legislative or regulatory provisions 
providing otherwise. 
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Introduction 

1.2.3 How to Read this Plan 
This Plan informs decision-making regarding growth management and 
environmental protection in the GGH. It consists of policies, schedules, 
definitions, and appendices. It also includes non-policy contextual commentary to 
provide background and describe the purpose of the policies.  

Relationship with the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) 
The PPS provides overall policy directions on matters of provincial interest 
related to land use and development in Ontario, and applies to the GGH, except 
where this Plan or another provincial plan provides otherwise. 

Like other provincial plans, this Plan builds upon the policy foundation provided 
by the PPS and provides additional and more specific land use planning policies 
to address issues facing specific geographic areas in Ontario. This Plan is to be 
read in conjunction with the PPS. The policies of this Plan take precedence over 
the policies of the PPS to the extent of any conflict, except where the relevant 
legislation provides otherwise. Where the policies of this Plan address the same, 
similar, related, or overlapping matters as policies in the PPS, applying the more 
specific policies of this Plan satisfies the requirements of the more general 
policies in the PPS. In contrast, where matters addressed in the PPS do not 
overlap with policies in this Plan, those PPS policies must be independently 
satisfied. 

As provided for in the Places to Grow Act, 2005, this Plan prevails where there is 
a conflict between this Plan and the PPS. The only exception is where the conflict 
is between policies relating to the natural environment or human health. In that 
case, the direction that provides more protection to the natural environment or 
human health prevails. 

Relationship with Other Provincial Plans 
This Plan must also be read in conjunction with other provincial plans as defined 
in the Planning Act that may apply within the same geography. Within the GGH, 
this includes the Greenbelt Plan, the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan, and 
the Niagara Escarpment Plan. Other provincial plans, including the Parkway Belt 
West Plan and Central Pickering Development Plan under the Ontario Planning 
and Development Act, 1994, the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan under the Lake 
Simcoe Protection Act, 2008 and some source protection plans under the Clean 
Water Act, 2006, also apply within the GGH. Each of these plans applies to 
certain defined parts of the GGH and provides specific policy on certain matters. 

Within the Greenbelt Area, policies of this Plan that address the same, similar, 
related, or overlapping matters as the Greenbelt Plan, the Oak Ridges Moraine 
Conservation Plan, or the Niagara Escarpment Plan do not apply within that part 
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of the Greenbelt Area covered by the relevant plan except where the policies of 
this Plan, the Greenbelt Plan, the Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan, or the 
Niagara Escarpment Plan provide otherwise. 

As provided in the Places to Grow Act, 2005, where there is a conflict between 
the Greenbelt, Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation, or Niagara Escarpment Plans 
and this Plan regarding the natural environment or human health, the direction 
that provides more protection to the natural environment or human health 
prevails. Detailed conflict provisions are set out in the Places to Grow Act, 2005. 

Horizon of this Plan 
While the PPS, 2014 provides for a time horizon of up to 20 years for making 
sufficient land available to meet projected needs, policy 1.1.2 of the PPS, 2014 
provides that a provincial plan may provide an alternate time horizon for specific 
areas of the province. Within the GGH, this Plan provides that the applicable time 
horizon for land use planning is 2041. While certain policies have specific target 
dates, the goals and policies of this Plan are intended to be achieved within the 
horizon of this Plan. 

Nothing in this Plan limits the planning for infrastructure and public service 
facilities beyond the horizon of this Plan. However, planning for infrastructure 
will not predetermine the form, pattern, or extent of settlement area boundary 
expansions. Planning authorities may also plan for the long-term protection of 
employment areas provided lands are not designated beyond the horizon of this 
Plan. 

Read the Entire Plan 
This Plan is to be read in its entirety and the relevant policies are to be applied to 
each situation. The language of each policy, including the policies in Section 5, 
will assist decision-makers in understanding how the policies are to be 
implemented. 

While some policies refer to other policies for ease of use, these crossreferences 
do not take away from the need to read the Plan as a whole. There is no implied 
priority in the order in which the policies appear. 

Consider Specific Policy Language 
Each policy provides direction on how it is to be implemented, how it is situated 
within this Plan, and how it relates to other policies. The choice of language in the 
policies is intended to distinguish between the types of policies and the nature of 
implementation. 
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Policies Represent Minimum Standards 
The policies of this Plan represent minimum standards. Within the framework of 
the provincial policy-led planning system, decision-makers are encouraged to go 
beyond these minimum standards to address matters of importance, unless doing 
so would conflict with any policy of this Plan. 

Defined Terms and Meanings 
Italicized terms in this Plan are defined in Section 7. For non-italicized terms, the 
normal meaning of the word applies. Defined terms are intended to capture both 
singular and plural forms of these terms in the policies. 

Supplementary Direction 
Supplementary Direction may be issued by the Minister or by other ministers of 
the Crown, where appropriate, in accordance with the policies of this Plan to 
provide technical information and criteria to facilitate the implementation of this 
Plan. 

Guidance Material 
Guidance material may be issued to assist decision-makers with implementing the 
policies of this Plan. Information, technical criteria, and approaches outlined in 
guidance material are meant to support, but not add to or detract from, the policies 
of this Plan. 
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2 Where and How to Grow 
2.1 Context 
The GGH is a dynamic and diverse area, and one of the fastest growing regions in 
North America. By 2041, this area is forecast to grow to 13.5 million people and 
6.3 million jobs. The magnitude and pace of this growth necessitates a plan for 
building healthy and balanced communities and maintaining and improving our 
quality of life while adapting to the demographic shift underway. 

To better co-ordinate planning for growth across the region, this Plan provides 
population and employment forecasts for all upper- and single-tier municipalities 
in the GGH. These growth forecasts are a foundational component of this Plan. 
They are to be reviewed in consultation with municipalities at least every five 
years. 

This Plan is about accommodating forecasted growth in complete communities. 
These are communities that are well designed to meet people’s needs for daily 
living throughout an entire lifetime by providing convenient access to an 
appropriate mix of jobs, local services, public service facilities, and a full range of 
housing to accommodate a range of incomes and household sizes. Complete 
communities support quality of life and human health by encouraging the use of 
active transportation and providing high quality public open space, adequate 
parkland, opportunities for recreation, and access to local and healthy food. They 
provide for a balance of jobs and housing in communities across the GGH to 
reduce the need for long distance commuting.  They also support climate change 
mitigation by increasing the modal share for transit and active transportation and 
by minimizing land consumption through compact built form. 

To support the achievement of complete communities, this Plan establishes 
minimum intensification and density targets that recognize the diversity of 
communities across the GGH.  Some larger urban centres, such as Toronto, have 
already met some of the minimum targets established in this Plan, while other 
communities are growing and intensifying at a different pace that reflects their 
local context. 

Building compact and complete communities, and protecting agricultural lands, 
water resources and natural areas will help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
ensure communities are more resilient to the impacts of climate change. Ontario 
has recently affirmed its commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 30 
per cent below 2005 levels by 2030 in Preserving and Protecting our Environment 
for Future Generations: A Made-in-Ontario Environment Plan. 
This target aligns Ontario with Canada’s 2030 target under the Paris Agreement. 
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Where and How to Grow 

To support the achievement of complete communities that are healthier, safer, and 
more equitable, choices about where and how growth occurs in the GGH need to 
be made carefully. Better use of land and infrastructure can be made by directing 
growth to settlement areas and prioritizing intensification, with a focus on 
strategic growth areas, including urban growth centres and major transit station 
areas, as well as brownfield sites and greyfields. Concentrating new development 
in these areas provides a focus for investments in transit as well as other types of 
infrastructure and public service facilities to support forecasted growth, while also 
supporting a more diverse range and mix of housing options. However, to protect 
public safety and prevent future flood risks, growth should generally be directed 
away from hazardous areas, including those that have been identified as Special 
Policy Areas in accordance with the PPS. 

The Growth Plan, 2006 identified 25 urban growth centres and this Plan continues 
to recognize those urban growth centres as regional focal points for 
accommodating population and employment growth. The continued revitalization 
of urban growth centres as meeting places, locations for cultural facilities, public 
institutions, and major services and transit hubs with the potential to become more 
vibrant, mixed-use, transit-supportive communities is particularly important. 

This Plan recognizes transit as a first priority for major transportation 
investments. It sets out a regional vision for transit, and seeks to align transit with 
growth by directing growth to major transit station areas and other strategic 
growth areas, including urban growth centres, and promoting transit investments 
in these areas. To optimize provincial investments in higher order transit, this Plan 
also identifies priority transit corridors and the Province expects municipalities to 
complete detailed planning for major transit station areas on these corridors to 
support planned service levels. 

The region is experiencing a dramatic economic change. Traditional industries, 
such as manufacturing and agri-food businesses, continue to play an important 
role, but globalization and technology are also transforming the GGH’s economy. 
There has been a shift towards knowledge-intensive, high value-added activities 
that is increasing the significance of the service and knowledge-based sectors and 
spurring innovation in other segments of the economy. This change is providing 
opportunities for a variety of types of businesses to locate and grow in the GGH, 
which is fundamental to ensuring a more prosperous economic future. Therefore, 
it is important to ensure an adequate supply of land within employment areas – 
both for traditional industries and for service sector and knowledge-based 
businesses that warrant such locations – and sites for a broad range of other 
employment uses. 

It is important that we maximize the benefits of land use planning as well as 
existing and future investments in infrastructure so that our communities are well-
positioned to leverage economic change. It is also critical that we understand the 
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Where and How to Grow 

importance of provincially significant employment zones and consider 
opportunities to better co-ordinate our collective efforts across municipalities to 
support their contribution to economic growth and improve access to transit. 

As in many thriving metropolitan regions, many communities in the GGH are 
facing issues of housing affordability, which are being driven primarily by 
sustained population growth and factors such as a lack of housing supply with 
record low vacancy rates. This Plan helps to address this challenge by providing 
direction to plan for a range and mix of housing options, including second units 
and affordable housing and, in particular, higher density housing options that can 
accommodate a range of household sizes in locations that can provide access to 
transit and other amenities. There is also a need for stakeholders to work 
collaboratively to find opportunities to redevelop sites using more age-friendly 
community design. 

Building more compact greenfield communities reduces the rate at which land is 
consumed. Communities in larger urban centres need to grow at transitsupportive 
densities, with walkable street configurations. Compact built form and 
intensification efforts go together with more effective transit and active 
transportation networks and are fundamental to where and how we grow. They 
are necessary to ensure the viability of transit; connect people to homes, jobs and 
other aspects of daily living for people of all ages; and meet climate change 
mitigation and adaptation objectives. Moreover, an increased modal share for 
active transportation and transit, including convenient, multimodal options for 
intra- and inter-municipal travel, supports reduced air pollution and improved 
public health outcomes. 

It is important to optimize the use of the existing urban land supply as well as the 
existing building and housing stock to avoid over-designating land for future 
urban development while also providing flexibility for local decision-makers to 
respond to housing need and market demand. This Plan's emphasis on optimizing 
the use of the existing urban land supply represents an intensification first 
approach to development and city-building, one which focuses on making better 
use of our existing infrastructure and public service facilities, and less on 
continuously expanding the urban area. 

Strong, healthy and prosperous rural communities are also vital to the economic 
success of the GGH and contribute to our quality of life. This Plan recognizes and 
promotes the important role of rural towns and villages as a focus of economic, 
cultural and social activities that support surrounding rural and agricultural areas 
across the GGH. Opportunities to support a diversified rural economy should be 
promoted by protecting farmland and the viability of the agri-food sector in rural 
areas. Healthy rural communities are important to the vitality and well-being of 
the larger region. 
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Where and How to Grow 

2.2 Policies for Where and How to Grow 
2.2.1 Managing Growth 
1. Population and employment forecasts contained in Schedule 3 will be 

used for planning and managing growth in the GGH to the horizon of this 
Plan in accordance with the policies in subsection 5.2.4. 

2. Forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan will be allocated based on 
the following: 
a) the vast majority of growth will be directed to settlement areas that: 

i. have a delineated built boundary; 
ii. have existing or planned municipal water and wastewater 

systems; and 
iii. can support the achievement of complete communities; 

b) growth will be limited in settlement areas that: 
i. are rural settlements; 
ii. are not serviced by existing or planned municipal water and 

wastewater systems; or 
iii. are in the Greenbelt Area; 

c) within settlement areas, growth will be focused in: 
i. delineated built-up areas; 
ii. strategic growth areas; 
iii. locations with existing or planned transit, with a priority on 

higher order transit where it exists or is planned; and 

iv. areas with existing or planned public service facilities; 
d) development will be directed to settlement areas, except where the 
policies of this Plan permit otherwise; 

e) development will be generally directed away from hazardous lands; 
and 

f) the establishment of new settlement areas is prohibited. 
3. Upper- and single-tier municipalities will undertake integrated planning to 

manage forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan, which will: a) 
establish a hierarchy of settlement areas, and of areas within settlement 
areas, in accordance with policy 2.2.1.2; 
b) be supported by planning for infrastructure and public service facilities 
by considering the full life cycle costs of these assets and developing 
options to pay for these costs over the long-term; 
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Where and How to Grow 

c) provide direction for an urban form that will optimize infrastructure, 
particularly along transit and transportation corridors, to support the 
achievement of complete communities through a more compact built 
form; 

d) support the environmental and agricultural protection and conservation 
objectives of this Plan; and 

e) be implemented through a municipal comprehensive review and, 
where applicable, include direction to lower-tier municipalities. 

4. Applying the policies of this Plan will support the achievement of 
complete communities that: 
a) feature a diverse mix of land uses, including residential and 
employment uses, and convenient access to local stores, services, and 
public service facilities; 

b) improve social equity and overall quality of life, including human 
health, for people of all ages, abilities, and incomes; 

c) provide a diverse range and mix of housing options, including second 
units and affordable housing, to accommodate people at all stages of 
life, and to accommodate the needs of all household sizes and 
incomes; 

d) expand convenient access to: 
i. a range of transportation options, including options for the 

safe, comfortable and convenient use of active transportation; 
ii. public service facilities, co-located and integrated in 

community hubs; 
iii. an appropriate supply of safe, publicly-accessible open 

spaces, parks, trails, and other recreational facilities; and 
iv. healthy, local, and affordable food options, including through 

urban agriculture; 
e) provide for a more compact built form and a vibrant public realm, 
including public open spaces; 

f) mitigate and adapt to climate change impacts, improve resilience and 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and contribute to environmental 
sustainability; and 

g) integrate green infrastructure and appropriate low impact 
development. 

5. The Minister will establish a methodology for assessing land needs to 
implement this Plan, including relevant assumptions and other direction as 
required. This methodology will be used by upper- and single-tier 
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Where and How to Grow 

municipalities to assess the quantity of land required to accommodate 
forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan. 

6. Based on a land needs assessment undertaken in accordance with policy 
2.2.1.5, some upper- and single-tier municipalities in the outer ring will 
determine that they have excess lands. These municipalities will: 
a) determine which lands will be identified as excess lands based on the 
hierarchy of settlement areas established in accordance with policy 
2.2.1.3; 

b) prohibit development on all excess lands to the horizon of this Plan; 
and 

c) where appropriate, use additional tools to reduce the land that is 
available for development, such as those set out in policies 5.2.8.3 and 
5.2.8.4. 

2.2.2 Delineated Built-up Areas 
1. By the time the next municipal comprehensive review is approved and in 

effect, and for each year thereafter, the applicable minimum intensification 
target is as follows:  
a) A minimum of 50 per cent of all residential development occurring 
annually within each of the Cities of Barrie, Brantford, Guelph, 
Hamilton, Orillia and Peterborough and the Regions of Durham, 
Halton, Niagara, Peel, Waterloo and York will be within the delineated 
built-up area; and 

b) The City of Kawartha Lakes and the Counties of Brant, Dufferin, 
Haldimand, Northumberland, Peterborough, Simcoe and Wellington 
will, through the next municipal comprehensive review, each establish 
the minimum percentage of all residential development occurring 
annually that will be within the delineated built-up area, based on 
maintaining or improving upon the minimum intensification target 
contained in the applicable upper- or single-tier official plan. 

2. Until the next municipal comprehensive review is approved and in effect, 
the annual minimum intensification target contained in the applicable 
upper- or single-tier official plan that is approved and in effect as of July 
1, 2017 will continue to apply. 

3. All municipalities will develop a strategy to achieve the minimum 
intensification target and intensification throughout delineated built-up 
areas, which will: 
a) identify strategic growth areas to support achievement of the 
intensification target and recognize them as a key focus for 
development; 
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Where and How to Grow 

b) identify the appropriate type and scale of development in strategic 
growth areas and transition of built form to adjacent areas; 

c) encourage intensification generally throughout the delineated builtup 
area; 

d) ensure lands are zoned and development is designed in a manner that 
supports the achievement of complete communities; 

e) prioritize planning and investment in infrastructure and public service 
facilities that will support intensification; and 

f) be implemented through official plan policies and designations, 
updated zoning and other supporting documents. 

4. Councils of upper- and single-tier municipalities may request an 
alternative to the target established in policy 2.2.2.1 where it is 
demonstrated that this target cannot be achieved and that the alternative 
target will be appropriate given the size, location and capacity of the 
delineated built-up area. 

5. The Minister may permit an alternative to the target established in policy 
2.2.2.1. If council does not make a request or the Minister does not permit 
an alternative target, the target established in policy 2.2.2.1 will apply. 

2.2.3 Urban Growth Centres 
1. Urban growth centres will be planned: 

a) as focal areas for investment in regional public service facilities, as 
well as commercial, recreational, cultural, and entertainment uses; 

b) to accommodate and support the transit network at the regional scale 
and provide connection points for inter- and intra-regional transit; 

c) to serve as high-density major employment centres that will attract 
provincially, nationally, or internationally significant employment 
uses; and 

d) to accommodate significant population and employment growth. 
2. Urban growth centres will be planned to achieve, by 2031 or earlier, a 

minimum density target of: 
a) 400 residents and jobs combined per hectare for each of the urban 
growth centres in the City of Toronto; 

b) 200 residents and jobs combined per hectare for each of the 
Downtown Brampton, Downtown Burlington, Downtown Hamilton, 
Downtown Milton, Markham Centre, Downtown Mississauga, 
Newmarket Centre, Midtown Oakville, Downtown Oshawa, 
Downtown Pickering, Richmond Hill Centre/Langstaff Gateway, 
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Where and How to Grow 

Vaughan Metropolitan Centre, Downtown Kitchener, and Uptown 
Waterloo urban growth centres; and 

c) 150 residents and jobs combined per hectare for each of the 
Downtown Barrie, Downtown Brantford, Downtown Cambridge, 
Downtown Guelph, Downtown Peterborough and Downtown St. 
Catharines urban growth centres. 

2.2.4 Transit Corridors and Station Areas 
1. The priority transit corridors shown in Schedule 5 will be identified in 

official plans. Planning will be prioritized for major transit station areas 
on priority transit corridors, including zoning in a manner that 
implements the policies of this Plan. 

2. For major transit station areas on priority transit corridors or subway 
lines, upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-
tier municipalities, will delineate the boundaries of major transit station 
areas in a transit-supportive manner that maximizes the size of the area 
and the number of potential transit users that are within walking distance 
of the station. 

3. Major transit station areas on priority transit corridors or subway lines 
will be planned for a minimum density target of: 
a) 200 residents and jobs combined per hectare for those that are served 
by subways; 

b) 160 residents and jobs combined per hectare for those that are served 
by light rail transit or bus rapid transit; or 

c) 150 residents and jobs combined per hectare for those that are served 
by the GO Transit rail network. 

4. For a particular major transit station area, the Minister may approve a 
target that is lower than the applicable target established in policy 
2.2.4.3, where it has been demonstrated that this target cannot be 
achieved because: 
a) development is prohibited by provincial policy or severely restricted 
on a significant portion of the lands within the delineated area; or 

b) there are a limited number of residents and jobs associated with the 
built form, but a major trip generator or feeder service will sustain 
high ridership at the station or stop.  

5. Notwithstanding policies 5.2.3.2 b) and 5.2.5.3 c), upper- and single-tier 
municipalities may delineate the boundaries of major transit station areas 
and identify minimum density targets for major transit station areas in 
advance of the next municipal comprehensive review, provided it is done 
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in accordance with subsections 16(15) or (16) of the Planning Act, as the 
case may be. 

6. Within major transit station areas on priority transit corridors or subway 
lines, land uses and built form that would adversely affect the 
achievement of the minimum density targets in this Plan will be 
prohibited. 

7. The Province may identify additional priority transit corridors and 
planning requirements for major transit station areas on priority transit 
corridors or subway lines, to support the optimization of transit 
investments across the GGH, which may specify: 
a) the timeframes for implementation of the planning requirements; 
b) the boundaries of the area that will be subject to the planning 
requirements; and 

c) any additional requirements that may apply in relation to these areas. 
8. All major transit station areas will be planned and designed to be 

transitsupportive and to achieve multimodal access to stations and 
connections to nearby major trip generators by providing, where 
appropriate: 
a) connections to local and regional transit services to support transit 
service integration; 

b) infrastructure to support active transportation, including sidewalks, 
bicycle lanes, and secure bicycle parking; and 

c) commuter pick-up/drop-off areas. 
9. Within all major transit station areas, development will be supported, 

where appropriate, by: 
a) planning for a diverse mix of uses, including second units and 
affordable housing, to support existing and planned transit service 
levels; 

b) fostering collaboration between public and private sectors, such as 
joint development projects; 

c) providing alternative development standards, such as reduced parking 
standards; and 

d) prohibiting land uses and built form that would adversely affect the 
achievement of transit-supportive densities. 

10. Lands adjacent to or near to existing and planned frequent transit should 
be planned to be transit-supportive and supportive of active 
transportation and a range and mix of uses and activities. 
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11. In planning lands adjacent to or near higher order transit corridors and 
facilities, municipalities will identify and protect lands that may be 
needed for future enhancement or expansion of transit infrastructure, in 
consultation with Metrolinx, as appropriate. 

2.2.5 Employment 
1. Economic development and competitiveness in the GGH will be 

promoted by: 
a) making more efficient use of existing employment areas and vacant 
and underutilized employment lands and increasing employment 
densities; 

b) ensuring the availability of sufficient land, in appropriate locations, for 
a variety of employment to accommodate forecasted employment 
growth to the horizon of this Plan; 

c) planning to better connect areas with high employment densities to 
transit; and 

d) integrating and aligning land use planning and economic development 
goals and strategies to retain and attract investment and employment. 

2. Major office and appropriate major institutional development will be 
directed to urban growth centres, major transit station areas or other 
strategic growth areas with existing or planned frequent transit service. 

3. Retail and office uses will be directed to locations that support active 
transportation and have existing or planned transit. 

4. In planning for employment, surface parking will be minimized and the 
development of active transportation networks and transit-supportive built 
form will be facilitated. 

5. Municipalities should designate and preserve lands within settlement 
areas located adjacent to or near major goods movement facilities and 
corridors, including major highway interchanges, as areas for 
manufacturing, warehousing and logistics, and appropriate associated 
uses and ancillary facilities. 

6. Upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier 
municipalities, will designate all employment areas in official plans and 
protect them for appropriate employment uses over the long-term. For 
greater certainty, employment area designations may be incorporated 
into upper- and single-tier official plans by amendment at any time in 
advance of the next municipal comprehensive review.  

7. Municipalities will plan for all employment areas within settlement areas 
by: 
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a) prohibiting residential uses and prohibiting or limiting other sensitive 
land uses that are not ancillary to the primary employment use; 

b) prohibiting major retail uses or establishing a size or scale threshold 
for any major retail uses that are permitted and prohibiting any major 
retail uses that would exceed that threshold; and 

c) providing an appropriate interface between employment areas and 
adjacent non-employment areas to maintain land use compatibility. 

8. The development of sensitive land uses, major retail uses or major office 
uses will, in accordance with provincial guidelines, avoid, or where 
avoidance is not possible, minimize and mitigate adverse impacts on 
industrial, manufacturing or other uses that are particularly vulnerable to 
encroachment.  

9. The conversion of lands within employment areas to non-employment 
uses may be permitted only through a municipal comprehensive review 
where it is demonstrated that: 
a) there is a need for the conversion; 
b) the lands are not required over the horizon of this Plan for the 
employment purposes for which they are designated; 

c) the municipality will maintain sufficient employment lands to 
accommodate forecasted employment growth to the horizon of this 
Plan; 

d) the proposed uses would not adversely affect the overall viability of 
the employment area or the achievement of the minimum 
intensification and density targets in this Plan, as well as the other 
policies of this Plan; and 

e) there are existing or planned infrastructure and public service facilities 
to accommodate the proposed uses. 

10. Notwithstanding policy 2.2.5.9, until the next municipal comprehensive 
review, lands within existing employment areas may be converted to a 
designation that permits non-employment uses, provided the conversion 
would: 
a) satisfy the requirements of policy 2.2.5.9 a), d) and e); 
b) maintain a significant number of jobs on those lands through the 
establishment of development criteria; and 

c) not include any part of an employment area identified as a provincially 
significant employment zone. 

11. Any change to an official plan to permit new or expanded opportunities 
for major retail in an employment area may only occur in accordance with 
policy 2.2.5.9 or 2.2.5.10. 
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12. The Minister may identify provincially significant employment zones and 
may provide specific direction for planning in those areas to be 
implemented through appropriate official plan policies and designations 
and economic development strategies.  

13. Upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier 
municipalities, will establish minimum density targets for all employment 
areas within settlement areas that: 
a) are measured in jobs per hectare; 
b) reflect the current and anticipated type and scale of employment that 
characterizes the employment area to which the target applies; 

c) reflects opportunities for the intensification of employment areas on 
sites that support active transportation and are served by existing or 
planned transit; and 

d) will be implemented through official plan policies and designations 
and zoning by-laws. 

14. Outside of employment areas, development criteria should be established 
to ensure that the redevelopment of any employment lands will retain 
space for a similar number of jobs to remain accommodated on site. 

15. The retail sector will be supported by promoting compact built form and 
intensification of retail and service uses and areas and encouraging the 
integration of those uses with other land uses to support the achievement 
of complete communities. 

16. Existing office parks will be supported by: 
a) improving connectivity with transit and active transportation networks; 
b) providing for an appropriate mix of amenities and open space to serve 
the workforce; 

c) planning for intensification of employment uses; 
d) ensuring that the introduction of any non-employment uses, if 
appropriate, would be limited and would not negatively impact the 
primary function of the area; and 

e) approaches to transportation demand management that reduce reliance 
on single-occupancy vehicle use. 

17. Upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier 
municipalities, the Province, and other appropriate stakeholders, are 
encouraged to undertake a co-ordinated approach to planning for large 
areas with high concentrations of employment that cross municipal 
boundaries and are major trip generators, on matters such as 
transportation demand management and economic development. If 
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necessary, the Minister may identify certain areas that meet these criteria 
and provide direction for a co-ordinated approach to planning. 

18. In recognition of the importance of cross-border trade with the United 
States, this Plan recognizes a Gateway Economic Zone and Gateway 
Economic Centre near the Niagara-United States border. Planning and 
economic development in these areas will support economic diversity and 
promote increased opportunities for cross-border trade, movement of 
goods, and tourism. 

2.2.6 Housing 
1. Upper- and single-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier 

municipalities, the Province, and other appropriate stakeholders, will: 
a) support housing choice through the achievement of the minimum 
intensification and density targets in this Plan, as well as the other 
policies of this Plan by: 
i. identifying a diverse range and mix of housing options and 

densities, including second units and affordable housing to 
meet projected needs of current and future residents; and 

ii. establishing targets for affordable ownership housing and 
rental housing; 

b) identify mechanisms, including the use of land use planning and 
financial tools, to support the implementation of policy 2.2.6.1 a); 

c) align land use planning with applicable housing and homelessness 
plans required under the Housing Services Act, 2011; and 

d) implement policy 2.2.6.1 a), b) and c) through official plan policies 
and designations and zoning by-laws. 

2. Notwithstanding policy 1.4.1 of the PPS, 2014, in implementing policy 
2.2.6.1, municipalities will support the achievement of complete 
communities by: 
a) planning to accommodate forecasted growth to the horizon of this 
Plan; 

b) planning to achieve the minimum intensification and density targets in 
this Plan; 

c) considering the range and mix of housing options and densities of the 
existing housing stock; and 

d) planning to diversify their overall housing stock across the 
municipality. 
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3. To support the achievement of complete communities, municipalities will 
consider the use of available tools to require that multi-unit residential 
developments incorporate a mix of unit sizes to accommodate a diverse 
range of household sizes and incomes. 

4. Municipalities will maintain at all times where development is to occur, 
land with servicing capacity sufficient to provide at least a three-year 
supply of residential units. This supply will include, and may exclusively 
consist of, lands suitably zoned for intensification and redevelopment. 

5. When a settlement area boundary has been expanded in accordance with 
the policies in subsection 2.2.8, the new designated greenfield area will be 
planned in accordance with policies 2.2.6.1 and 2.2.6.2. 

2.2.7 Designated Greenfield Areas 
1. New development taking place in designated greenfield areas will be 

planned, designated, zoned and designed in a manner that: a) supports the 
achievement of complete communities; 
b) supports active transportation; and 
c) encourages the integration and sustained viability of transit services. 

2. The minimum density target applicable to the designated greenfield area 
of each upper- and single-tier municipality is as follows: 
a) The Cities of Barrie, Brantford, Guelph, Hamilton, Orillia and 
Peterborough and the Regions of Durham, Halton, Niagara, Peel, 
Waterloo and York will plan to achieve within the horizon of this Plan 
a minimum density target that is not less than 50 residents and jobs 
combined per hectare; and 

b) The City of Kawartha Lakes and the Counties of Brant, Dufferin, 
Haldimand, Northumberland, Peterborough, Simcoe and Wellington 
will plan to achieve within the horizon of this Plan a minimum density 
target that is not less than 40 residents and jobs combined per hectare. 

3. The minimum density target will be measured over the entire designated 
greenfield area of each upper- or single-tier municipality, excluding the 
following: 
a) natural heritage features and areas, natural heritage systems and 
floodplains, provided development is prohibited in these areas; 

b) rights-of-way for: 
i. electricity transmission lines; 
ii. energy transmission pipelines; 
iii. freeways, as defined by and mapped as part of the Ontario 
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Road Network; and 

iv. railways; 

c) employment areas; and 
d) cemeteries. 

4. Councils of upper- and single-tier municipalities may request an 
alternative to the target established in policy 2.2.7.2 where it is 
demonstrated that the target cannot be achieved and that the alternative 
target will support the diversification of the total range and mix of housing 
options and the achievement of a more compact built form in designated 
greenfield areas to the horizon of this Plan in a manner that is appropriate 
given the characteristics of the municipality and adjacent communities. 

5. The Minister may permit an alternative to the target established in policy 
2.2.7.2. If council does not make a request or the Minister does not permit 
an alternative target, the target established in policy 2.2.7.2 will apply. 

2.2.8 Settlement Area Boundary Expansions 
1. Settlement area boundaries will be delineated in official plans. 
2. A settlement area boundary expansion may only occur through a 

municipal comprehensive review where it is demonstrated that: 
a) based on the minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan 
and a land needs assessment undertaken in accordance with policy 
2.2.1.5, sufficient opportunities to accommodate forecasted growth to 
the horizon of this Plan are not available through intensification and in 
the designated greenfield area: 

i. within the upper- or single-tier municipality, and 
ii. within the applicable lower-tier municipality; 

b) the proposed expansion will make available sufficient lands not 
exceeding the horizon of this Plan, based on the analysis provided for 
in policy 2.2.8.2 a), while minimizing land consumption; and 

c) the timing of the proposed expansion and the phasing of development 
within the designated greenfield area will not adversely affect the 
achievement of the minimum intensification and density targets in this 
Plan, as well as the other policies of this Plan. 

3. Where the need for a settlement area boundary expansion has been 
justified in accordance with policy 2.2.8.2, the feasibility of the proposed 
expansion will be determined and the most appropriate location for the 
proposed expansion will be identified based on the comprehensive 
application of all of the policies in this Plan, including the following: 
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a) there is sufficient capacity in existing or planned infrastructure and 
public service facilities; 

b) the infrastructure and public service facilities needed would be 
financially viable over the full life cycle of these assets; 

c) the proposed expansion would be informed by applicable water and 
wastewater master plans or equivalent and stormwater master plans or 
equivalent, as appropriate; 

d) the proposed expansion, including the associated water, wastewater 
and stormwater servicing, would be planned and demonstrated to 
avoid, or if avoidance is not possible, minimize and mitigate any 
potential negative impacts on watershed conditions and the water 
resource system, including the quality and quantity of water; 

e) key hydrologic areas and the Natural Heritage System for the Growth 
Plan should be avoided where possible; 

f) prime agricultural areas should be avoided where possible. To support 
the Agricultural System, alternative locations across the upper- or 
single-tier municipality will be evaluated, prioritized and determined 
based on avoiding, minimizing and mitigating the impact on the 
Agricultural System and in accordance with the following: 
i. expansion into specialty crop areas is prohibited; 

ii. reasonable alternatives that avoid prime agricultural areas are 
evaluated; and 

iii. where prime agricultural areas cannot be avoided, lower 
priority agricultural lands are used; 

g) the settlement area to be expanded is in compliance with the minimum 
distance separation formulae; 

h) any adverse impacts on the agri-food network, including agricultural 
operations, from expanding settlement areas would be avoided, or if 
avoidance is not possible, minimized and mitigated as determined 
through an agricultural impact assessment; 

i) the policies of Sections 2 (Wise Use and Management of Resources) 
and 3 (Protecting Public Health and Safety) of the PPS are applied; 

j) the proposed expansion would meet any applicable requirements of the 
Greenbelt, Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation, Niagara 
Escarpment, and Lake Simcoe Protection Plans and any applicable 
source protection plan; and 

k) within the Protected Countryside in the Greenbelt Area: 
i. the settlement area to be expanded is identified in the 
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Greenbelt Plan as a Town/Village; ii. the proposed 
expansion would be modest in size, representing no more than a 
5 per cent increase in the geographic size of the settlement area 
based on the settlement area boundary delineated in the 
applicable official plan as of July 1, 2017, up to a maximum size 
of 10 hectares, and residential development would not be 
permitted on more than 50 per cent of the lands that would be 
added to the settlement area; 
iii. the proposed expansion would support the achievement of 

complete communities or the local agricultural economy; 
iv. the proposed uses cannot be reasonably accommodated 

within the existing settlement area boundary; 
v. the proposed expansion would be serviced by existing 

municipal water and wastewater systems without impacting 
future intensification opportunities in the existing settlement 
area; and 

vi. expansion into the Natural Heritage System that has been 
identified in the Greenbelt Plan is prohibited. 

4. Notwithstanding policy 2.2.8.2, municipalities may adjust settlement area 
boundaries outside of a municipal comprehensive review, provided: 
a) there would be no net increase in land within settlement areas;  
b) the adjustment would support the municipality’s ability to meet the 
intensification and density targets established pursuant to this Plan; 

c) the location of any lands added to a settlement area will satisfy the 
applicable requirements of policy 2.2.8.3; 

d) the affected settlement areas are not rural settlements or in the 
Greenbelt Area; and 

e) the settlement area to which lands would be added is serviced by 
municipal water and wastewater systems and there is sufficient reserve 
infrastructure capacity to service the lands. 

5. Notwithstanding policies 2.2.8.2 and 5.2.4.3, a settlement area boundary 
expansion may occur in advance of a municipal comprehensive review, 
provided: 
a) the lands that are added will be planned to achieve at least the 
minimum density target in policy 2.2.7.2 or 2.2.5.13, as appropriate; 

b) the location of any lands added to a settlement area will satisfy the 
applicable requirements of policy 2.2.8.3; 

c) the affected settlement area is not a rural settlement or in the 
Greenbelt Area; 
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d) the settlement area is serviced by municipal water and wastewater 
systems and there is sufficient reserve infrastructure capacity to 
service the lands; and 

e) the additional lands and associated forecasted growth will be fully 
accounted for in the land needs assessment associated with the next 
municipal comprehensive review. 

6. For a settlement area boundary expansion undertaken in accordance with 
policy 2.2.8.5, the amount of land to be added to the settlement area will 
be no larger than 40 hectares.  

2.2.9 Rural Areas 
1. Municipalities are encouraged to plan for a variety of cultural and 

economic opportunities within rural settlements to serve the needs of rural 
residents and area businesses. 

2. Public service facilities in rural settlements should be co-located and 
integrated in community hubs, and priority should be given to maintaining 
and adapting existing public service facilities in community hubs to meet 
the needs of the community, where feasible. 

3. Subject to the policies in Section 4, development outside of settlement 
areas may be permitted on rural lands for: a) the management or use of 
resources; 
b) resource-based recreational uses; and 
c) other rural land uses that are not appropriate in settlement areas 
provided they: 
i. are compatible with the rural landscape and surrounding 

local land uses; 
ii. will be sustained by rural service levels; and 
iii. will not adversely affect the protection of agricultural uses 

and other resource-based uses such as mineral aggregate 
operations. 

4. Where permitted on rural lands, resource-based recreational uses should 
be limited to tourism-related and recreational uses that are compatible 
with the scale, character, and capacity of the resource and the surrounding 
rural landscape, and may include: 
a) commercial uses to serve the needs of visitors; and 
b) where appropriate, resource-based recreational dwellings for seasonal 
accommodation. 
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5. Existing employment areas outside of settlement areas on rural lands that 
were designated for employment uses in an official plan that was approved 
and in effect as of June 16, 2006 may continue to be permitted. 
Expansions to these existing employment areas may be permitted only if 
necessary to support the immediate needs of existing businesses and if 
compatible with the surrounding uses. 

6. New multiple lots or units for residential development will be directed to 
settlement areas, but may be allowed on rural lands in site-specific 
locations with approved zoning or designation in an official plan that 
permitted this type of development as of June 16, 2006. 

7. Notwithstanding policy 2.2.8.2, minor adjustments may be made to the 
boundaries of rural settlements outside of a municipal comprehensive 
review, subject to the following: 
a) the affected settlement area is not in the Greenbelt Area; 
b) the change would constitute minor rounding out of existing 
development, in keeping with the rural character of the area; 

c) confirmation that water and wastewater servicing can be provided in 
an appropriate manner that is suitable for the long-term with no 
negative impacts on water; and 

d) Sections 2 (Wise Use and Management of Resources) and 3 (Protecting 
Public Health and Safety) of the PPS are applied. 
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Infrastructure to Support Growth 

3 Infrastructure to Support 
Growth 

3.1 Context 
Well planned infrastructure is essential to the viability of Ontario’s communities 
and critical to economic competitiveness, quality of life, and the delivery of 
public services. This Plan provides the framework to guide and prioritize 
infrastructure planning and investments in the GGH to support and accommodate 
forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan and beyond. 

The infrastructure framework in this Plan requires that municipalities undertake 
an integrated approach to land use planning, infrastructure investments, and 
environmental protection to achieve the outcomes of the Plan. Co-ordination of 
these different dimensions of planning allows municipalities to identify the most 
cost-effective options for sustainably accommodating forecasted growth to the 
horizon of this Plan to support the achievement of complete communities. It is 
estimated that over 30 per cent of infrastructure capital costs, and 15 per cent of 
operating costs4, could be saved by moving from unmanaged growth to a more 
compact built form. 

This Plan is aligned with the Province’s approach to long-term infrastructure 
planning as enshrined in the Infrastructure for Jobs and Prosperity Act, 2015, 
which established mechanisms to encourage principled, evidence-based and 
strategic long-term infrastructure planning. 

This Plan is also aligned with the Province’s municipal asset management 
regulation. The purpose of the regulation is to improve the way municipalities 
plan for their infrastructure and includes requirements that promote alignment of 
planning for land use and infrastructure. Significant cost savings can be achieved 
by ensuring that existing infrastructure is optimized before new infrastructure is 
built. This principle is integrated into the policies of this Plan and applies to all 
forms of infrastructure. 

The transportation system for the GGH must be planned and managed for the safe 
and efficient movement of goods and people, and to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and other negative environmental impacts. 

Transit is the first priority for transportation planning and investment. The transit 
network will support and facilitate improved linkages between strategic growth 
areas and other areas planned for a mix of uses and transit-supportive densities. 

4 “Building Together: Guide for Municipal Asset Management Plans”, Ministry of Infrastructure, 2012 
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System users will benefit from improved linkages between and within 
municipalities as well as transit service integration. 

A comprehensive and continuous active transportation network will offer a viable 
alternative to the private automobile for personal travel. Using a complete streets 
approach to roadway design, reconstruction, and refurbishment will ensure that 
the needs and safety of all road users are considered when planning and building 
the street network. 

To support goods movement, this Plan calls for a co-ordinated goods movement 
network that links major goods movement facilities and corridors to the provincial 
highway network and areas of significant commercial activity. This Plan also 
calls for the long-term protection of planned corridors and the colocation of 
infrastructure in these corridors where appropriate. 

A clean and sustainable supply of water is essential to the long-term health and 
prosperity of the region. There is a need to co-ordinate investment in water, 
wastewater, and stormwater infrastructure to service future growth in ways that 
are fiscally sustainable and linked to decisions about how these systems are paid 
for and administered.  Water infrastructure planning will be informed by 
watershed planning to ensure that the quality and quantity of water is maintained. 

The importance of the Great Lakes is reflected in many provincial initiatives, 
including the Great Lakes Protection Act, 2015 and Ontario’s Great Lakes 
Strategy. This Plan supports these initiatives by providing direction on watershed-
based, integrated water, wastewater, and stormwater master planning and by 
restricting future extensions of water and wastewater servicing from the Great 
Lakes. 

Climate change poses a serious challenge for maintaining existing infrastructure 
and planning for new infrastructure, however, vulnerability assessments can help 
to identify risks and options for enhancing resilience. Similarly, comprehensive 
stormwater management planning, including the use of appropriate low impact 
development and green infrastructure, can increase the resiliency of our 
communities. 

Investment in public service facilities – such as hospitals, long-term care facilities, 
libraries and schools – should be planned and located to keep pace with changing 
needs, maximize existing infrastructure and to support the achievement of 
complete communities, co-locating services in community hubs and prioritizing 
strategic growth areas as appropriate. 
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3.2 Policies for Infrastructure to 
Support Growth 

3.2.1 Integrated Planning 
1. Infrastructure planning, land use planning, and infrastructure investment 

will be co-ordinated to implement this Plan. 
2. Planning for new or expanded infrastructure will occur in an integrated 

manner, including evaluations of long-range scenario-based land use 
planning, environmental planning and financial planning, and will be 
supported by relevant studies and should involve: 
a) leveraging infrastructure investment to direct growth and development 
in accordance with the policies and schedules of this Plan, including 
the achievement of the minimum intensification and density targets in 
this Plan; 

b) providing sufficient infrastructure capacity in strategic growth areas; 
c) identifying the full life cycle costs of infrastructure and developing 
options to pay for these costs over the long-term; and 

d) considering the impacts of a changing climate. 
3. Infrastructure investment and other implementation tools and mechanisms 

will be used to facilitate intensification and higher density development in 
strategic growth areas. Priority will be given to infrastructure investments 
made by the Province that support the policies and schedules of this Plan. 

4. Municipalities will assess infrastructure risks and vulnerabilities, 
including those caused by the impacts of a changing climate, and identify 
actions and investments to address these challenges, which could be 
identified as part of municipal asset management planning. 

5. The Province will work with public sector partners, including Metrolinx, 
to identify strategic infrastructure needs to support the implementation of 
this Plan through multi-year infrastructure planning for the transportation 
system and public service facilities. 

3.2.2 Transportation – General 
1. Transportation system planning, land use planning, and transportation 

investment will be co-ordinated to implement this Plan. 
2. The transportation system within the GGH will be planned and managed 

to: 
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a) provide connectivity among transportation modes for moving people 
and for moving goods; 

b) offer a balance of transportation choices that reduces reliance upon the 
automobile and promotes transit and active transportation; 

c) be sustainable and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging 
the most financially and environmentally appropriate mode for 
tripmaking and supporting the use of zero- and low-emission vehicles; 

d) offer multimodal access to jobs, housing, schools, cultural, and 
recreational opportunities, and goods and services; 

e) accommodate agricultural vehicles and equipment, as appropriate; and 
f) provide for the safety of system users. 

3. In the design, refurbishment, or reconstruction of the existing and planned 
street network, a complete streets approach will be adopted that ensures 
the needs and safety of all road users are considered and appropriately 
accommodated. 

4. Municipalities will develop and implement transportation demand 
management policies in official plans or other planning documents or 
programs to: 
a) reduce trip distance and time; 
b) increase the modal share of alternatives to the automobile, which may 
include setting modal share targets; 

c) prioritize active transportation, transit, and goods movement over 
single-occupant automobiles; 

d) expand infrastructure to support active transportation; and 
e) consider the needs of major trip generators. 

3.2.3 Moving People 
1. Public transit will be the first priority for transportation infrastructure 

planning and major transportation investments. 
2. All decisions on transit planning and investment will be made according 

to the following criteria: 
a) aligning with, and supporting, the priorities identified in Schedule 5; 
b) prioritizing areas with existing or planned higher residential or 
employment densities to optimize return on investment and the 
efficiency and viability of existing and planned transit service levels; 

c) increasing the capacity of existing transit systems to support strategic 
growth areas; 
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d) expanding transit service to areas that have achieved, or will be 
planned to achieve, transit-supportive densities and provide a mix of 
residential, office, institutional, and commercial development, 
wherever possible; 

e) facilitating improved linkages between and within municipalities from 
nearby neighbourhoods to urban growth centres, major transit station 
areas, and other strategic growth areas; 

f) increasing the modal share of transit; and 
g) contributing towards the provincial greenhouse gas emissions 
reduction targets. 

3. Municipalities will work with transit operators, the Province, Metrolinx 
where applicable, and each other to support transit service integration 
within and across municipal boundaries. 

4. Municipalities will ensure that active transportation networks are 
comprehensive and integrated into transportation planning to provide: 
a) safe, comfortable travel for pedestrians, bicyclists, and other users of 
active transportation; and 

b) continuous linkages between strategic growth areas, adjacent 
neighbourhoods, major trip generators, and transit stations, including 
dedicated lane space for bicyclists on the major street network, or 
other safe and convenient alternatives. 

3.2.4 Moving Goods 
1. Linking major goods movement facilities and corridors, international 

gateways, and employment areas to facilitate efficient goods movement 
will be the first priority of highway investment. 

2. The Province and municipalities will work with agencies and 
transportation service providers to: 
a) co-ordinate, optimize, and ensure the long-term viability of major 
goods movement facilities and corridors; 

b) improve corridors for moving goods across the GGH in accordance 
with Schedule 6; 

c) promote and better integrate multimodal goods movement and freight-
supportive land use and transportation system planning; and 

d) accommodate agricultural vehicles and equipment, as appropriate. 
3. Municipalities will provide for the establishment of priority routes for 

goods movement, where feasible, to facilitate the movement of goods into 
and out of employment areas and other areas of significant 
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commercial activity and to provide alternate routes connecting to the 
provincial network. 

3.2.5 Infrastructure Corridors 
1. In planning for the development, optimization, or expansion of existing 

and planned corridors and supporting facilities, the Province, other public 
agencies and upper- and single-tier municipalities will: 
a) encourage the co-location of linear infrastructure where appropriate; 
b) ensure that existing and planned corridors are protected to meet 
current and projected needs in accordance with the transportation and 
infrastructure corridor protection policies in the PPS; 

c) where applicable, demonstrate through an agricultural impact 
assessment or equivalent analysis as part of an environmental 
assessment, that any impacts on the Agricultural System have been 
avoided or, if avoidance is not possible, minimized and to the extent 
feasible mitigated; 

d) where applicable, demonstrate through an environmental assessment, 
that any impacts on key natural heritage features in the Natural 
Heritage System for the Growth Plan, key hydrologic features and key 
hydrologic areas have been avoided or, if avoidance is not possible, 
minimized and to the extent feasible mitigated; and 

e) for existing or planned corridors for transportation: 
i. consider increased opportunities for moving people and 

goods by rail; 
ii. consider separation of modes within corridors; and 
iii. provide opportunities for inter-modal linkages. 

2. The planning, location, and design of planned corridors and the land use 
designations along these corridors will support the policies of this Plan, in 
particular that development is directed to settlement areas. 

3.2.6 Water and Wastewater Systems 
1. Municipalities should generate sufficient revenue to recover the full cost 

of providing and maintaining municipal water and wastewater systems. 
2. Municipal water and wastewater systems and private communal water and 

wastewater systems will be planned, designed, constructed, or expanded in 
accordance with the following: 
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a) opportunities for optimization and improved efficiency within existing 
systems will be prioritized and supported by strategies for energy and 
water conservation and water demand management; 

b) the system will serve growth in a manner that supports achievement of 
the minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan; 

c) a comprehensive water or wastewater master plan or equivalent, 
informed by watershed planning or equivalent has been prepared to: 
i. demonstrate that the effluent discharges and water takings 

associated with the system will not negatively impact the 
quality and quantity of water; 

ii. identify the preferred option for servicing growth and 
development, subject to the hierarchy of services provided in 
policies 1.6.6.2, 1.6.6.3, 1.6.6.4 and 1.6.6.5 of the PPS, 2014, 
which must not exceed the assimilative capacity of the 
effluent receivers and sustainable water supply for servicing, 
ecological, and other needs; and 

iii. identify the full life cycle costs of the system and develop 
options to pay for these costs over the long-term. 

d) in the case of large subsurface sewage disposal systems, the proponent 
has demonstrated attenuation capacity; and 

e) plans have been considered in the context of applicable 
interprovincial, national, bi-national, or state-provincial Great Lakes 
Basin agreements or provincial legislation or strategies. 

3. For settlement areas that are serviced by rivers, inland lakes, or 
groundwater, municipalities will not be permitted to extend water or 
wastewater services from a Great Lakes source unless: 
a) the extension is required for reasons of public health and safety, in 
which case, the capacity of the water or wastewater services provided 
in these circumstances will be limited to that required to service the 
affected settlement area, including capacity for planned development 
within the approved settlement area boundary; 

b) in the case of an upper- or single-tier municipality with an urban 
growth centre outside of the Greenbelt Area: 
i. the need for the extension has been demonstrated; 
ii. the increased servicing capacity will only be allocated to 

settlement areas with urban growth centres; and 
iii. the municipality has completed the applicable environmental 

assessment process in accordance with the 
Ontario Environmental Assessment Act; or 
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c) the extension had all necessary approvals as of July 1, 2017 and is 
only to service growth within the settlement area boundary 
delineated in the official plan that is approved and in effect as of that 
date. 

4. Municipalities that share an inland water source or receiving water body 
will co-ordinate their planning for potable water, stormwater, and 
wastewater systems based on watershed planning or equivalent to ensure 
that the quality and quantity of water is protected, improved, or restored. 

3.2.7 Stormwater Management 
1. Municipalities will develop stormwater master plans or equivalent for 

serviced settlement areas that: 
a) are informed by watershed planning or equivalent; 
b) protect the quality and quantity of water by assessing existing 
stormwater facilities and systems; 

c) characterize existing environmental conditions; 
d) examine the cumulative environmental impacts of stormwater from 
existing and planned development, including an assessment of how 
extreme weather events will exacerbate these impacts and the 
identification of appropriate adaptation strategies; 

e) incorporate appropriate low impact development and green 
infrastructure; 

f) identify the need for stormwater retrofits, where appropriate; 
g) identify the full life cycle costs of the stormwater infrastructure, 
including maintenance costs, and develop options to pay for these 
costs over the long-term; and 

h) include an implementation and maintenance plan. 
2. Proposals for large-scale development proceeding by way of a secondary 

plan, plan of subdivision, vacant land plan of condominium or site plan 
will be supported by a stormwater management plan or equivalent, that: 
a) is informed by a subwatershed plan or equivalent; 
b) incorporates an integrated treatment approach to minimize stormwater 
flows and reliance on stormwater ponds, which includes appropriate 
low impact development and green infrastructure; 

c) establishes planning, design, and construction practices to minimize 
vegetation removal, grading and soil compaction, sediment erosion, 
and impervious surfaces; and 
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Infrastructure to Support Growth 

d) aligns with the stormwater master plan or equivalent for the settlement 
area, where applicable. 

3.2.8 Public Service Facilities 
1. Planning for public service facilities, land use planning and investment in 

public service facilities will be co-ordinated to implement this Plan. 

2. Public service facilities and public services should be co-located in 
community hubs and integrated to promote cost-effectiveness. 

3. Priority should be given to maintaining and adapting existing public 
service facilities and spaces as community hubs to meet the needs of the 
community and optimize the long-term viability of public investments. 

4. Existing public service facilities that are located in or near strategic 
growth areas and are easily accessible by active transportation and transit, 
where that service is available, should be the preferred location for 
community hubs. 

5. Municipalities will collaborate and consult with service planning, funding, 
and delivery sectors to facilitate the co-ordination and planning of 
community hubs and other public service facilities. 

6. New public service facilities, including hospitals and schools, should be 
located in settlement areas and preference should be given to sites that are 
easily accessible by active transportation and transit, where that service is 
available. 
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4 Protecting What is Valuable 
4.1 Context 
The GGH contains a broad array of important hydrologic and natural heritage 
features and areas, a vibrant and diverse agricultural land base, irreplaceable 
cultural heritage resources, and valuable renewable and non-renewable resources. 
These lands, features and resources are essential for the long-term quality of life, 
economic prosperity, environmental health, and ecological integrity of the region. 
They collectively provide essential ecosystem services, including water storage 
and filtration, cleaner air and habitats, and support pollinators, carbon storage, 
adaptation and resilience to climate change. 

These valuable assets must be wisely protected and managed as part of planning 
for future growth. This is of particular importance in the fast-growing GGH, 
which supports some of the most diverse vegetation and wildlife in Canada, 
including the Niagara Escarpment (a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve) and the 
Oak Ridges Moraine – two of Ontario's most significant landforms – as well as 
the Rouge National Urban Park. There are existing legislation and policies in 
place to identify and protect these features, areas, and sites, including the Ontario 
Heritage Act, statements of provincial policy such as the PPS, and provincial 
plans such as the Greenbelt, Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation, Niagara 
Escarpment, and Lake Simcoe Protection Plans. 

Through their historic relationship with the lands and resources in this region, 
Indigenous communities have gained traditional knowledge that is of value to the 
planning decisions being made today. A balanced approach to the wise use and 
management of all resources, including those related to water, natural heritage, 
agriculture, cultural heritage, and mineral aggregates, will be implemented in the 
GGH. 

This Plan recognizes and supports the role of municipal policy in providing 
leadership and innovation in developing a culture of conservation and addressing 
climate change. As the GGH grows, so will the overall demand for water, energy, 
air, and land. The ongoing availability of these natural resources is essential for 
the sustainability of all communities. 

This Plan requires the identification of water resource systems and the protection 
of key hydrologic features and key hydrologic areas, similar to the level of 
protection provided in the Greenbelt. This provides a consistent framework for 
water protection across the GGH, and builds on existing plans and policies, 
including the Lake Simcoe Protection Plan and source protection plans developed 
under the Clean Water Act, 2006. Recognizing that watersheds are the most 
important scale for protecting the quality and quantity of water, municipalities are 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

required to undertake watershed planning to inform the protection of water 
resource systems and decisions related to planning for growth. 

This Plan also provides for the identification and protection of a Natural Heritage 
System for the Growth Plan outside of the Greenbelt Area and settlement areas, 
and applies protections similar to those in the Greenbelt Plan to provide consistent 
and long-term protection throughout the GGH. 

The GGH is home to some of Canada’s most important and productive farmland, 
which is a finite, non-renewable resource. The region’s fertile soil, favourable 
climate, and access to water make it significant on both a national and 
international scale. This Plan provides for the identification and protection of the 
Agricultural System in the GGH. The Agricultural System includes a continuous 
and productive land base, comprised of prime agricultural areas, including 
specialty crop areas, and rural lands, as well as a complementary agri-food 
network that together enable the agri-food sector to thrive. Many farms within the 
Agricultural System also contain important natural heritage and hydrologic 
features, and farmers play a vital role in their stewardship. Protecting the 
Agricultural System will support the viability of the agricultural sector as the 
region grows. 

The GGH also contains important cultural heritage resources that contribute to a 
sense of identity, support a vibrant tourism industry, and attract investment based 
on cultural amenities. Accommodating growth can put pressure on these resources 
through development and site alteration. It is necessary to plan in a way that 
protects and maximizes the benefits of these resources that make our communities 
unique and attractive places to live. 

Building compact communities and the infrastructure needed to support growth 
requires significant mineral aggregate resources. The Aggregate Resources Act 
establishes the overall process for the management of mineral aggregate 
operations, and this Plan works within this framework to provide guidance on 
where and how aggregate resource extraction can occur, while balancing other 
planning priorities. The GGH contains significant deposits of mineral aggregate 
resources, which require long-term management, including aggregate reuse and 
recycling. Ensuring mineral aggregate resources are available in proximity to 
demand can support the timely provision of infrastructure and reduce 
transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions. 

The water resource systems, Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan, and 
Agricultural System for the GGH also play an important role in addressing 
climate change and building resilience. Greenhouse gas emissions can be offset 
by natural areas that act as carbon sinks. Municipalities play a crucial role in 
managing and reducing Ontario’s greenhouse gas emissions and supporting 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

adaptation to the changing climate. The Province will work with municipalities to 
develop approaches to inventory, reduce, and offset greenhouse gas emissions in 
support of provincial targets as we move towards environmentally sustainable 
communities. 

4.2 Policies for Protecting What is 
Valuable 

4.2.1 Water Resource Systems 
1. Upper- and single-tier municipalities, partnering with lower-tier 

municipalities and conservation authorities as appropriate, will ensure that 
watershed planning is undertaken to support a comprehensive, integrated, 
and long-term approach to the protection, enhancement, or restoration of 
the quality and quantity of water within a watershed. 

2. Water resource systems will be identified to provide for the long-term 
protection of key hydrologic features, key hydrologic areas, and their 
functions. 

3. Watershed planning or equivalent will inform: 
a) the identification of water resource systems;  
b) the protection, enhancement, or restoration of the quality and quantity 
of water; 

c) decisions on allocation of growth; and  
d) planning for water, wastewater, and stormwater infrastructure. 

4. Planning for large-scale development in designated greenfield areas, 
including secondary plans, will be informed by a subwatershed plan or 
equivalent. 

5. Municipalities will consider the Great Lakes Strategy, the targets and 
goals of the Great Lakes Protection Act, 2015, and any applicable Great 
Lakes agreements as part of watershed planning and coastal or waterfront 
planning initiatives. 

4.2.2 Natural Heritage System 
1. A Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan has been mapped by the 

Province to support a comprehensive, integrated, and long-term approach 
to planning for the protection of the region’s natural heritage and 
biodiversity. The Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan excludes 
lands within settlement area boundaries that were approved and in effect 
as of July 1, 2017. 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

2. Municipalities will incorporate the Natural Heritage System for the 
Growth Plan as an overlay in official plans, and will apply appropriate 
policies to maintain, restore, or enhance the diversity and connectivity of 
the system and the long-term ecological or hydrologic functions of the 
features and areas as set out in the policies in this subsection and the 
policies in subsections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. 

3. Within the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan: 
a) new development or site alteration will demonstrate that: 

i. there are no negative impacts on key natural heritage features 
or key hydrologic features or their functions; 

ii. connectivity along the system and between key natural 
heritage features and key hydrologic features located within 
240 metres of each other will be maintained or, where 
possible, enhanced for the movement of native plants and 
animals across the landscape; 

iii. the removal of other natural features not identified as key 
natural heritage features and key hydrologic features is 
avoided, where possible. Such features should be 
incorporated into the planning and design of the proposed use 
wherever possible; 

iv. except for uses described in and governed by the policies in 
subsection 4.2.8, the disturbed area, including any buildings 
and structures, will not exceed 25 per cent of the total 
developable area, and the impervious surface will not exceed 
10 per cent of the total developable area; 

v. with respect to golf courses, the disturbed area will not 
exceed 40 per cent of the total developable area; and 

vi. at least 30 per cent of the total developable area will remain 
or be returned to natural self-sustaining vegetation, except 
where specified in accordance with the policies in subsection 

4. 2.8; and 
b) the full range of existing and new agricultural uses, agriculturerelated 
uses, on-farm diversified uses, and normal farm practices are 
permitted. However, new buildings or structures for agricultural uses, 
agriculture-related uses, or on-farm diversified uses are not subject to 
policy 4.2.2.3 a), but are subject to the policies in subsections 4.2.3 
and 4.2.4. 

4. Provincial mapping of the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan 
does not apply until it has been implemented in the applicable upper- or 
single-tier official plan. Until that time, the policies in this Plan that refer 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

to the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan will apply outside 
settlement areas to the natural heritage systems identified in official plans 
that were approved and in effect as of July 1, 2017. 

5. Upper- and single-tier municipalities may refine provincial mapping of the 
Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan at the time of initial 
implementation in their official plans. For upper-tier municipalities, the 
initial implementation of provincial mapping may be done separately for 
each lower-tier municipality. After the Natural Heritage System for the 
Growth Plan has been implemented in official plans, further refinements 
may only occur through a municipal comprehensive review. 

6. Beyond the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan, including 
within settlement areas, the municipality: 
a) will continue to protect any other natural heritage features and areas in 
a manner that is consistent with the PPS; and 

b) may continue to protect any other natural heritage system or identify 
new systems in a manner that is consistent with the PPS. 

7. If a settlement area is expanded to include the Natural Heritage System for 
the Growth Plan in accordance with the policies in subsection 2.2.8, the 
portion that is within the revised settlement area boundary will: a) be 
designated in official plans; 
b) no longer be subject to policy 4.2.2.3; and 
c) continue to be protected in a manner that ensures that the connectivity 
between, and diversity and functions of, the natural heritage features 
and areas will be maintained, restored, or enhanced. 

4.2.3 Key Hydrologic Features, Key 
Hydrologic Areas and Key Natural 
Heritage Features 

1. Outside of settlement areas, development or site alteration is not permitted 
in key natural heritage features that are part of the Natural Heritage 
System for the Growth Plan or in key hydrologic features, except for: 
a) forest, fish, and wildlife management; 
b) conservation and flood or erosion control projects, but only if they 
have been demonstrated to be necessary in the public interest and after 
all alternatives have been considered; 

c) activities that create or maintain infrastructure authorized under an 
environmental assessment process; 

d) mineral aggregate operations and wayside pits and quarries; 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

e) expansions to existing buildings and structures, accessory structures 
and uses, and conversions of legally existing uses which bring the use 
more into conformity with this Plan, subject to demonstration that the 
use does not expand into the key hydrologic feature or key natural 
heritage feature or vegetative protection zone unless there is no other 
alternative, in which case any expansion will be limited in scope and 
kept within close geographical proximity to the existing structure; 

f) expansions or alterations to existing buildings and structures for 
agricultural uses, agriculture-related uses, or on-farm diversified uses 
and expansions to existing residential dwellings if it is demonstrated 
that: 
i. there is no alternative, and the expansion or alteration in the 

feature is minimized and, in the vegetation protection zone, is 
directed away from the feature to the maximum extent 
possible; and 

ii. the impact of the expansion or alteration on the feature and 
its functions is minimized and mitigated to the maximum 
extent possible; and 

g) small-scale structures for recreational uses, including boardwalks, 
footbridges, fences, docks, and picnic facilities, if measures are taken 
to minimize the number of such structures and their negative impacts. 

2. Outside of settlement areas, proposals for large-scale development 
proceeding by way of plan of subdivision, vacant land plan of 
condominium or site plan may be permitted within a key hydrologic area 
where it is demonstrated that the hydrologic functions, including the 
quality and quantity of water, of these areas will be protected and, where 
possible, enhanced or restored through: 
a) the identification of planning, design, and construction practices and 
techniques; 

b) meeting other criteria and direction set out in the applicable watershed 
planning or subwatershed plans; and 

c) meeting any applicable provincial standards, guidelines, and 
procedures. 

4.2.4 Lands Adjacent to Key Hydrologic 
Features and Key Natural Heritage 
Features 

1. Outside settlement areas, a proposal for new development or site alteration 
within 120 metres of a key natural heritage feature within the Natural 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

Heritage System for the Growth Plan or a key hydrologic feature will 
require a natural heritage evaluation or hydrologic evaluation that 
identifies a vegetation protection zone, which: 
a) is of sufficient width to protect the key natural heritage feature or key 
hydrologic feature and its functions from the impacts of the proposed 
change; 

b) is established to achieve and be maintained as natural self-sustaining 
vegetation; and 

c) for key hydrologic features, fish habitat, and significant woodlands, is 
no less than 30 metres measured from the outside boundary of the key 
natural heritage feature or key hydrologic feature. 

2. Evaluations undertaken in accordance with policy 4.2.4.1 will identify any 
additional restrictions to be applied before, during, and after development 
to protect the hydrologic functions and ecological functions of the feature. 

3. Development or site alteration is not permitted in the vegetation protection 
zone, with the exception of that described in policy 4.2.3.1 or shoreline 
development as permitted in accordance with policy 4.2.4.5. 

4. Notwithstanding policies 4.2.4.1, 4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.3: 
a) a natural heritage or hydrologic evaluation will not be required for a 
proposal for development or site alteration on a site where the only 
key natural heritage feature is the habitat of endangered species and 
threatened species; 

b) new buildings and structures for agricultural uses, agriculture-related 
uses, or on-farm diversified uses will not be required to undertake a 
natural heritage or hydrologic evaluation if a minimum 30 metre 
vegetation protection zone is provided from a key natural heritage 
feature or key hydrologic feature; and 

c) uses permitted in accordance with policy 4.2.4.4 b): 
i. are exempt from the requirement of establishing a condition 

of natural self-sustaining vegetation if the land is, and will 
continue to be, used for agricultural purposes; and 

ii. will pursue best management practices to protect and restore 
key natural heritage features, key hydrologic features, and 
their functions. 

5. Outside of settlement areas, in developed shoreline areas of inland lakes 
that are designated or zoned for concentrations of development as of July 
1, 2017, infill development, redevelopment and resort development is 
permitted, subject to municipal and agency planning and regulatory 
requirements, if the development will: 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

a) be integrated with existing or proposed parks and trails, and will not 
constrain ongoing or planned stewardship and remediation efforts; 

b) restore, to the maximum extent possible, the ecological features and 
functions in developed shoreline areas; and 

c) in the case of redevelopment and resort development: 
i. establish, or increase the extent and width of, a vegetation 

protection zone along the shoreline to a minimum of 30 
metres; 

ii. increase the extent of fish habitat in the littoral zone; 
iii. be planned, designed, and constructed to protect hydrologic 

functions, minimize erosion, and avoid or mitigate 
sedimentation and the introduction of nutrient or other 
pollutants into the lake; 

iv. exclude shoreline structures that will impede the natural 
flow of water or exacerbate algae concerns along the 
shoreline; 

v. enhance the ability of native plants and animals to use the 
shoreline as both wildlife habitat and a movement corridor; 

vi. use lot-level stormwater controls to reduce stormwater 
runoff volumes and pollutant loadings; 

vii. use natural shoreline treatments, where practical, for 
shoreline stabilization, erosion control, or protection; 

viii. meet other criteria and direction set out in applicable 
watershed planning and subwatershed plans; 

ix. be serviced by sewage works which reduce nutrient inputs 
to groundwater and the lake from baseline levels; and 

x. demonstrate available capacity in the receiving water body 
based on inputs from existing and approved development. 

4.2.5 Public Open Space 
1. Municipalities, conservation authorities, non-governmental organizations, 

and other interested parties are encouraged to develop a system of 
publicly-accessible parkland, open space, and trails, including in shoreline 
areas, within the GGH that: 
a) clearly demarcates where public access is and is not permitted; 
b) is based on a co-ordinated approach to trail planning and development; 
and 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

c) is based on good land stewardship practices for public and private 
lands. 

2. Municipalities are encouraged to establish an open space system within 
settlement areas, which may include opportunities for urban agriculture, 
rooftop gardens, communal courtyards, and public parks. 

4.2.6 Agricultural System 
1. An Agricultural System for the GGH has been identified by the Province. 
2. Prime agricultural areas, including specialty crop areas, will be designated 

in accordance with mapping identified by the Province and these areas 
will be protected for long-term use for agriculture. 

3. Where agricultural uses and non-agricultural uses interface outside of 
settlement areas, land use compatibility will be achieved by avoiding or 
where avoidance is not possible, minimizing and mitigating adverse 
impacts on the Agricultural System. Where mitigation is required, 
measures should be incorporated as part of the non-agricultural uses, as 
appropriate, within the area being developed. Where appropriate, this 
should be based on an agricultural impact assessment. 

4. The geographic continuity of the agricultural land base and the functional 
and economic connections to the agri-food network will be maintained 
and enhanced. 

5. The retention of existing lots of record for agricultural uses is encouraged, 
and the use of these lots for non-agricultural uses is discouraged. 

6. Integrated planning for growth management, including goods movement 
and transportation planning, will consider opportunities to support and 
enhance the Agricultural System. 

7. Municipalities are encouraged to implement regional agri-food strategies 
and other approaches to sustain and enhance the Agricultural System and 
the long-term economic prosperity and viability of the agri-food sector, 
including the maintenance and improvement of the agri-food network by: 
a) providing opportunities to support access to healthy, local, and 
affordable food, urban and near-urban agriculture, food system 
planning and promoting the sustainability of agricultural, agri-food, 
and agri-product businesses while protecting agricultural resources and 
minimizing land use conflicts; 

b) protecting, enhancing, or supporting opportunities for infrastructure, 
services, and assets. Where negative impacts on the agri-food 
network are unavoidable, they will be assessed, minimized, and 
mitigated to the extent feasible; and 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

c) establishing or consulting with agricultural advisory committees or 
liaison officers. 

8. Outside of the Greenbelt Area, provincial mapping of the agricultural land 
base does not apply until it has been implemented in the applicable upper-
or single-tier official plan. Until that time, prime agricultural areas 
identified in upper- and single-tier official plans that were approved and in 
effect as of July 1, 2017 will be considered the agricultural land base for 
the purposes of this Plan. 

9. Upper- and single-tier municipalities may refine provincial mapping of the 
agricultural land base at the time of initial implementation in their official 
plans, based on implementation procedures issued by the Province. For 
upper-tier municipalities, the initial implementation of provincial mapping 
may be done separately for each lower-tier municipality. After provincial 
mapping of the agricultural land base has been implemented in official 
plans, further refinements may only occur through a municipal 
comprehensive review. 

4.2.7 Cultural Heritage Resources 
1. Cultural heritage resources will be conserved in order to foster a sense of 

place and benefit communities, particularly in strategic growth areas. 
2. Municipalities will work with stakeholders, as well as First Nations and 

Métis communities, in developing and implementing official plan policies 
and strategies for the identification, wise use and management of cultural 
heritage resources. 

3. Municipalities are encouraged to prepare archaeological management 
plans and municipal cultural plans and consider them in their 
decisionmaking. 

4.2.8 Mineral Aggregate Resources 
1. Municipalities will develop and implement official plan policies and other 

strategies to conserve mineral aggregate resources, including: 
a) the recovery and recycling of manufactured materials derived from 
mineral aggregate resources for reuse in construction, manufacturing, 
industrial, or maintenance projects as a substitute for new mineral 
aggregate resources; and 

b) the wise use of mineral aggregate resources, including utilization or 
extraction of on-site mineral aggregate resources prior to development 
occurring. 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

2. Notwithstanding the policies in subsections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, 
within the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan, mineral 
aggregate operations and wayside pits and quarries are subject to the 
following: 
a) no new mineral aggregate operation and no new wayside pits and 
quarries, or any ancillary or accessory use thereto, will be permitted in 
the following key natural heritage features and key hydrologic 
features: 
i. significant wetlands; 
ii. habitat of endangered species and threatened species; and 

iii. significant woodlands unless the woodland is occupied by 
young plantation or early successional habitat, as defined by 
the Province, in which case, the application must 
demonstrate that policies 4.2.8.4 b) and c) and 4.2.8.5 c) 
have been addressed and that they will be met by the 
operation; 

b) any application for a new mineral aggregate operation will be required 
to demonstrate: 
i. how the connectivity between key natural heritage features 

and key hydrologic features will be maintained before, 
during, and after the extraction of mineral aggregate 
resources; 

ii. how the operator could replace key natural heritage features 
and key hydrologic features that would be lost from the site 
with equivalent features on another part of the site or on 
adjacent lands; 

iii. how the water resource system will be protected or 
enhanced; and 

iv. how any key natural heritage features and key hydrologic 
features and their associated vegetation protection zones not 
identified in policy 4.2.8.2 a) will be addressed in accordance 
with policies 4.2.8.4 b) and c) and 4.2.8.5 c); and 

c) an application requiring a new approval under the Aggregate 
Resources Act to expand an existing mineral aggregate operation may 
be permitted in the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan, 
including in key natural heritage features, key hydrologic features and 
any associated vegetation protection zones, only if the related decision 
is consistent with the PPS and satisfies the rehabilitation requirements 
of the policies in this subsection. 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

3. In prime agricultural areas, applications for new mineral aggregate 
operations will be supported by an agricultural impact assessment and, 
where possible, will seek to maintain or improve connectivity of the 
Agricultural System. 

4. For rehabilitation of new mineral aggregate operation sites, the following 
apply: 
a) the disturbed area of a site will be rehabilitated to a state of equal or 
greater ecological value and, for the entire site, long-term ecological 
integrity will be maintained or enhanced; 

b) if there are key natural heritage features or key hydrologic features on 
the site, or if such features existed on the site at the time of the 
application: 
i. the health, diversity, and size of these key natural heritage 

features and key hydrologic features will be maintained or 
enhanced; and 

ii. any permitted extraction of mineral aggregate resources that 
occurs in a feature will be completed, and the area will be 
rehabilitated, as early as possible in the life of the operation; 

c) aquatic areas remaining after extraction are to be rehabilitated to 
aquatic enhancement, which will be representative of the natural 
ecosystem in that particular setting or ecodistrict, and the combined 
terrestrial and aquatic rehabilitation will meet the intent of policy 
4.2.8.4 b); and 

d) outside the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan, and except 
as provided in policies 4.2.8.4 a), b) and c), final rehabilitation will 
appropriately reflect the long-term land use of the general area, taking 
into account applicable policies of this Plan and, to the extent 
permitted under this Plan, existing municipal and provincial policies. 
In prime agricultural areas, the site will be rehabilitated in accordance 
with policy 2.5.4 of the PPS, 2014. 

5. Final rehabilitation for new mineral aggregate operations in the Natural 
Heritage System for the Growth Plan will meet these additional criteria: a) 
where there is no extraction below the water table, an amount of land 
equal to that under natural vegetated cover prior to extraction, and no less 
than 35 per cent of the land subject to each license in the Natural Heritage 
System for the Growth Plan, is to be rehabilitated to forest cover, which 
will be representative of the natural ecosystem in that particular setting or 
ecodistrict. If the site is also in a prime agricultural area, the remainder of 
the land subject to the license is to be rehabilitated back to an agricultural 
condition; 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

b) where there is extraction below the water table, no less than 35 per 
cent of the non-aquatic portion of the land subject to each license in 
the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan is to be rehabilitated 
to forest cover, which will be representative of the natural ecosystem 
in that particular setting or ecodistrict. If the site is also in a prime 
agricultural area, the remainder of the land subject to the license is to 
be rehabilitated in accordance with policy 2.5.4 of the PPS, 2014; and 

c) rehabilitation will be implemented so that the connectivity of the key 
natural heritage features and the key hydrologic features on the site 
and on adjacent lands will be maintained or enhanced. 

6. Except as provided by the policies of this subsection, decisions on 
planning matters must be consistent with the policies in the PPS that 
pertain to the management of mineral aggregate resources. 

7. Where an application under the Aggregate Resources Act has been 
received and deemed complete by the Province as of July 1, 2017, any 
applications under the Planning Act to permit the making, establishment 
or operation of the pit or quarry to which the Aggregate Resources Act 
application relates, if approved, will not be subject to the policies of this 
Plan. 

4.2.9 A Culture of Conservation 
1. Municipalities will develop and implement official plan policies and other 

strategies in support of the following conservation objectives: a) water 
conservation, including through: 

i. water demand management for the efficient use of water; and 
ii. water recycling to maximize the reuse and recycling of water; 

b) energy conservation for existing buildings and planned developments, 
including municipally owned facilities, including through: 
i. identification of opportunities for conservation, energy 

efficiency and demand management, as well as district 
energy generation, renewable energy systems and alternative 
energy systems and distribution through community, 
municipal, and regional energy planning processes, and in 
the development of conservation and demand management 
plans; 

ii. land use patterns and urban design standards that support 
energy efficiency and demand reductions, and opportunities 
for alternative energy systems, including district energy 
systems; and 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

iii. other conservation, energy efficiency and demand 
management techniques to use energy wisely as well as 
reduce consumption; 

c) air quality improvement and protection, including through reduction in 
emissions from municipal, commercial, industrial, and residential 
sources; and 

d) integrated waste management, including through: 
i. enhanced waste reduction, composting, and recycling 

initiatives, and the identification of new opportunities for 
energy from waste, source reduction, reuse, and diversion, 
where appropriate; 

ii. a comprehensive plan with integrated approaches to waste 
management, including reduction, reuse, recycling, 
composting, diversion, and disposal of residual waste; 

iii. promotion of building conservation and adaptive reuse, as 
well as the reuse and recycling of construction materials; and 

iv. consideration of waste management initiatives within the 
context of long-term regional planning, and in collaboration 
with neighbouring municipalities. 

2. Municipalities should develop excess soil reuse strategies as part of 
planning for growth and development. 

3. Municipal planning policies and relevant development proposals will 
incorporate best practices for the management of excess soil generated and 
fill received during development or site alteration, including infrastructure 
development, to ensure that: 
a) any excess soil is reused on-site or locally to the maximum extent 
possible and, where feasible, excess soil reuse planning is undertaken 
concurrently with development planning and design; 

b) appropriate sites for excess soil storage and processing are permitted 
close to areas where proposed development is concentrated or areas of 
potential soil reuse; and 

c) fill quality received and fill placement at a site will not cause an 
adverse effect with regard to the current or proposed use of the 
property or the natural environment and is compatible with adjacent 
land uses. 

4.2.10 Climate Change 
1. Upper- and single-tier municipalities will develop policies in their official 

plans to identify actions that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
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Protecting What is Valuable 

address climate change adaptation goals, aligned with other provincial 
plans and policies for environmental protection, that will include: 
a) supporting the achievement of complete communities as well as the 
minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan; 

b) reducing dependence on the automobile and supporting existing and 
planned transit and active transportation; 

c) assessing infrastructure risks and vulnerabilities and identifying 
actions and investments to address these challenges; 

d) undertaking stormwater management planning in a manner that 
assesses the impacts of extreme weather events and incorporates 
appropriate green infrastructure and low impact development; 

e) recognizing the importance of watershed planning for the protection of 
the quality and quantity of water and the identification and protection 
of hydrologic features and areas; 

f) protecting the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan and water 
resource systems; 

g) promoting local food, food security, and soil health, and protecting the 
agricultural land base; 

h) providing direction that supports a culture of conservation in 
accordance with the policies in subsection 4.2.9; and 

i) any additional policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and build 
resilience, as appropriate, provided they do not conflict with this Plan. 

2. In planning to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address the impacts of 
climate change, municipalities are encouraged to: 
a) develop strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve 
resilience through the identification of vulnerabilities to climate 
change, land use planning, planning for infrastructure, including transit 
and energy, green infrastructure, and low impact development, and the 
conservation objectives in policy 4.2.9.1; 

b) develop greenhouse gas inventories for transportation, buildings, waste 
management and municipal operations; and 

c) establish municipal interim and long-term greenhouse gas emission 
reduction targets that support provincial targets and reflect 
consideration of the goal of low-carbon communities and monitor and 
report on progress made towards the achievement of these targets. 
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5 Implementation and 
Interpretation 
5.1 Context 
Key to the success of this Plan is its effective implementation. Successful 
implementation will require that all levels of government, First Nations and Métis 
communities, non-governmental organizations, the private sector, and residents 
work together in a co-ordinated and collaborative way to implement the policies 
of this Plan to realize its goals. 

The timely implementation of this Plan relies on the strong leadership of upper-
and single-tier municipalities to provide more specific planning direction for their 
respective jurisdictions through a municipal comprehensive review. While it may 
take some time before all official plans have been amended to conform with this 
Plan, the Planning Act requires that all decisions in respect of planning matters 
will conform with this Plan as of its effective date (subject to any legislative or 
regulatory provisions providing otherwise). 

Except for some minor matters, most planning decisions can affect the 
achievement of the policies of this Plan. It is therefore in the best interest of all 
municipalities to complete their work to conform with this Plan, including all 
official plans and zoning by-laws, as expeditiously as possible within required 
timeframes. This should include using relevant legislative and regulatory tools 
and other strategies to plan for a variety of heights, densities and other elements 
of site design within settlement areas to achieve the desired urban form and the 
minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan. 

Where a municipality must decide on a planning matter before its official plan has 
been amended to conform with this Plan, or before other applicable planning 
instruments have been updated accordingly, it must still consider the impact of 
the decision as it relates to the policies of this Plan which require comprehensive 
municipal implementation. 

The success of this Plan is also dependent on a range of mechanisms being in 
place to implement this Plan’s policies. Although primarily implemented through 
Ontario’s land use planning system, including official plans, this Plan is not solely 
a land use plan. Certain policies of this Plan contemplate implementation by both 
the Province and by municipalities through other related tools, regulations, 
policies, and guidelines. In addition to the legislative framework provided by the 
Places to Grow Act, 2005, this includes a wide range of complementary planning 
and fiscal tools, including instruments found in the Planning Act and the 
Municipal Act, 2001. 
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Implementation and Interpretation 

To continue to make steady progress towards the desired outcomes, the Province 
will provide information to build understanding of growth management and 
facilitate informed involvement in the implementation of this Plan. The Province 
will also ensure ongoing engagement with the public, stakeholders, 
municipalities, and First Nations and Métis communities on the implementation 
of this Plan. 

Measuring the success of this Plan will require rigorous and consistent evaluation 
of its progress. The Province will work with its public sector partners, including 
municipalities and agencies, other stakeholders, and First Nations and Métis 
communities to compile and share the base of information that is needed to 
support the ongoing monitoring of the implementation of this Plan. 

5.2 Policies for Implementation and 
Interpretation 

5.2.1 General Interpretation 
1. The policies and schedules of this Plan should be read in a manner that 

recognizes this Plan as an integrated policy framework. 
2. A municipal comprehensive review that is undertaken in accordance with 

this Plan will be deemed to fulfill the requirements in the PPS to 
undertake a comprehensive review. 

3. References to the responsibilities of the Minister set out in this Plan 
should be read as the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, his or 
her assignee, his or her delegate pursuant to the Places to Grow Act, 2005, 
or any other member of Executive Council given responsibility for the 
Places to Grow Act, 2005. 

4. References to the responsibilities of the Province set out in this Plan 
should be read as one or more members of Executive Council. 

5.2.2 Supplementary Direction 
1. To implement this Plan, the Minister will, in collaboration with other 

Ministers of the Crown where appropriate, identify, establish, or update 
the following: 
a) the delineated built boundary; 
b) the size and location of the urban growth centres; 
c) a standard methodology for land needs assessment; and 
d) provincially significant employment zones. 
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Implementation and Interpretation 

2. To implement this Plan, the Province will identify, establish, or update the 
following: 
a) the Agricultural System for the GGH; and 
b) the Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan. 

3. The Province may review and update provincially significant employment 
zones, the agricultural land base mapping or the Natural Heritage System 
for the Growth Plan in response to a municipal request. 

5.2.3 Co-ordination 
1. A co-ordinated approach will be taken to implement this Plan, in 

particular for issues that cross municipal boundaries, both between 
Provincial ministries and agencies, and by the Province in its dealings 
with municipalities, local boards, and other related planning agencies. 

2. Upper-tier municipalities, in consultation with lower-tier municipalities, 
will, through a municipal comprehensive review, provide policy direction 
to implement this Plan, including: 
a) identifying minimum intensification targets for lower-tier 
municipalities based on the capacity of delineated built-up areas, 
including the applicable minimum density targets for strategic growth 
areas in this Plan, to achieve the minimum intensification target in this 
Plan; 

b) identifying minimum density targets for strategic growth areas, 
including any urban growth centres or major transit station areas, in 
accordance with this Plan; 

c) identifying minimum density targets for employment areas; 
d) identifying minimum density targets for the designated greenfield 
areas of the lower-tier municipalities, to achieve the minimum density 
target for the upper- or single-tier municipality; 

e) allocating forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan to the lowertier 
municipalities in a manner that would support the achievement of the 
minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan; and 

f) addressing matters that cross municipal boundaries. 
3. Municipalities are encouraged to engage the public, First Nations and 

Métis communities, and stakeholders in local efforts to implement this 
Plan, and to provide the necessary information to ensure the informed 
involvement of local citizens. 

4. In cases where lower-tier official plans are not updated to implement this 
Plan in a timely or appropriate manner, upper-tier municipalities are 
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Implementation and Interpretation 

encouraged to act in accordance with subsection 27(2) of the Planning 
Act. 

5. Single-tier municipalities in the outer ring and adjacent municipalities 
should ensure a co-ordinated approach to implement the policies of this 
Plan. 

6. Planning authorities are encouraged to co-ordinate planning matters with 
First Nations and Métis communities throughout the planning process. 
Municipalities are encouraged to build constructive, cooperative 
relationships with First Nations and Métis communities and to facilitate 
knowledge sharing in growth management and land use planning 
processes. 

5.2.4 Growth Forecasts 
1. All references to forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan are 

references to the population and employment forecasts in Schedule 3. 
2. All upper- and single-tier municipalities will, through a municipal 

comprehensive review, apply the forecasts in Schedule 3 for planning and 
managing growth to the horizon of this Plan. 

3. The population and employment forecasts and plan horizon contained in 
the applicable upper- or single-tier official plan that is approved and in 
effect as of July 1, 2017 will apply to all planning matters in that 
municipality, including lower-tier planning matters where applicable, until 
the upper- or single-tier municipality has applied the forecasts in Schedule 
3 in accordance with policy 5.2.4.2 and those forecasts are approved and 
in effect in the upper- or single-tier official plan. 

4. Notwithstanding the policies of this Plan regarding planning and 
managing forecasted growth to the horizon of this Plan, including the time 
horizon for making sufficient land available to meet projected needs, 
lower-tier municipalities cannot designate land beyond the horizon 
established in the applicable upper-tier official plan that is approved and 
in effect. 

5. Within delineated built-up areas, municipalities may plan for development 
beyond the horizon of this Plan for strategic growth areas that are 
delineated in official plans and subject to minimum density targets, 
provided that: 
a) integrated planning for infrastructure and public service facilities 
would ensure that the development does not exceed existing or 
planned capacity; 

b) the type and scale of built form for the development would be 
contextually appropriate; and 
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Implementation and Interpretation 

c) the development would support the achievement of complete 
communities, including a diverse mix of land uses and sufficient open 
space. 

6. Outside of a municipal comprehensive review, the forecasts in Schedule 3 
and Schedule 7 cannot be applied on a site-specific scale as the basis for 
approving or refusing proposals for development that would otherwise 
conform with all the policies of this Plan. 

7. The Minister will review the forecasts contained in Schedule 3 at least 
every five years in consultation with municipalities, and may revise the 
schedule, where appropriate. 

5.2.5 Targets 
1. The minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan, including 

any alternative targets that have been permitted by the Minister, are 
minimum standards and municipalities are encouraged to go beyond these 
minimum targets, where appropriate, except where doing so would 
conflict with any policy of this Plan, the PPS or any other provincial plan. 

2. The minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan or 
established pursuant to this Plan will be identified in upper- and singletier 
official plans. Any changes to the targets established pursuant to this Plan 
may only be implemented through a municipal comprehensive review. 

3. For the purposes of implementing the minimum intensification and 
density targets in this Plan, upper- and single-tier municipalities will, 
through a municipal comprehensive review, delineate the following in 
their official plans, where applicable: a) delineated built-up areas; 
b) urban growth centres; 
c) major transit station areas; 
d) other strategic growth areas for which a minimum density target will 
be established; and 

e) excess lands. 
4. Except as provided in policy 2.2.7.3, the minimum intensification and 

density targets in this Plan will be measured across all lands within the 
relevant area, including any lands that are subject to more than one target. 

5. For each applicable delineated area, the minimum density targets in this 
Plan are to be implemented through: 
a) upper-tier official plan policies that identify the minimum density 
targets and require lower-tier municipalities to undertake planning, 
such as secondary plans, to establish permitted uses and identify 
densities, heights, and other elements of site design; 
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Implementation and Interpretation 

b) single-tier official plan policies that identify the minimum density 
targets and, through secondary planning or other initiatives, establish 
permitted uses within the delineated area and identify densities, 
heights, and other elements of site design; 

c) zoning all lands in a manner that would implement the official plan 
policies; and 

d) the use of any applicable legislative and regulatory tools that may 
establish area or site-specific minimum densities, heights, and other 
elements of site design. 

6. In planning to achieve the minimum intensification and density targets in 
this Plan, municipalities will develop and implement urban design and site 
design official plan policies and other supporting documents that direct 
the development of a high quality public realm and compact built form. 

7. The minimum intensification and density targets in this Plan do not 
require or permit: 
a) in a Special Policy Area that has been approved by the Province in 
accordance with policy 3.1.4 of the PPS, 2014, development that is 
beyond what has been permitted; or 

b) in other hazardous lands, development that is not permitted by the 
PPS. 

8. The identification of strategic growth areas, delineated built-up areas, and 
designated greenfield areas are not land use designations and their 
delineation does not confer any new land use designations, nor alter 
existing land use designations. Any development on lands within the 
boundary of these identified areas is still subject to the relevant provincial 
and municipal land use planning policies and approval processes. 

9. Any alternative target permitted by the Minister will be revisited through 
each municipal comprehensive review. If a municipality does not request 
a new alternative target, or the Minister does not permit the requested 
alternative target, the applicable minimum intensification or density target 
in this Plan will apply. 

5.2.6 Performance Indicators and Monitoring 
1. The Minister will develop a set of performance indicators to measure the 

effectiveness of the policies of this Plan. The Minister will monitor the 
implementation of this Plan, including reviewing performance indicators 
concurrent with any review of this Plan. 

2. Municipalities will monitor and report on the implementation of this 
Plan's policies within their municipality, in accordance with any reporting 
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Implementation and Interpretation 

requirements, data standards, and any other guidelines that may be issued 
by the Minister. 

3. The Minister may require municipalities and conservation authorities to 
provide data and information to the Minister, as collected in accordance 
with policy 5.2.6.2, to demonstrate progress made towards the 
implementation of this Plan. 

5.2.7 Schedules and Appendices 
1. The Minister will review the schedules of this Plan at least every five 

years in consultation with municipalities, and may revise these schedules, 
where appropriate. 

2. Unless otherwise stated, the boundaries and lines displayed on the 
schedules are not to scale and provide general direction only. 

3. The delineated built boundary has been issued for the purpose of 
measuring the minimum intensification target in this Plan. The conceptual 
delineated built-up area shown on Schedules 2, 4, 5, and 6 is for 
information purposes. For the actual delineation, the delineated built 
boundary that has been issued by the Minister should be consulted. 

4. The designated greenfield areas shown on Schedules 2, 4, 5, and 6 are 
conceptual. Actual designated greenfield areas will be delineated in 
applicable official plans. 

5. The settlement area boundaries shown on Schedules 2, 4, 5, and 6 are 
conceptual. Actual settlement area boundaries will be delineated in 
applicable official plans. 

6. The appendices in this Plan are provided for information purposes only. 

5.2.8 Other Implementation 
1. Where the policies of this Plan require the completion of specific types of 

master plans, assessments, studies, or other plans, including the 
equivalent, before a decision can be made, including in respect of matters 
in process, the policy direction in this Plan may be implemented based on, 
collectively, existing, enhanced, or new assessments, studies, and plans, 
provided that these achieve or exceed the same objectives. 

2. In implementing the policies of this Plan, municipalities are encouraged to 
use available tools to reduce or eliminate any excess lands. 

3. Draft plans of subdivision will include a lapsing date under subsection 
51(32) of the Planning Act. When determining whether draft approval 
should be extended for lapsing draft plans of subdivision, the policies of 
this Plan must be considered in the development review process. 
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4. If a plan of subdivision or part thereof has been registered for eight years 
or more and does not meet the growth management objectives of this Plan, 
municipalities are encouraged to use their authority under subsection 
50(4) of the Planning Act to deem it not to be a registered plan of 
subdivision and, where appropriate, amend site-specific designations and 
zoning accordingly. 
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6 Simcoe Sub-area 
6.1 Context 
While this Plan is to be read in its entirety and all policies are applicable to all 
municipalities within the GGH, this section provides additional, more specific 
direction on how this Plan's vision will be achieved in the Simcoe Sub-area. The 
Simcoe Sub-area is comprised of the County of Simcoe and the cities of Barrie 
and Orillia. 
The policies in Section 6 direct a significant portion of growth within the Simcoe 
Sub-area to communities where development can be most effectively serviced, 
and where growth improves the range of opportunities for people to live, work, 
and play in their communities, with a particular emphasis on primary settlement 
areas. The City of Barrie is the principal primary settlement area. Downtown 
Barrie is the only urban growth centre in the Simcoe Sub-area. The policies in 
Section 6 recognize and support the vitality of urban and rural communities in the 
Simcoe Sub-area. All municipalities will play an important role in ensuring that 
future growth is planned for and managed in an effective and sustainable manner 
that conforms with this Plan. The intent is that by 2031 development for all the 
municipalities within Simcoe County will not exceed the overall population and 
employment forecasts contained in Schedule 7. 

Ensuring an appropriate supply of land for employment and residential growth, 
and making the best use of existing infrastructure is also important to the 
prosperity of the Simcoe Sub-area. Section 6 identifies specific employment areas 
that will enable municipalities in the Simcoe Sub-area to benefit from existing 
and future economic opportunities. By providing further direction on where 
growth to 2031 is to occur in the Simcoe Sub-area, it also establishes a foundation 
for municipalities to align infrastructure investments with growth management, 
optimize the use of existing and planned infrastructure, coordinate water and 
wastewater services, and promote green infrastructure and innovative 
technologies. 

A more livable, compact, complete urban structure with good design and built 
form will support the achievement of economic and environmental benefits. 
Through effective growth management, municipalities will ensure that the natural 
environment is protected from the impacts of growth in the Simcoe Subarea, 
while providing amenities for the residents and visitors to this area from across 
the GGH and beyond. 
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Simcoe Sub-area 

6.2 Growth Forecasts 
1. In accordance with policy 5.2.4.3, lower-tier municipalities in the County 

will use the population and employment forecasts contained in Schedule 7 
for planning and managing growth in the Simcoe Sub-area to 2031. 

2. Beyond 2031, through the next municipal comprehensive review, Simcoe 
County will allocate the growth forecasts in Schedule 3 to lower-tier 
municipalities in accordance with policy 5.2.3.2 e) in a manner that 
implements the policies of this Plan, such that a significant portion of 
population and employment growth is directed to lower-tier municipalities 
that contain primary settlement areas. 

3. The employment forecasts in this Plan include employment located in the 
strategic settlement employment areas and economic employment 
districts. 

6.3 Managing Growth 
1. Primary settlement areas for the Simcoe Sub-area are identified in 

Schedule 8. 
2. Municipalities with primary settlement areas will, in their official plans 

and other supporting documents: 
a) identify primary settlement areas; 
b) identify and plan for strategic growth areas within primary settlement 
areas; 

c) plan to support the achievement of complete communities within 
primary settlement areas; and 

d) ensure the development of high quality urban form and public open 
spaces within primary settlement areas through site design and urban 
design standards that create attractive and vibrant places that support 
walking and cycling for everyday activities and are transitsupportive. 

3. Primary settlement areas in the County will be identified in the official 
plan of the County of Simcoe. 

4. The Town of Innisfil, the Town of Bradford West Gwillimbury and the 
Town of New Tecumseth will direct a significant portion of population 
and employment growth forecasted to the applicable primary settlement 
areas. The Town of Bradford West Gwillimbury and the Town of Innisfil, 
in planning to meet their employment forecasts, may direct appropriate 
employment to the Bradford West Gwillimbury strategic settlement 
employment area and the Innisfil Heights strategic settlement employment 
area respectively. 
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5. Any lands that are designated for agricultural uses or rural uses in a lower-
tier official plan as of January 20, 2017 can only be re-designated for the 
purposes of development within a settlement area subject to the policies in 
subsection 2.2.8.  

6.4 Employment Lands 
1. The Bradford West Gwillimbury strategic settlement employment area, 

the Innisfil Heights strategic settlement employment area, the Lake 
Simcoe Regional Airport economic employment district and the Rama 
Road economic employment district are identified in Schedule 8. 

2. The Minister, in consultation with affected municipalities and 
stakeholders, has determined the location and boundaries of strategic 
settlement employment areas, and has established as appropriate the 
following: 
a) permitted uses, and the mix and percentage of certain uses; 
b) permitted uses for specific areas within the strategic settlement 
employment areas; 

c) lot sizes; and 
d) any additional policies and definitions that apply to these areas. 

3. The Minister, in consultation with affected municipalities and 
stakeholders, has determined the location and boundaries, and established 
as appropriate the uses permitted in the economic employment districts. 

4. The Minister may review and amend decisions made pursuant to policies 
6.4.2 and 6.4.3. Municipalities in the Simcoe Sub-area may request the 
Minister to consider a review. 

5. The County of Simcoe and lower-tier municipalities in the County in 
which the strategic settlement employment areas and economic 
employment districts are located, will delineate the areas and districts, as 
determined by the Minister, in their official plans. 

6. The lower-tier municipalities in the County in which the strategic 
settlement employment areas and economic employment districts are 
located will develop official plan policies to implement the matters 
determined by the Minister in accordance with policies 6.4.2, 6.4.3, and 
6.4.4, as applicable.  

7. Although not settlement areas, the strategic settlement employment areas 
and economic employment districts are subject to policy 2.2.5.5. 

8. For lands within strategic settlement employment areas and the economic 
employment districts the municipality can identify the natural heritage 
systems, features, and areas for protection. 
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6.5 Implementation 
1. The policies in Section 6 apply only to the Simcoe Sub-area. 
2. For the Simcoe Sub-area, where there is a conflict between policies in 

Section 6, Schedule 7, and Schedule 8 and the rest of this Plan, the 
policies in Section 6, Schedule 7, and Schedule 8 prevail. 

3. The Minister has identified minimum intensification and density targets 
for lower-tier municipalities in the County of Simcoe to 2031. These 
minimum targets are considered to be alternative targets for the purposes 
of this Plan and will continue to apply subject to policy 5.2.5.9. 
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7 

Definitions 

Definitions 
As defined in this glossary, many of the defined terms in this Plan have the same 
meaning or are based on the meaning of another provincial document, particularly 
the PPS, 2014. For convenience, a parenthetical note following definitions 
indicates where this is the case. 

Active Transportation 
Human-powered travel, including but not limited to, walking, cycling, inline 
skating and travel with the use of mobility aids, including motorized wheelchairs 
and other power-assisted devices moving at a comparable speed. (PPS, 2014) 

Affordable 
a) in the case of ownership housing, the least expensive of: 
i. housing for which the purchase price results in annual accommodation 
costs which do not exceed 30 per cent of gross annual household income 
for low and moderate income households; or 

ii. housing for which the purchase price is at least 10 per cent below the 
average purchase price of a resale unit in the regional market area; 

b) in the case of rental housing, the least expensive of: 
i. a unit for which the rent does not exceed 30 per cent of gross annual 
household income for low and moderate income households; or 

ii. a unit for which the rent is at or below the average market rent of a unit in 
the regional market area. 

For the purposes of this definition: 

Low and moderate income households means, in the case of ownership housing, 
households with incomes in the lowest 60 per cent of the income distribution for 
the regional market area; or in the case of rental housing, households with 
incomes in the lowest 60 per cent of the income distribution for renter households 
for the regional market area. 

Regional market area means an area, generally broader than a lower-tier 
municipality that has a high degree of social and economic interaction. In the 
GGH, the upper- or single-tier municipality will normally serve as the regional 
market area. Where a regional market area extends significantly beyond upper- or 
single-tier boundaries, it may include a combination of upper-, single- and/or 
lower-tier municipalities. (Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for this Plan) 
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Definitions 

Agricultural Condition 
a) in regard to specialty crop areas, a condition in which substantially the same 
areas and same average soil capability for agriculture are restored, the same 
range and productivity of specialty crops common in the area can be achieved, 
and, where applicable, the microclimate on which the site and surrounding 
area may be dependent for specialty crop production shall be maintained or 
restored; and  

b) in regard to prime agricultural land outside of specialty crop areas, a condition 
in which substantially the same areas and same average soil capability for 
agriculture are restored. 

(PPS, 2014) 

Agri-food Network 
Within the Agricultural System, a network that includes elements important to the 
viability of the agri-food sector such as regional infrastructure and transportation 
networks; on-farm buildings and infrastructure; agricultural services, farm 
markets, distributors, and primary processing; and vibrant, agriculture-supportive 
communities. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Agricultural Impact Assessment 
A study that evaluates the potential impacts of non-agricultural development on 
agricultural operations and the Agricultural System and recommends ways to 
avoid or, if avoidance is not possible, minimize and mitigate adverse impacts. 
(Greenbelt Plan) 

Agricultural System 
The system mapped and issued by the Province in accordance with this Plan, 
comprised of a group of inter-connected elements that collectively create a viable, 
thriving agricultural sector. It has two components: 1. An agricultural land base 
comprised of prime agricultural areas, including specialty crop areas, and rural 
lands that together create a continuous productive land base for agriculture; 2. An 
agri-food network which includes infrastructure, services, and assets important to 
the viability of the agri-food sector. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Agricultural Uses 
The growing of crops, including nursery, biomass, and horticultural crops; raising 
of livestock; raising of other animals for food, fur or fibre, including poultry and 
fish; aquaculture; apiaries; agro-forestry; maple syrup production; and associated 
on-farm buildings and structures, including, but not limited to livestock facilities, 
manure storages, value-retaining facilities, and accommodation for full-time farm 
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Definitions 

labour when the size and nature of the operation requires additional employment. 
(PPS, 2014) 

Agriculture-related Uses 
Farm-related commercial and farm-related industrial uses that are directly related 
to farm operations in the area, support agriculture, benefit from being in close 
proximity to farm operations, and provide direct products and/or services to farm 
operations as a primary activity. (PPS, 2014) 

Alternative Energy System 
A system that uses sources of energy or energy conversion processes to produce 
power, heat and/or cooling that significantly reduces the amount of harmful 
emissions to the environment (air, earth and water) when compared to 
conventional energy systems. (PPS, 2014) 

Alvars 
Naturally open areas of thin or no soil over essentially flat limestone, dolostone, 
or marble rock, supporting a sparse vegetation cover of mostly shrubs and herbs. 
(Greenbelt Plan) 

Archaeological Resources 
Includes artifacts, archaeological sites, marine archaeological sites, as defined 
under the Ontario Heritage Act. The identification and evaluation of such 
resources are based upon archaeological fieldwork undertaken in accordance with 
the Ontario Heritage Act. (PPS, 2014) 

Bradford West Gwillimbury Strategic Settlement 
Employment Area 
Location set out in Schedule 8. The Bradford West Gwillimbury strategic 
settlement employment area boundary is determined by the Minister and planned 
for in accordance with the policies in subsection 6.4.  

Brownfield Sites 
Undeveloped or previously developed properties that may be contaminated. They 
are usually, but not exclusively, former industrial or commercial properties that 
may be underutilized, derelict or vacant. (PPS, 2014) 

Built Heritage Resource 
A building, structure, monument, installation or any manufactured remnant that 
contributes to a property’s cultural heritage value or interest as identified by a 
community, including an Aboriginal community. Built heritage resources are 
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generally located on property that has been designated under Parts IV or V of the 
Ontario Heritage Act, or included on local, provincial and/or federal registers. 
(PPS, 2014) 

Compact Built Form 
A land use pattern that encourages the efficient use of land, walkable 
neighbourhoods, mixed land uses (residential, retail, workplace, and institutional) 
all within one neighbourhood, proximity to transit and reduced need for 
infrastructure. Compact built form can include detached and semidetached houses 
on small lots as well as townhouses and walk-up apartments, multi-storey 
commercial developments, and apartments or offices above retail. Walkable 
neighbourhoods can be characterized by roads laid out in a wellconnected 
network, destinations that are easily accessible by transit and active 
transportation, sidewalks with minimal interruptions for vehicle access, and a 
pedestrian-friendly environment along roads to encourage active transportation. 

Complete Communities 
Places such as mixed-use neighbourhoods or other areas within cities, towns, and 
settlement areas that offer and support opportunities for people of all ages and 
abilities to conveniently access most of the necessities for daily living, including 
an appropriate mix of jobs, local stores, and services, a full range of housing, 
transportation options and public service facilities. Complete communities are 
age-friendly and may take different shapes and forms appropriate to their 
contexts. 

Complete Streets 
Streets planned to balance the needs of all road users, including pedestrians, 
cyclists, transit-users, and motorists. 

Conserved 
The identification, protection, management and use of built heritage resources, 
cultural heritage landscapes and archaeological resources in a manner that ensures 
their cultural heritage value or interest is retained under the Ontario Heritage Act. 
This may be achieved by the implementation of recommendations set out in a 
conservation plan, archaeological assessment, and/or heritage impact assessment. 
Mitigative measures and/or alternative development approaches can be included 
in these plans and assessments. (PPS, 2014) 

Cultural Heritage Landscape 
A defined geographical area that may have been modified by human activity and 
is identified as having cultural heritage value or interest by a community, 
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including an Aboriginal community. The area may involve features such as 
structures, spaces, archaeological sites or natural elements that are valued together 
for their interrelationship, meaning or association. Examples may include, but are 
not limited to, heritage conservation districts designated under the Ontario 
Heritage Act; villages, parks, gardens, battlefields, mainstreets and 
neighbourhoods, cemeteries, trailways, viewsheds, natural areas and industrial 
complexes of heritage significance; and areas recognized by federal or 
international designation authorities (e.g., a National Historic Site or District 
designation, or a UNESCO World Heritage Site). (PPS, 2014) 

Cultural Heritage Resources 
Built heritage resources, cultural heritage landscapes and archaeological resources 
that have been determined to have cultural heritage value or interest for the 
important contribution they make to our understanding of the history of a place, 
an event, or a people. While some cultural heritage resources may already be 
identified and inventoried by official sources, the significance of others can only 
be determined after evaluation. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Delineated Built Boundary 
The limits of the developed urban area as defined by the Minister in consultation 
with affected municipalities for the purpose of measuring the minimum 
intensification target in this Plan. 

Delineated Built-up Area 
All land within the delineated built boundary. 

Designated Greenfield Area 
Lands within settlement areas (not including rural settlements) but outside of 
delineated built-up areas that have been designated in an official plan for 
development and are required to accommodate forecasted growth to the horizon 
of this Plan. Designated greenfield areas do not include excess lands. 

Development 
The creation of a new lot, a change in land use, or the construction of buildings 
and structures requiring approval under the Planning Act, but does not include: 

a) activities that create or maintain infrastructure authorized 
under an environmental assessment process; or 

b) works subject to the Drainage Act. (Based on PPS, 2014 and 
modified for this Plan) 
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Definitions 

Drinking-water System 
A system of works, excluding plumbing, that is established for the purpose of 
providing users of the system with drinking water and that includes: 

a) any thing used for the collection, production, treatment, storage, supply, or 
distribution of water; 

b) any thing related to the management of residue from the treatment process or 
the management of the discharge of a substance into the natural environment 
from the treatment system; and 

c) a well or intake that serves as the source or entry point of raw water supply for 
the system. 

(Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002) 

Ecological Function 
The natural processes, products or services that living and non-living 
environments provide or perform within or between species, ecosystems and 
landscapes, including hydrologic functions and biological, physical, chemical and 
socio-economic interactions. (PPS, 2014) 

Ecological Integrity 
Which includes hydrological integrity, means the condition of ecosystems in 
which: 

a) the structure, composition and function of the ecosystems are unimpaired 
by the stresses from human activity; 

b) natural ecological processes are intact and self-sustaining; and 

c) the ecosystems evolve naturally. 

(Greenbelt Plan) 

Ecological Value 
The value of vegetation in maintaining the health of the key natural heritage 
feature or key hydrologic feature and the related ecological features and 
ecological functions, as measured by factors such as the diversity of species, the 
diversity of habitats, and the suitability and amount of habitats that are available 
for rare, threatened and endangered species. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Economic Employment Districts 
Areas that have been identified by the Minister that are to be planned and 
protected for locally significant employment uses. These areas are not 
settlement areas. 
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Employment Area 
Areas designated in an official plan for clusters of business and economic 
activities including, but not limited to, manufacturing, warehousing, offices, and 
associated retail and ancillary facilities. (PPS, 2014) 

Energy Transmission Pipeline 
A pipeline for transporting large quantities of oil or natural gas within a province 
or across provincial or international boundaries. Energy transmission pipelines do 
not include local distribution pipelines. 

Excess Lands 
Vacant, unbuilt but developable lands within settlement areas but outside of 
delineated built-up areas that have been designated in an official plan for 
development but are in excess of what is needed to accommodate forecasted 
growth to the horizon of this Plan. 

Fish Habitat 
As defined in the Fisheries Act, means spawning grounds and any other areas, 
including nursery, rearing, food supply, and migration areas on which fish depend 
directly or indirectly in order to carry out their life processes. (PPS, 2014) 

Freight-supportive 
In regard to land use patterns, means transportation systems and facilities that 
facilitate the movement of goods. This includes policies or programs intended to 
support efficient freight movement through the planning, design and operation of 
land use and transportation systems. Approaches may be recommended by the 
Province or based on municipal approaches that achieve the same objectives. 
(PPS, 2014) 

Frequent Transit 
A public transit service that runs at least every 15 minutes in both directions 
throughout the day and into the evening every day of the week. 

Gateway Economic Centre 
Settlement areas identified in this Plan, as conceptually depicted on Schedules 2, 
5, and 6 that, due to their proximity to major international border crossings, have 
unique economic importance to the region and Ontario. 

Gateway Economic Zone 
Settlement areas identified in this Plan within the zone that is conceptually 
depicted on Schedules 2, 5, and 6, that, due to their proximity to major 
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Definitions 

international border crossings, have unique economic importance to the region 
and Ontario. 

Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) 
The geographic area identified as the Greater Golden Horseshoe growth plan area 
in Ontario Regulation 416/05 under the Places to Grow Act, 2005. 

Green Infrastructure 
Natural and human-made elements that provide ecological and hydrologic 
functions and processes. Green infrastructure can include components such as 
natural heritage features and systems, parklands, stormwater management 
systems, street trees, urban forests, natural channels, permeable surfaces, and 
green roofs. (PPS, 2014) 

Greenbelt Area 
The geographic area identified as the Greenbelt Area in Ontario Regulation 59/05 
under the Greenbelt Act, 2005. 

Greyfields 
Previously developed properties that are not contaminated. They are usually, but 
not exclusively, former commercial properties that may be underutilized, derelict, 
or vacant. 

Ground Water Features 
Water-related features in the earth’s subsurface, including recharge/discharge 
areas, water tables, aquifers and unsaturated zones that can be defined by surface 
and subsurface hydrogeologic investigations. (PPS, 2014) 

Habitat of Endangered Species and Threatened Species 
a) With respect to a species listed on the Species at Risk in Ontario List as an 
endangered or threatened species for which a regulation made under clause 
55(1)(a) of the Endangered Species Act, 2007 is in force, the area prescribed 
by that regulation as the habitat of the species; or 

b) With respect to any other species listed on the Species at Risk in Ontario List 
as an endangered or threatened species, an area on which the species depends, 
directly or indirectly, to carry on its life processes, including life processes 
such as reproduction, rearing, hibernation, migration or feeding, as approved 
by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and 
Parks; and places in the areas described in clauses (a) and (b), whichever is 

applicable, that are used by members of the species as dens, nests, hibernacula 
or other residences. (PPS, 2014) 
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Hazardous Lands 
Property or lands that could be unsafe for development due to naturally occurring 
processes. Along the shorelines of the Great Lakes – St Lawrence River System, 
this means the land, including that covered by water, between the international 
boundary, where applicable, and the furthest landward limit of the flooding 
hazard, erosion hazard or dynamic beach hazard limits. Along the shorelines of 
large, inland lakes, this means the land, including that covered by water, between 
a defined offshore distance or depth and the furthest landward limit of the 
flooding hazard, erosion hazard or dynamic beach hazard limits. Along river, 
stream and small inland lake systems, this means the land, including that covered 
by water, to the furthest landward limit of the flooding hazard or erosion hazard 
limits. (PPS, 2014) 

Higher Order Transit 
Transit that generally operates in partially or completely dedicated rights-of-way, 
outside of mixed traffic, and therefore can achieve levels of speed and reliability 
greater than mixed-traffic transit. Higher order transit can include heavy rail (such 
as subways and inter-city rail), light rail, and buses in dedicated rights-ofway. 

Highly Vulnerable Aquifer 
Aquifers, including lands above the aquifers, on which external sources have or 
are likely to have a significant adverse effect. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Hydrologic Function 
The functions of the hydrological cycle that include the occurrence, circulation, 
distribution and chemical and physical properties of water on the surface of the 
land, in the soil and underlying rocks, and in the atmosphere, and water’s 
interaction with the environment including its relation to living things. (PPS, 
2014) 

Infrastructure 
Physical structures (facilities and corridors) that form the foundation for 
development. Infrastructure includes: sewage and water systems, septage 
treatment systems, stormwater management systems, waste management systems, 
electricity generation facilities, electricity transmission and distribution systems, 
communications/telecommunications, transit and transportation corridors and 
facilities, oil and gas pipelines and associated facilities. (PPS, 2014) 

Inner Ring 
The geographic area consisting of the cities of Hamilton and Toronto and the 
Regions of Durham, Halton, Peel, and York. 
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Innisfil Heights Strategic Settlement Employment Area 
Location set out in Schedule 8. The Innisfil Heights strategic settlement 
employment area boundary is determined by the Minister and planned for in 
accordance with the policies in subsection 6.4. 

Intensification 
The development of a property, site or area at a higher density than currently 
exists through: 

a) redevelopment, including the reuse of brownfield sites; 
b) the development of vacant and/or underutilized lots within previously 
developed areas; 

c) infill development; and  
d) the expansion or conversion of existing buildings.  (PPS, 2014) 

Intermittent Streams 
Stream-related watercourses that contain water or are dry at times of the year that 
are more or less predictable, generally flowing during wet seasons of the year but 
not the entire year, and where the water table is above the stream bottom during 
parts of the year. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Joint Development 
Agreements entered into voluntarily between the public sector and property 
owners or third parties, whereby private entities share some of the costs of 
infrastructure improvements or contribute some benefits back to the public sector 
based on a mutual recognition of the benefits of such infrastructure 
improvements. Approaches to joint development may be recommended in 
guidelines developed by the Province. 

Key Hydrologic Areas 
Significant groundwater recharge areas, highly vulnerable aquifers, and 
significant surface water contribution areas that are necessary for the ecological 
and hydrologic integrity of a watershed. 

Key Hydrologic Features 
Permanent streams, intermittent streams, inland lakes and their littoral zones, 
seepage areas and springs, and wetlands. 

Key Natural Heritage Features 
Habitat of endangered species and threatened species; fish habitat; wetlands; life 
science areas of natural and scientific interest (ANSIs), significant valleylands, 
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significant woodlands; significant wildlife habitat (including habitat of special 
concern species); sand barrens, savannahs, and tallgrass prairies; and alvars. 

Lake Simcoe Regional Airport Economic Employment 
District 
Location set out in Schedule 8. The Lake Simcoe Regional Airport economic 
employment district boundary is determined by the Minister and planned for in 
accordance with the policies in subsection 6.4. Major retail and residential uses 
are not permitted. 

Large Subsurface Sewage Disposal Systems 
Subsurface disposal systems with a design capacity in excess of 10,000 litres per 
day. These systems are to be designed in accordance with section 22 of “Design 
Guidelines for Sewage Works, 2008”. 

Life Science Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSIs) 
An area that has been identified as having life science values related to protection, 
scientific study, or education; and further identified by the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Forestry using evaluation procedures established by that Ministry, 
as amended from time to time. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Low Impact Development 
An approach to stormwater management that seeks to manage rain and other 
precipitation as close as possible to where it falls to mitigate the impacts of 
increased runoff and stormwater pollution. It typically includes a set of site design 
strategies and distributed, small-scale structural practices to mimic the natural 
hydrology to the greatest extent possible through infiltration, evapotranspiration, 
harvesting, filtration, and detention of stormwater. Low impact development can 
include, for example: bio-swales, vegetated areas at the edge of paved surfaces, 
permeable pavement, rain gardens, green roofs, and exfiltration systems. Low 
impact development often employs vegetation and soil in its design, however, that 
does not always have to be the case and the specific form may vary considering 
local conditions and community character. 

Major Goods Movement Facilities and Corridors 
The transportation facilities and corridors associated with the inter- and 
intraprovincial movement of goods. Examples include: inter-modal facilities, 
ports, airports, truck terminals, freight corridors, freight facilities, and haul routes 
and primary transportation corridors used for the movement of goods. Approaches 
that are freight-supportive may be recommended in guidelines developed by the 
Province or based on municipal approaches that achieve the same objectives. 
(PPS, 2014) 
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Major Office 
Freestanding office buildings of approximately 4,000 square metres of floor space 
or greater, or with approximately 200 jobs or more. 

Major Retail 
Large-scale or large-format stand-alone retail stores or retail centres that have the 
primary purpose of commercial activities. 

Major Transit Station Area 
The area including and around any existing or planned higher order transit station 
or stop within a settlement area; or the area including and around a major bus 
depot in an urban core. Major transit station areas generally are defined as the 
area within an approximate 500 to 800 metre radius of a transit station, 
representing about a 10-minute walk. 

Major Trip Generators 
Origins and destinations with high population densities or concentrated activities 
which generate many trips (e.g., urban growth centres and other downtowns, 
major office and office parks, major retail, employment areas, community hubs, 
large parks and recreational destinations, post-secondary institutions and other 
public service facilities, and other mixed-use areas). 

Mineral Aggregate Operations 
a) lands under license or permit, other than for wayside pits and quarries, issued 
in accordance with the Aggregate Resources Act; 

b) for lands not designated under the Aggregate Resources Act, established pits 
and quarries that are not in contravention of municipal zoning by-laws and 
including adjacent land under agreement with or owned by the operator, to 
permit continuation of the operation; and 

c) associated facilities used in extraction, transport, beneficiation, processing, or 
recycling of mineral aggregate resources and derived products, such as asphalt 
and concrete, or the production of secondary related products. 

(PPS, 2014) 

Mineral Aggregate Resources 
Gravel, sand, clay, earth, shale, stone, limestone, dolostone, sandstone, marble, 
granite, rock or other material prescribed under the Aggregate Resources Act 
suitable for construction, industrial, manufacturing and maintenance purposes but 
does not include metallic ores, asbestos, graphite, kyanite, mica, nepheline 
syenite, salt, talc, wollastonite, mine tailings or other material prescribed under 
the Mining Act. (PPS, 2014) 
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Minimum Distance Separation Formulae 
Formulae and guidelines developed by the Province, as amended from time to 
time, to separate uses so as to reduce incompatibility concerns about odour from 
livestock facilities. (PPS, 2014) 

Modal Share 
The percentage of person-trips or of freight movements made by one travel mode, 
relative to the total number of such trips made by all modes. 

Multimodal 
Relating to the availability or use of more than one form of transportation, such as 
automobiles, walking, cycling, buses, rapid transit, rail (such as commuter and 
freight), trucks, air, and marine. (Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for this Plan) 

Municipal Comprehensive Review 
A new official plan, or an official plan amendment, initiated by an upper- or 
single-tier municipality under section 26 of the Planning Act that 
comprehensively applies the policies and schedules of this Plan. 

Municipal Water and Wastewater Systems 
Municipal water systems are all or part of a drinking-water system: 

a) that is owned by a municipality or by a municipal service board established 
under section 195 of the Municipal Act, 2001; 

b) that is owned by a corporation established under section 203 of the 
Municipal Act, 2001; 

c) from which a municipality obtains or will obtain water under the terms of a 
contract between the municipality and the owner of the system; or 

d) that is in a prescribed class of municipal drinking-water systems as defined in 
regulation under the Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002. 

And, municipal wastewater systems are any sewage works owned or operated by 
a municipality. 

Municipalities with Primary Settlement Areas 
City of Barrie, City of Orillia, Town of Bradford West Gwillimbury, Town of 
Collingwood, Town of Innisfil, Town of Midland, Town of New Tecumseth, 
and Town of Penetanguishene. 

Natural Heritage Features and Areas 
Features and areas, including significant wetlands, significant coastal wetlands, 
other coastal wetlands in Ecoregions 5E, 6E and 7E, fish habitat, significant 
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woodlands and significant valleylands in Ecoregions 6E and 7E (excluding 
islands in Lake Huron and the St. Marys River), habitat of endangered species and 
threatened species, significant wildlife habitat, and significant areas of natural and 
scientific interest, which are important for their environmental and social values 
as a legacy of the natural landscapes of an area. (PPS, 2014) 

Natural Heritage System 
A system made up of natural heritage features and areas, and linkages intended to 
provide connectivity (at the regional or site level) and support natural processes 
which are necessary to maintain biological and geological diversity, natural 
functions, viable populations of indigenous species, and ecosystems. The system 
can include key natural heritage features, key hydrologic features, federal and 
provincial parks and conservation reserves, other natural heritage features and 
areas, lands that have been restored or have the potential to be restored to a 
natural state, associated areas that support hydrologic functions, and working 
landscapes that enable ecological functions to continue. (Based on PPS, 2014 and 
modified for this Plan) 

Natural Heritage System for the Growth Plan 
The natural heritage system mapped and issued by the Province in accordance 
with this Plan. 

Natural Self-Sustaining Vegetation 
Vegetation dominated by native plant species that can grow and persist without 
direct human management, protection, or tending. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Negative Impact 
a) In regard to water, degradation to the quality or quantity of surface or 
groundwater, key hydrologic features or vulnerable areas and their related 
hydrologic functions due to single, multiple or successive development or site 
alteration activities; 

b) In regard to fish habitat, any permanent alteration to or destruction of fish 
habitat, except where, in conjunction with the appropriate authorities, it has 
been authorized under the Fisheries Act; and 

c) In regard to other natural heritage features and areas, degradation that 
threatens the health and integrity of the natural features or ecological 
functions for which an area is identified due to single, multiple or successive 
development or site alteration activities. 

(Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for this Plan) 
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New Multiple Lots or Units for Residential Development 
The creation of more than three units or lots through either plan of subdivision, 
consent, or plan of condominium. 

Normal Farm Practices 
A practice, as defined in the Farming and Food Production Protection Act, 1998, 
that is conducted in a manner consistent with proper and acceptable customs and 
standards as established and followed by similar agricultural operations under 
similar circumstances; or makes use of innovative technology in a manner 
consistent with proper advanced farm management practices. Normal farm 
practices shall be consistent with the Nutrient Management Act, 2002 and 
regulations made under that Act. (PPS, 2014) 

Office Parks 
Employment areas or areas where there are significant concentrations of offices 
with high employment densities. 

On-farm Diversified Uses 
Uses that are secondary to the principal agricultural use of the property, and are 
limited in area. On-farm diversified uses include, but are not limited to, home 
occupations, home industries, agri-tourism uses, and uses that produce valueadded 
agricultural products. (PPS, 2014) 

Outer Ring 
The geographic area consisting of the cities of Barrie, Brantford, Guelph, 
Kawartha Lakes, Orillia, and Peterborough; the Counties of Brant, Dufferin, 
Haldimand, Northumberland, Peterborough, Simcoe, and Wellington; and the 
Regions of Niagara and Waterloo. 

Planned Corridors 
Corridors or future corridors which are required to meet projected needs, and are 
identified through this Plan, preferred alignment(s) determined through the 
Environmental Assessment Act process, or identified through planning studies 
where the Ministry of Transportation, Ministry of Energy, Northern Development 
and Mines, Metrolinx, or Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) or any 
successor to those Ministries or entities, is actively pursuing the identification of a 
corridor. Approaches for the protection of planned corridors may be 
recommended in guidelines developed by the Province. (Based on PPS, 2014 and 
modified for this Plan) 
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Definitions 

Primary Settlement Areas 
Locations set out in Schedule 8. Primary settlement areas are the settlement areas 
of the City of Barrie, the City of Orillia, the Town of Collingwood, the Town of 
Midland together with the Town of Penetanguishene, and the settlement areas of 
the communities of Alcona in the Town of Innisfil, Alliston in the Town of New 
Tecumseth and Bradford in the Town of Bradford West Gwillimbury. 

Prime Agricultural Area 
An area where prime agricultural lands predominate. This includes areas of prime 
agricultural lands and associated Canada Land Inventory Class 4 through 7 lands 
and additional areas where there is a local concentration of farms which exhibit 
characteristics of ongoing agriculture. Prime agricultural areas are to be identified 
by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs using guidelines 
developed by the Province as amended from time to time. (Based on PPS, 2014 
and modified for this Plan) 

Prime Agricultural Lands 
Specialty crop areas and/or Canada Land Inventory Class 1, 2, and 3 lands, as 
amended from time to time, in this order of priority for protection (PPS, 2014). 

Priority Transit Corridors 
Transit corridors shown in Schedule 5 or as further identified by the Province for 
the purpose of implementing this Plan. 

Private Communal Water and Wastewater Systems 
Private communal water systems are drinking-water systems that are not 
municipal water systems and that serve six or more lots or private residences, and 

Private communal wastewater systems are sewage works that serve six or more 
lots or private residences and are not owned or operated by a municipality. 

Provincially Significant Employment Zones 
Areas defined by the Minister in consultation with affected municipalities for the 
purpose of long-term planning for job creation and economic development. 
Provincially significant employment zones can consist of employment areas as 
well as mixed-use areas that contain a significant number of jobs. 

Public Service Facilities 
Lands, buildings and structures for the provision of programs and services 
provided or subsidized by a government or other body, such as social assistance, 
recreation, police and fire protection, health and educational programs, and 
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Definitions 

cultural services. Public service facilities do not include infrastructure. (PPS, 
2014) 

Public Realm 
All spaces to which the public has unrestricted access, such as streets, parks, and 
sidewalks. 

Quality and Quantity of Water 
Measured by indicators associated with hydrologic function such as minimum 
base flow, depth to water table, aquifer pressure, oxygen levels, suspended solids, 
temperature, bacteria, nutrients and hazardous contaminants, and hydrologic 
regime. (PPS, 2014) 

Rama Road Economic Employment District 
Location set out in Schedule 8. The Rama Road economic employment district 
boundary is determined by the Minister and planned for in accordance with the 
policies in subsection 6.4. Major retail uses are not permitted. 

Redevelopment 
The creation of new units, uses or lots on previously developed land in existing 
communities, including brownfield sites. (PPS, 2014) 

Renewable Energy System 
A system that generates electricity, heat and/or cooling from a renewable energy 
source. 

For the purposes of this definition: 

A renewable energy source is an energy source that is renewed by natural 
processes and includes wind, water, biomass, biogas, biofuel, solar energy, 
geothermal energy and tidal forces. (PPS, 2014) 

Rural Lands 
Lands which are located outside settlement areas and which are outside prime 
agricultural areas. (PPS, 2014) 

Rural Settlements 
Existing hamlets or similar existing small settlement areas that are longestablished 
and identified in official plans. These communities are serviced by individual 
private on-site water and/or private wastewater systems, contain a limited amount 
of undeveloped lands that are designated for development and are subject to 
official plan policies that limit growth. All settlement areas that are identified as 
hamlets in the Greenbelt Plan, as rural settlements in the Oak Ridges Moraine 
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Definitions 

Conservation Plan, or as minor urban centres in the Niagara Escarpment Plan are 
considered rural settlements for the purposes of this Plan, including those that 
would not otherwise meet this definition.  

Sand Barren 
Land (not including land that is being used for agricultural purposes or no longer 
exhibits sand barren characteristics) that: 

a) has sparse or patchy vegetation that is dominated by plants that are: 
i. adapted to severe drought and low nutrient levels; and ii. maintained by 
severe environmental limitations such as drought, low nutrient levels, 
and periodic disturbances such as fire; 

b) has less than 25 per cent tree cover; 
c) has sandy soils (other than shorelines) exposed by natural erosion, 
depositional process, or both; and 

d) has been further identified, by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
or by any other person, according to evaluation procedures established by the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, as amended from time to time. 

(Greenbelt Plan) 

Savannah 
Land (not including land that is being used for agricultural purposes or no longer 
exhibits savannah characteristics) that: 

a) has vegetation with a significant component of non-woody plants, including 
tallgrass prairie species that are maintained by seasonal drought, periodic 
disturbances such as fire, or both; 

b) has from 25 per cent to 60 per cent tree cover; 
c) has mineral soils; and 
d) has been further identified, by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
or by any other person, according to evaluation procedures established by the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, as amended from time to time. 

(Greenbelt Plan) 

Seepage Areas and Springs 
Sites of emergence of groundwater where the water table is present at the ground 
surface. (Greenbelt Plan) 
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Definitions 

Sensitive Land Uses 
Buildings, amenity areas, or outdoor spaces where routine or normal activities 
occurring at reasonably expected times would experience one or more adverse 
effects from contaminant discharges generated by nearby major facilities. 
Sensitive land uses may be a part of the natural or built environment. Examples 
may include, but are not limited to: residences, day care centres, and educational 
and health facilities. (PPS, 2014) 

Settlement Areas 
Urban areas and rural settlements within municipalities (such as cities, towns, 
villages and hamlets) that are: 

a) built up areas where development is concentrated and which have a mix of 
land uses; and 

b) lands which have been designated in an official plan for development in 
accordance with the policies of this Plan. Where there are no lands that have 
been designated for development, the settlement area may be no larger than 
the area where development is concentrated. 

(Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for this Plan) 

Sewage Works 
Any works for the collection, transmission, treatment, and disposal of sewage or 
any part of such works, but does not include plumbing to which the Building 
Code Act, 1992 applies. (Ontario Water Resources Act) 

For the purposes of this definition: 

Sewage includes, but is not limited to drainage, stormwater, residential 
wastewater, commercial wastewater, and industrial wastewater. 

Significant Groundwater Recharge Area 
An area that has been identified: 

a) as a significant groundwater recharge area by any public body for the 
purposes of implementing the PPS, 2014; 

b) as a significant groundwater recharge area in the assessment report required 
under the Clean Water Act, 2006; or 

c) as an ecologically significant groundwater recharge area delineated in a 
subwatershed plan or equivalent in accordance with provincial guidelines. 

For the purposes of this definition, ecologically significant groundwater recharge 
areas are areas of land that are responsible for replenishing groundwater systems 
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Definitions 

that directly support sensitive areas like cold water streams and wetlands. 
(Greenbelt Plan) 

Significant Surface Water Contribution Areas 
Areas, generally associated with headwater catchments, that contribute to 
baseflow volumes which are significant to the overall surface water flow volumes 
within a watershed. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Significant Wetland 
A wetland that has been identified as provincially significant by the Province. 
(Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for this Plan) 

Significant Wildlife Habitat 
A wildlife habitat that is ecologically important in terms of features, functions, 
representation or amount, and contributing to the quality and diversity of an 
identifiable geographic area or natural heritage system. These are to be identified 
using criteria established by the Province. (Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for 
this Plan) 

Significant Woodland 
A woodland which is ecologically important in terms of features such as species 
composition, age of trees and stand history; functionally important due to its 
contribution to the broader landscape because of its location, size or due to the 
amount of forest cover in the planning area; or economically important due to site 
quality, species composition, or past management history. These are to be 
identified using criteria established by the Province. (Based on PPS, 2014 and 
modified for this Plan) 

Significant Valleyland 
A valleyland which is ecologically important in terms of features, functions, 
representation or amount, and contributing to the quality and diversity of an 
identifiable geographic area or natural heritage system. These are to be identified 
using criteria established by the Province. (Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for 
this Plan) 

Simcoe Sub-area 
The geographic area consisting of the County of Simcoe, the City of Barrie and 
the City of Orillia. 
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Definitions 

Site Alteration 
Activities, such as grading, excavation and the placement of fill that would 
change the landform and natural vegetative characteristics of a site. (PPS, 2014) 

Specialty Crop Area 
Areas designated using guidelines developed by the Province, as amended from 
time to time. In these areas, specialty crops are predominantly grown such as 
tender fruits (peaches, cherries, plums), grapes, other fruit crops, vegetable crops, 
greenhouse crops, and crops from agriculturally developed organic soil usually 
resulting from: 

a) soils that have suitability to produce specialty crops, or lands that are subject 
to special climatic conditions, or a combination of both; 

b) farmers skilled in the production of specialty crops; and 
c) a long-term investment of capital in areas such as crops, drainage, 
infrastructure and related facilities and services to produce, store, or process 
specialty crops. 

(PPS, 2014) 

Stormwater Master Plan 
A long-range plan that assesses existing and planned stormwater facilities and 
systems and outlines stormwater infrastructure requirements for new and existing 
development within a settlement area. Stormwater master plans are informed by 
watershed planning and are completed in accordance with the Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment. 

Stormwater Management Plan 
A plan that provides direction to avoid or minimize and mitigate stormwater 
volume, contaminant loads, and impacts on receiving water courses to: maintain 
groundwater quality and flow and stream baseflow; protect water quality; 
minimize the disruption of pre-existing (natural) drainage patterns wherever 
possible; prevent increases in stream channel erosion; prevent any increase in 
flood risk; and protect aquatic species and their habitat. 

Strategic Growth Areas 
Within settlement areas, nodes, corridors, and other areas that have been 
identified by municipalities or the Province to be the focus for accommodating 
intensification and higher-density mixed uses in a more compact built form. 
Strategic growth areas include urban growth centres, major transit station areas, 
and other major opportunities that may include infill, redevelopment, brownfield 
sites, the expansion or conversion of existing buildings, or greyfields. Lands along 
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Definitions 

major roads, arterials, or other areas with existing or planned frequent transit 
service or higher order transit corridors may also be identified as strategic growth 
areas. 

Strategic Settlement Employment Areas 
Areas that have been identified by the Minister that are to be planned and 
protected for employment uses that require large lots of land and depend upon 
efficient movement of goods and access to Highway 400. These are not settlement 
areas. Major retail and residential uses are not permitted. 

Subwatershed Plan 
A plan that reflects and refines the goals, objectives, targets, and assessments of 
watershed planning, as available at the time a subwatershed plan is completed, for 
smaller drainage areas, is tailored to subwatershed needs and addresses local 
issues. 

A subwatershed plan should: consider existing development and evaluate impacts 
of any potential or proposed land uses and development; identify hydrologic 
features, areas, linkages, and functions; identify natural features, areas, and 
related hydrologic functions; and provide for protecting, improving, or restoring 
the quality and quantity of water within a subwatershed. 

A subwatershed plan is based on pre-development monitoring and evaluation; is 
integrated with natural heritage protection; and identifies specific criteria, 
objectives, actions, thresholds, targets, and best management practices for 
development, for water and wastewater servicing, for stormwater management, 
for managing and minimizing impacts related to severe weather events, and to 
support ecological needs. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Surface Water Features 
Water-related features on the earth’s surface, including headwaters, rivers, stream 
channels, inland lakes, seepage areas, recharge/discharge areas, springs, wetlands, 
and associated riparian lands that can be defined by their soil moisture, soil type, 
vegetation or topographic characteristics. (PPS, 2014) 

Tallgrass Prairies 
Land (not including land that is being used for agricultural purposes or no longer 
exhibits tallgrass prairie characteristics) that: 

a) has vegetation dominated by non-woody plants, including tallgrass prairie 
species that are maintained by seasonal drought, periodic disturbances such as 
fire, or both; 

b) has less than 25 per cent tree cover; 
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Definitions 

c) has mineral soils; and 
d) has been further identified, by the Minister of Natural Resources and Forestry 
or by any other person, according to evaluation procedures established by the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, as amended from time to time. 

(Greenbelt Plan) 

Total Developable Area 
The total area of the property less the area occupied by key natural heritage 
features, key hydrologic features and any related vegetation protection zone. 
(Greenbelt Plan) 

Transit Service Integration 
The co-ordinated planning or operation of transit service between two or more 
agencies or services that contributes to the goal of seamless service for riders and 
could include considerations of service schedules, service routes, information, 
fare policy, and fare payment. 

Transit-supportive 
Relating to development that makes transit viable and improves the quality of the 
experience of using transit. It often refers to compact, mixed-use development 
that has a high level of employment and residential densities. Transit-supportive 
development will be consistent with Ontario’s Transit 
Supportive Guidelines. (Based on PPS, 2014 and modified for this Plan) 

Transportation Demand Management 
A set of strategies that result in more efficient use of the transportation system by 
influencing travel behaviour by mode, time of day, frequency, trip length, 
regulation, route, or cost. (PPS, 2014) 

Transportation System 
A system consisting of facilities, corridors and rights-of-way for the movement of 
people and goods, and associated transportation facilities including transit stops 
and stations, sidewalks, cycle lanes, bus lanes, high occupancy vehicle lanes, rail 
facilities, parking facilities, park-and-ride lots, service centres, rest stops, vehicle 
inspection stations, inter-modal facilities, harbours, airports, marine facilities, 
ferries, canals and associated facilities such as storage and maintenance. (PPS, 
2014) 

Urban Growth Centres 
Existing or emerging downtown areas shown in Schedule 4 and as further 
identified by the Minister on April 2, 2008. 
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Definitions 

Valleylands 
A natural area that occurs in a valley or other landform depression that has water 
flowing through or standing for some period of the year. (PPS, 2014) 

Vegetation Protection Zone 
A vegetated buffer area surrounding a key natural heritage feature or key 
hydrologic feature. (Greenbelt Plan) 

Water Resource System 
A system consisting of ground water features and areas and surface water features 
(including shoreline areas), and hydrologic functions, which provide the water 
resources necessary to sustain healthy aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and 
human water consumption. The water resource system will comprise key 
hydrologic features and key hydrologic areas. (PPS, 2014) 

Watershed 
An area that is drained by a river and its tributaries. (PPS, 2014) 

Watershed Planning 
Planning that provides a framework for establishing goals, objectives, and 
direction for the protection of water resources, the management of human 
activities, land, water, aquatic life, and resources within a watershed and for the 
assessment of cumulative, cross-jurisdictional, and cross-watershed impacts. 

Watershed planning typically includes: watershed characterization, a water 
budget, and conservation plan; nutrient loading assessments; consideration of 
climate change impacts and severe weather events; land and water use 
management objectives and strategies; scenario modelling to evaluate the impacts 
of forecasted growth and servicing options, and mitigation measures; an 
environmental monitoring plan; requirements for the use of environmental best 
management practices, programs, and performance measures; criteria for 
evaluating the protection of quality and quantity of water; the identification and 
protection of hydrologic features, areas, and functions and the interrelationships 
between or among them; and targets for the protection and restoration of riparian 
areas. 

Watershed planning is undertaken at many scales, and considers 
crossjurisdictional and cross-watershed impacts. The level of analysis and 
specificity generally increases for smaller geographic areas such as subwatersheds 
and tributaries. (Greenbelt Plan) 
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Definitions 

Wetlands 
Lands that are seasonally or permanently covered by shallow water, as well as 
lands where the water table is close to or at the surface. In either case the presence 
of abundant water has caused the formation of hydric soils and has favoured the 
dominance of either hydrophytic plants or water tolerant plants. The four major 
types of wetlands are swamps, marshes, bogs and fens. 

Periodically soaked or wet lands being used for agricultural purposes which no 
longer exhibit wetland characteristics are not considered to be wetlands for the 
purposes of this definition. 

Wetlands are further identified, by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
or by any other person, according to evaluation procedures established by the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, as amended from time to time. 
(Greenbelt Plan) 

Wildlife Habitat 
Areas where plants, animals and other organisms live, and find adequate amounts 
of food, water, shelter and space needed to sustain their populations. Specific 
wildlife habitats of concern may include areas where species concentrate at a 
vulnerable point in their annual or life cycle; and areas which are important to 
migratory or non-migratory species. (PPS, 2014) 

Woodlands 
Treed areas that provide environmental and economic benefits to both the private 
landowner and the general public, such as erosion prevention, hydrological and 
nutrient cycling, provision of clean air and the long-term storage of carbon, 
provision of wildlife habitat, outdoor recreational opportunities, and the 
sustainable harvest of a wide range of woodland products. Woodlands include 
treed areas, woodlots or forested areas and vary in their level of significance at the 
local, regional and provincial levels. Woodlands may be delineated according to 
the Forestry Act definition or the Province’s Ecological Land Classification 
system definition for “forest.” (PPS, 2014) 
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Integrity Commissioner 1 
2018 Annual Report  

Integrity Commissioner for Durham Region 
and Brock, Clarington, Oshawa, Pickering, Scugog, Uxbridge and Whitby 

Annual Report 

1. Introduction 

I was appointed as Integrity Commissioner for the Regional Municipality of Durham and 
its local municipalities pursuant to the following by-laws1 effective the following dates: 

Municipality By-Law No. Date Passed Effective Date 

Regional Municipality 
of Durham 

58-2016 Dec. 14, 2016 Jan. 1, 2017 

Township of Brock 2715-2017-AP Jan. 16, 2017 Jan. 1, 2017 

Municipality of 
Clarington 

2017-019 Feb. 27, 2017 Feb. 28, 2017 

City of Oshawa 45-2018 April 30, 2018 April 30, 2018 

City of Pickering 7538/17 Jan. 16, 2017 Jan. 1, 2017 

Township of Scugog 15-17 March 6, 2017 Jan. 1, 2017 

Township of Uxbridge 2017-085 June 26, 2017 June 26, 2017 

Town of Whitby 7234-17 Feb. 21, 2017 Feb. 21, 2017 

In appointing me all of the local municipalities relied on the Region’s Request for 
Proposal 1042A-2016. Consequently, it makes sense for me to present a joint annual 
report. However, the different effective dates mean that I have not served each 
municipality for the same length of time. For the sake of consistency, I issue these 
reports on a calendar year basis. This report covers calendar year 2018. 

I am not the Integrity Commissioner of the Town of Ajax, so Ajax is not covered by this 
report. 

The responsibilities of the Integrity Commissioner include: providing information and 
advice to councils and members of council on codes of conduct and the issues arising 
under them; providing advice to councils on other policies and procedures that relate to 
the ethical behaviour of members; providing information to the public on codes of 
conduct and the obligations of members under the codes; submitting an annual report to 

Each municipality has adopted its own Code of Conduct for Members of Council and separately 
appointed me as Integrity Commissioner under section 223.3 of the Municipal Act, 2001. 
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Integrity Commissioner 2 
2018 Annual Report  

each council; and conducting independent investigations of complaints alleging that a 
code of conduct has been contravened. 

2. Guidance and Advice 

While the Integrity Commissioner’s independent investigative role is extremely 
important, it has been observed that the investigation of potential contraventions is a 
last resort. Ideally, members should act ethically and in compliance with codes so that 
a contravention never occurs. To this end, the Integrity Commission plays a vital 
“proactive” role, providing advice and guidance to promote ethical compliance across 
the Region and the local municipalities. 

One of the Integrity Commissioner’s roles is to provide confidential guidance to 
individual members of councils. While all members of councils are encouraged to reach 
out to the Integrity Commissioner, some seek guidance while others do not. 

In 2018 I provided guidance to two different council members from one municipality. I 
also provided guidance to the administration of some municipalities: 

 I provided guidance, which eventually was shared with all municipalities in the 
Region, on the relationship between an integrity commissioner’s Bill 68 
responsibility to provide written advice to council members on matters that 
include Municipal Conflict of Interest Act compliance and an integrity 
commissioner’s Bill 68 responsibility to consider applications alleging 
contraventions of the MCIA. 

 I provided guidance to a municipality related to the application of the code of 
conduct to election activity. 

 I provided guidance to a municipality on sharing information (or, more precisely, 
the importance of not sharing information) about specific by-law enforcement 
files. 

 I answered questions from several municipalities on the portions of Bill 68, the 
Modernizing Ontario's Municipal Legislation Act, 2017, related to codes of 
conduct, integrity commissioners and the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act. 

3. Internal Outreach, Education and Training 

During 2018, I conducted the following internal outreach, education and training: 

 December 6, 2018, Town of Whitby, Council Orientation 

 December 6, 2018, City of Oshawa, Special Council Meeting – Education and 
Training 

 December 7, 2018, Municipality of Clarington, Council Orientation Session 
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4. Complaints and Investigations

An important component of the Integrity Commissioner’s role is to receive complaints 
(from councils, members of councils and members of the public) and to conduct 
independent investigations to determine whether contraventions have occurred.  In the 
event of a contravention the Integrity Commissioner makes a penalty recommendation 
(reprimand or suspension of up to 90 days’ pay) to council and council has sole 
responsibility to decide whether the penalty should be imposed. 

Not all complaints are investigated. Some complaints relate to rules and laws (e.g., 
Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act) other than the Code of 
Conduct. Some complaints fail to contain sufficient grounds to investigate.  The 
Integrity Commissioner may also decline to investigate if a complaint appears to be 
frivolous, vexatious or made in bad faith. 

I issued a total of two investigation reports covering complaints received in 2018.  One 
of those investigation reports was issued in 2019. 

Municipality 
Investigation 

Reports 
Contravention 

Found 
No Finding of 
Contravention 

Regional Municipality 
of Durham 

1 0 1 

Township of Brock 0 0 0 

Municipality of 
Clarington 

1 1 0 

City of Oshawa 0 0 0 

City of Pickering 0 0 0 

Township of Scugog 0 0 0 

Township of Uxbridge 0 0 0 

Town of Whitby 0 0 0 

The above table that does not include complaints that were not investigated because 
either they did not provide grounds for investigation or they were withdrawn. For 
example, I did not investigate a complaint alleging that council members contravened 
the code of conduct when they failed to accept invitations to various meetings and 
public gatherings. Also, as Integrity Commissioner I am often copied on emails that 
members of the public send to council members and other municipal officials. Under the 
Municipal Act, in 2018 I only had jurisdiction over code of conduct complaints and 
therefore did not respond to communications that did not fall into this category. 
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To promote transparency, I now attach to each investigation report a statement of the 
time spent on the investigation and the total cost to the municipality. To my knowledge I 
am the only Integrity Commissioner in Canada who does this. 

5. Public Outreach 

Another important role is to provide information to the public about codes of conduct 
and the obligations of members under the codes.  This involves direct contact with 
members of the public and on occasion with the news media. 

While accessibility to the public is an essential aspect of my role, there are certain 
boundaries that I do not cross: 

 I cannot assist anyone to draft a complaint against a member.  I limit my role to 
sending out copies of the Code of Conduct and the Complaint Protocol. 

 While I can give general information about the Code to the news media and 
public, I cannot comment on specific cases, real or hypothetical.  The only 
individuals to whom I provide specific advice in individual cases are the individual 
councillors. 

 Similarly, I will not give advice to one member of a council concerning the 
conduct of another member of a council. 

 I will not comment to the news media on the conduct of an ongoing investigation, 
nor even whether an investigation is occurring.  Once a report to council is 
submitted, I let the report speak for itself and will not answer news media 
questions about it. An exception is made if a council instructs me to explain my 
report to the media. 

 If a news media inquiry were to relate to a municipal program or service, then I 
would refer the journalist to the appropriate municipal spokesperson. 

6. Bill 68 (changes effective March 1, 2019) 

Effective March 1, 2019, important changes to the Municipal Act include the following: 

 It is now mandatory to adopt codes of conduct applying to council members and 
members of local boards. 

 Requests by members for an Integrity Commissioner’s advice, and the Integrity 
Commissioner’s responses, must now be communicated in writing. 

 A new section of the Municipal Act permits an elector or other person 
demonstrably acting in the public interest to apply to an Integrity Commissioner 
when the applicant believes that a council member or local board member has 
contravened the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act. 

While these changes were not in effect during 2018, municipalities and I spent time 
during the year preparing for the March 1, 2019, effective date. 
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The statutory process for filing an MCIA application with the Integrity Commissioner is 
different than the process for submitting a code of conduct complaint. For example, the 
applicant must include “a statutory declaration attesting to the fact that the applicant 
became aware of the contravention not more than six weeks before the date of the 
application.” 

The legislation does not require that a specific form be used to make an MCIA 
application, but the legislation does require that the application include required content. 
Attached is an application form that covers all the content required by legislation. 
Municipalities that have not already done so (or issued a similar form) make wish to 
make it available  

7. Access to Integrity Commissioner Reports

Subsection 223.6(3) of the Municipal Act provides that “The municipality and each local 
board shall ensure that reports received from the Commissioner by the municipality or 
by the board, as the case may be, are made available to the public.” 

Some municipalities make the reports public only by including them in the online 
agenda packages of the meetings where the reports are considered. A few 
municipalities devote a Web page (or portion of a page) to the Code of Conduct and the 
role of the Integrity Commissioner, and post any reports there. While the Municipal Act 
does not specify how municipalities are to make reports public, the latter approach is 
obviously more transparent than the former. 

As a separate initiative, the Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII) is working to 
include integrity commissioner reports in its free, public, online database of Canadian 
legal decisions and authorities. (CanLII is a non-profit organization engaged by 
members of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada to establish a virtual library of 
Canadian legal information.) The collection of integrity commissioner reports, which is 
continually being updated, as available here: https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onmic/  At the 
time of writing, the collection includes seven reports involving the Region and its local 
municipalities. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Guy Giorno 
Integrity Commissioner for Regional Municipality of Durham, Township of Brock, 
Municipality of Clarington, City of Oshawa, City of Pickering, Township of Scugog, 
Township of Uxbridge, Town of Whitby 

May 7, 2019 
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Application for Inquiry into Alleged Contravention of Municipal Conflict of Interest Act 

About the Applicant 

Full Name ___________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Phone ___________________________________ 

Email  ___________________________________ 

Applicant is (check one): 

[ ] an elector in the municipality where the Member of Council holds office 

[ ] an individual demonstrably acting in the public interest 

[ ] a corporation (including a municipality) demonstrably acting in the public interest   

Where the Applicant is a corporation please identify its authorized representative for purposes of 
this application: 

_________________________________ 

About the Allegation 

Name of the Member of Council who is the subject of the allegation (complete a separate form 
for each Member who is the subject of an allegation): 

____________________________________________ 

The Applicant alleges that the Member contravened the following sections of the Municipal 
Conflict of Interest Act (check all that apply): 

[ ] section 5 [ ] section 5.1 [ ] section 5.2 



  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 

 

____________________________________   ________________________ 

The following are the Applicant’s reasons for believing that the Member has contravened the 
above section(s) of the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act: 

(If more room is required then please attach additional sheets that set out the reasons in 
consecutively numbered paragraphs, with each paragraph being confined as far as possible to a 
particular statement of fact. If you wish to include exhibits to support this application then please 
refer to the exhibits as Exhibit A, B, etc., and attach them to this form.) 

PLEASE READ BEFORE SIGNING:  If the Integrity Commissioner launches an inquiry into an 
allegation then the content of this form, including the Applicant’s identity, will typically be shared 
with the Member who is the subject of the allegation. Also, information on this form and 
information obtained during the inquiry, including possibly the identities of the parties involved, 
might be disclosed in the Integrity Commissioner’s published reasons at the end of the inquiry 
and might be disclosed in an application to the Superior Court. Only sign this application form if 
you understand and accept the potential for disclosure of your identity and the information you 
provide. 

The Applicant applies to the Integrity Commissioner for an inquiry to be carried out concerning 
the alleged contravention: 

Signature of Applicant Date 
(or of representative if Applicant is a corporation) 

Personal Information on this form is collected pursuant to the Municipal Freedom of  
Information and Protection of Privacy Act and Part V.1 of the Municipal Act and will be used by the 
Integrity Commissioner to consider this application and to conduct an inquiry into it. Questions about the 
collection of this information should be directed to the clerk of the municipality. 

Note: The statutory declaration on the next page is a mandatory part of the application 
(required by the Municipal Act). It must be declared before a person authorized to take 
declarations in Ontario (including any Ontario lawyer). 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

___________________________ 

DECLARATION 

Required by subsection 223.4.1(6) of the Municipal Act 

I, ______________________ (insert full name), of the _________________ (city, town, 

etc.) of ___________________________ (specify municipality), ________________________ 

(add province/country if outside Ontario/Canada) solemnly declare that: 

1. I am the Applicant. 

1. The Applicant is a corporation and I am its authorized representative. 

(strike out the line above that does not apply and initial the striking out) 

2. I attest to the fact that the Applicant became aware of the Member’s alleged 

contravention of the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act not more than six weeks before today. 

2. [In a municipal election year:] I attest to the fact that the Applicant became aware of the 

Member’s alleged contravention of the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act within the period of 

time starting six weeks before the fourth Friday of July, and ending on voting day. 

(strike out the paragraph above that does not apply and initial the striking out) 

3. I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to be true, and knowing that it 

is of the same force and effect as if made under oath. 

DECLARED before me at the  ) 
)of this day of ) 

, 20 ) 
) ___________________________________ 
) Applicant or Representative 
)A Commissioner, etc. ) 
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